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Médidel_SOftware iS marketed like Wordstar or Lotus 1-2-3 product
oriented regulation may_bo appropriate. I do not suggest ignoring

the potential_xisk iiy proposal is instead to adopt a regulate)*
SystemLoriented towards the user of-the-software, rather_then the
producer, and_fix the liability_for defectioe_software_at_the
same point. Such a propotal WOUId involve registration Of each

user location.

This _proposal would I) focus regulation on the pattiét
actually controlling the use of the-software, It would clarify
responsibility for control of the software_and the_potential_uses
to_which software would be put. 21 Liabillty.mould_be_ strictly
imposed on the Odin§ hoSpitaI,_as tne_place best able to evaluate
what level eif_tWersight_ is_needed._ By concentrating liability at

the Uter IeveLthere would be an increase in competition, rather
than_t_reduotion, since the financial viability- of the prOducer
would no longer be an issue. 3) The users ae aIready_sdOlect to
regulatory control, They are faMiliar with the requirements of

the regulatory authorities.

I am not suggeL.ting that medical software_be_exempt from
either regulation or liability; However;in _the case of this
unique -product; the piblicintexest_Mould best be ierved by

iof liability at the level of the user, combined
With a modest level of regulation-on the same party; _This
combination would provide the -optimum mix oE protertion_of
consumers With minimum reStrictions on the development of this

revolutionary technology.
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF PROr. VINCENT BRANNIGAN TO THE HOUSECOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY MARCH 18, 1986
Part I

LIABILITY AND REGULATORY ISSUES IN MEDICAL COMPUTER SOFTWARE

VINCENT M. BRANNIGAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER ECONOMICS

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
COLLEGE PARK, MD.

_ I-have been invited to_ addre&S the committee on the istge_Ofliability in regards to the_use_of medical computer systems. TheMedical_ computer liability field___is in Lts infancy. To myknowledge_there re no -decided cases. The_fear Of liability isused for evezy_purpoSe fkom promoting the use_of compUter systemsto arguing against 'them It it My opinion that liability is_onIyone of several closely
related_Critical legal issues involvedinthe_intreddation of computer systeMs Jx5Olihidel medicine. Noneof the major iSSUet tan be addressed in isolation

The three issues are:

1) Liability forthe use or non use of medical computer systems.
2) Government regUlation of Medical computers at Medical devicesunder the Food and Drug act.

3) The interrelationship_of_artifidial
intelligence and expertsysterte With state mandated

limitationa_en the practice ofmedicine. I haVe ihcladed a separate written stateMent on thisissue.

The areas of liabilitT ancl_regUIation
are directly related.There it he dOubt in my mind that the_deeitiOnS reached by thipcommittee and the Food and Drug Administration denderning the

regulatien_of_tedid&I Computer systems will have a dikedt effecton the liability isSUet.

The most important _changes in the legal system are due_tothe much wider need for infcrmatien Which computers provide. Theinformation is of many types. _There it information about thepatient,__albUt the illness and_about tlie__seOpd of treatment.With computeriXed Medicel information systems,__COMparisons arepossible among_physiciant, hospitals and specialties, The Use ofexpert systems raises eveh tore dramatic possibilities Ofchanget.

The topic_ Of_thiS preientation is liability._ FOr thepurpose of this preaentation the widest poesible definition Winbe used to include not
only_physibal ihjury to the patient, batalso invasion of privacy, infliction of emotional distress and
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other non-physical-injury. This presentation is designed,. brat to

give e primer_in the law, but to describe the backgroun_d_of
Medical information systems and how they tan lead to a liability

problem.

The medical computer IiabiIity_field is in its infancy. -The

few cases whicn -have beceime_known have not gone to trial.
However-, the expIosive_growth in medical computer systems has

occurred with little input from the legal sector.

In many malpractice cased there are_difficult factual issues

of proof, causation, and_responaibility. In the case-of_ a
computer Canted medicak_injury, the facts arl even more_cIOUdyi

and the_answers_even more
uncertain. Computer Systems ere not

StaitclardiZed _items, and even siMiIar Systems have_ crucial

differences. Software is epheffieraI,_it is often changed in the

field by users, and-ca-h be
aIteredwithout trace. A program is

often the-produet of many_handsi_ who leave no trace-of _their
individual efferts It_is worth noting that B.-100, the Batten

productt liability bill now before Congress, WOUld nbt applyto_a
COMpUter_program,_.the act defines a prodUCt at a tangible item

With intrinsic value. Computer prograffit are.ruat.It is possible

that an entire jurisprudence_mutt
be_developed to deal with the

unique aspects of compute': related injury.

CONCEPTS OF LIABILITY ____

In a 1981 artie.e in_the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF LAW AND

MEDICINE I wrote exteigiveIy_cli_the liability for personal
injuries caused bY a detective medical computer program.(1)

In Conduttinsresearch for that artiele; it Wag striking how

Mafty_people automatically assumed that negIigence4 rather than

strirt liability would be the appropriate test for injuries

caused by computer prograMt. _They seemed preoccupied with_ the

intangible nature of the_program, and that the output Of_the

program Wad a service- there is a strong argument_that Computer
prograffig are_products, subject to striet liability Despite
their_ intangibility, programs ShOW a_11_ of the other
characteristics of a prodUet. _They_can be owned, they exist
throu9h tiMe, they can have_errorsi which can be corrected. They

can be passed frOM person to person.

In some_sense, programs are like bOekS;_but_unlike _books in

most circumstances, they can be thfI_dirert source of injury,- in

this sense they-are esaentially the instructions to a- machine.

Like the ramshaft onLa_car, the
instructions are set the machine

will do what it is told.

Once it is accepted that Computer programs .are products,

liability will be strictly imposed if_the other requirements_are

met. The most important requirement is probably that the defect
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"reach" the_consumer.
This_requires extensive analysis._ Thefirstissue_is to define what thetompUter system does; there arebasically three_pettibilities. First, tha ceMpiiter system can actaS_A background resouree_bdr the physician. In this_ Casetheccmpotet_doesn't "reach" the wient and the liability fellowsthe typical_adIpractice
approach,aLteasonable care. In thesecond cage ttuatehiputer

system interactt directly with thepatient. Traditional_Stfiet liability is _appropriate for deviceswhieh are directly
computer_bontrolled such as cat teanners orinteheiVe care monitoring._ It IS the third case which poSet theunique problems. This is_where the computer is woducIng_theoutput Which a physician relies oh Without further checking. ThiSwould refer td Most lab resultsi vatieht_records, and similaritems._ In theta Systems reliance_on_the

data is automatic, anderrors can be cateatrophic.
In such _a situation a strictliability standard for erterd is apprcpriate.

Aseeend major issue is to_defina what constitutoe_A"defect"_in_a_coMputer syste-. Errors_teri_O to be of two typesilogic errors and_prograftMing errors. The probleM id, apart fromthe Most egregious mistakes_, it can take a thorough InVeStigationto determine what type of error it present. Unlike many_etherproducts_i_it_is often difficult_ta Separate a design from aproduction_defect ih a computer
_system. COMputer systems are notbuilt to blueprintt. They are built

to_s_syStem_design which ishormally changed continteUtly as the system_is
beihg_ installed.Mahy are one of_s_kind

ihstallations where_tJhe design andprOddetion phases are merged together. Systems_ ara_eften putintO_Service for field testinT_deSpite the presence ot_errort.Sometimes_tetting the system does net reveal the bug, only _usingthe system. ____Sihed error correction_is_i_aber intensive, it istypical to leave_a
_Certain number of "bugs"ih Shy system, to beCorrected, over time_.__at _th-e- system is_us_ed. The termNtaihtenance" which in

mott_fieIdt-is simply keeping theSSehinePp to spoeifications, is used
inthe 'Computer field to describethis continuous error removal process.

A logic error san_eried in a very simp_leLway. For example,et_ohe hospital the computer tystem provided_the coMpIete bedassignaleht system. Beds_s_re a hospital's stock in trade;keeping_traCk_S4-them is often_eritiCAI to cost control. _Thishospital divided its- services into two_groups, those with bedsisuch as surgeryi_Ahd
those without beds_i_seeh as radiology. Thebed-allocatioh_tystem_wat connected to the pharmacy tystem, whichpaCkaged drugs for_isdiVidUal

patients end _sent_theM to theflodt._ When a patient was
trabeferred directly from_end bedserviceto another, the bed control and pharmacy records_wereupdated to_stew_the new location. When a_patient was transferredto a non bed_servide_. the bed control-record&

Were-changed tothew the temporary
status,_but pharmacy wat unchanged beeause thepatient was expected to returlt. The problem occurred Wien thepatient WAS transferred from internal Medicine to radiology, ahd
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then to surgery. The bed control -syStem _waf_updatedi_ but the
pharmacy syttem_wes _not. As a result4 the_Pharmacy continued to
send_drugs to the_ ald bed, which was by.now occupied by a new
patient. In this particular case the error was discovered.

Programming errors tend to lead to false data reportingr_or
system breakdown. In a system prone to errors,_the_staff often
checks strange results. There_are_more_pamblers with a system
that runs _so_ weLL_the_users stop challenging potential errors.
Cleaning up a program can result in a less attentive staff.

SPEC/AL PROBLEMS IN MEDICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Siewitirtg_thatrticJe I have had more experience
working directly with medical information personnel. I spent
1984 on sabbatical, first at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and later at The-Center for-MedicaL Computing Science
at the University of Frankfurt- /t is possible that_potential
problems are even more severe_than first believed, primarily due
te the nature_and methimio_f_soltware development and use, and to
the changing role of information in the medical system.

Certain systems by their distribution and inherent nature
are the most likely to be involved in litigation. These include
patient record systems and trekttiient _support systems such as
nursing orders_amd__ pharmaoy- These are generally referred to as
medical information systems. .The most important current
developments are going on in the area of expert systems. These
systems are very new. Ten years ago .even the_maSt advanced
university medical centers were only beginning to install medical
information systems.

Several developments in information systems have changed
this environment. The development of fasterr-less expensive,
general purpose machines has led to an explosive growth in the
number of computers. -Network and communications_software_allows
those computers to be connected together in a wide variefy of
different cOmbinations. SpeciaL languages, such as MUMPS, the
MaSSachusetts Utility Multi-programming System, were developed to
serve the medical community. Information syLtems were pioneered
in research oriented university medical centers, in partbeoAuse
of the need for research _data- tary and VeteranS
Administratio_n_hospitaLs are currently implementing their
systems. The great bulk of conventional hospitals-do not yet
have systems, however, the pressure to install them is
accelerating.

A new profession has also arisen. Most traditional data
processing managers were trained in business-or-accounting. In
the medical area they have shown a Limited ability tb create
systems which-support patient care. Instead the pioneers of
clinical information systems were computer scientists and
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physiciand mith computer science bakgrounda. There is now anAmeriCan College -of Medical_Informatics.
aIffiodt exclUsivslycomposed of physicians and computer .peciakists_;__The GekMan.term

"INFORMATIEEH" _caM be used to 'describe these professionaIe. They
are oriented towards_the automation of patient data and _the
changes in medical_care mbiCh_can result from that automation.It is this group which is_causinq_the

keedlUtion in the use ofcoMpUteks in-medicine and the one least_ithOWn_to the legalcommunity._ Inlormatikers believe that_transmiae166 And use Ofmedical informatioh_fundementally changes the concept nf_medicaI
care. Medical :ecords, which used to-be the physician's notes ofhis personal knowledge, now_become_nlie dhart of the patient'sentire _life. Access to.this_information AIL:WS the members ofthe health_cake indhstry to provide cars in totally different
systems. Second_opinions, monitoring of health care; referrals,
consultations, And_trshsfetS of patient from provider to providercome -to rely on the_information system. Informatikers seeMedicine as criticali_y_ dependent_ en the MOVement and flow ofInforMation._ -To them; information_ie_a_pOSitiVe good. Theirultimate_goaI is_a sophisticated information system Whieh canhandle most or all of the physician's tasks.

_

-Virtually all ex-ting_mediCal information systems arehOspital based. This means thamedicaI ihfokMatiOn systems aredirectly connected to the
fundamental_dhangeLhow oCcurring inAmerican Hospitals. Hospitals used _to be the__IoorkshopS for

individual physicianS; increasingly they_ are becoming the diredtprovider and decision maker in medical care.

The development of the diagnosis_teIated grohp-system hascaused_a fUndaMental change in the system ef paying fOk Medical
care and creat_ed_a hew demand on the medical information sySteit.Under prospective patient reimbursement rules, administrators_howneed real time infermation_on patients currently in the hospital,how they are being treatedi_arALlidw_mudh

that treatment costs.
The_Medical-information systems_areL_crliciaI to this effort .flespitar adMinietrators use them to determine which physiciansuse the mst resources-. Auditors _uss them__to__control
reimbursement. Competing_demands cam lead io system eitsrload.The need for new types of_systema has created extraordinarypdtential- fer significant_legal_probIett.

Problems with medicalinforMation systems do not just_happen._ They are caused by
dramatically different perspectives on the key priorities of themedical system.

There are thkee_important groups ih a hospital workingwith a-medical information_systeMt
adMihiatkators, physicians,and ihformatikers. Each seep the_ sytem_a_s_SOMething different.

The physiciah_sees it as a helper, a newtype of nurse or clerkwho will pravid_e_ information and csrry_out orders withohtchanging the iphysician'e_ fuhdamental- control over the system;The administrator sees it as a control System. He can control the
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physicians because he now knows what they are doing. The
informatiker sees the system as the centerpiece of health care,
allowing physicians and other professionals to be-"plugged in" as
needed. The informatiker likes bigger, better, faster and more
complete systems;

All of the participants are oriented towards their own goals
for the system. The system is more than a distributor of
information. The reality is that information is a new center
of power. Normally the physi-cians have power based on
professional authority, and the administrators have power based
on financial control. _ Both of these groups can use_their_power
in obvious fashions. The informatikers power is control over the
medical_information system, but to get the system up and running, _

the informatiker needs cooperation from both of the other groups.

As a result, the_informatiker must _ten different things_to
differeht_people. To _the physician, he promises_a_helper mho
will serve the physicians interests. Therefore the
informatiker first develops subordinate systems, such as clinical
lab, nursing,-bed assignment, -and reporting systems. -These
systems do _all the paperwork_ which physicians normally detest.
What the informatiker knows, but the physician dOes not always
realize_is_that_the same information is the sonrce of control for
the administration. The informatiker must keep this secret until
the system is installed, or the physicians will oppose the system
installation. These conflicts in internal goals are rarely
brought to the lawyer's attention.

Despite the rapid redntion_ in_ the oo_st of computer
hardware. computer power remains a scarce resource. Therefore
someone has to allocate access to the information system, and
determine what information is kept, and in what form. It is-in
these resource allocation decisions that the potential for
malpractice _ th_e_ highest. ___Th_e_pressure_ trom_the_Awrious
interast groups can lead to compromises with severe unintended
results. Two examples of typical problem areas are given in the
appendix.

Liability standards win take a substantial time to_develop.
One major area of _concern_l_s_ Liability_for _failure t_o use a
computer_syst'm- _Lthink this type of liability could arise in
fundamentally different ways. The first would be to fail to use
a computer system to check on specific problems which can be
found in standardize& medical databases, such_as drug=_d_rug
interactions, or_the Istest_contraindications to various types of
therapy. The other area is the ordinary failure to maintain
accurate patient records of the type which a computer system
could provide. A-Llergies, patient histories and prior
complications are all easily stored in computers, hut_tan_take
substantial time to recall in a menual_system-Automated medical
information systems are clearly the state of the art, and without
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them a hospital or_docter WOUld be vulnerable under the leadingnate of the T.J. HOOPER.

__To_ Sum _up the liability
exposure, the- problem is real_andimmediate._ _Short of passing a general _prOdUeta liability bill,which I do_not_sUggest,

the most directaffect this committee canhave on the liability ibaneis
in its instructions and eVersightte_the Food and

Drug_adffiihiStration regarding_the_reqUIation ofMddidal computer systemeee_devices. The liability_endregulatory issues are intertw_ined _becanee -both legal conceptsserve the_sathe C-onflicting goals,: _how do We promote theadvancement uf_medicaI technology while maintaining the maximumOf patient protection; both physical and financial?
_

iThe primary question n h_oth ereas is what legal approachshould ha Used to control clinical eoftward?I am not persuadedthat the_crrent Food and Drug Act_aLctUaIIy covers software.Hut I am confident that the
product orientedLappreadh of that actWould be both inettactive and hostile to the deVelOpment-of theteChnology. The legal systeM -ohould not attempt to_define inadVanda what direction

this_tethnology-will take. However, theliability and regulatory policies sheA1d be coordinated.

There a_retattain basic principles wnich_theUld control alllegal efforts in this area, First is protection_of patienta fromthe Unreasonable risk of iniUry; Second, there should be_a_Searchfor _x_eIativ-e improvement in_medical 4:are, not absoleteperfection, Thitd, Any system should avoid_entrenching existinginstitutions,whether_goVetnmental, industrial_cprofessional.Fearth, in any implementatiOn Of a computer system there_MAst bea_fInancially responsible party Fifth, in terms of_patienttherapy_there must be a party clearly responsible for the properoperation of the system.

Compliance_with these principlea_is_diffIcUlt -under thecurrent legal syeteM. Under the current_regulation Of medicaldevices and_ drugs; the _federal government control-a theManufacture and lahelling_of devices and drugs, and_the_ttatescontrol the use. The division iSeiMilar in products liability;where thaprodUeer is strictly l_iable hilt the user is subject_toa test of _negIigen66- -For all of the reaSons /-mantionedearlier, the technolOgital development of_ thia_field has madethit distinction_obsolete
__Po I'. example, a hospital worker_eitsdown_a_t_ a terminal. It makes_no_fUndtional difference whetherthe qomputer Is located in the same_hospital; across the country,or in another_coUntry. -Likewise, it makes no_difference whetherthe system is prod_uCed in his hospital, ,Or_ puteheadd on-theoutside.- It is of no importande if the system is one of a kindor Ohe of e group. Yet both_tta regulatory and liability syateMSfastae_oe these irrelevant distinctions to impose widelydifferent levels Of regulation and liability:
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The primary policy choice for this committee is between the
product oriented -concept of the current medical device
legislation act, _and a_user oriented regulatory approach suited
to the nature of this technology.

The jprimary problem with the product oriented approach is
that it tends to stifle all of the attributes which make computer
softyare such-an exciting_ technology. Product oriented
regulation tends to _limit developments in a Eield'to those
compan_i_es__whic_h__ ere _both ad2pt at the technology and
sophisticated in dealing with the regulatory authorities. We can
get the medical equivalent of the Pentagon s $600.00 hammer
because ingenuity in dealing with the regulator is the key
business attribute.

Second;_product_revuletion_tends tot centralize production
in a small Rtimber of firms. The first handful of firms a2proved
can divide up the market. Regulatory approval-is a- substantial
entry barrier. There are omly-a small number of viable hardware
producers- in the computer_field, compared to the vast_nuMber_of
softWare houses. This_i due to the dilferent_economics of scale
in_starting up operations. The regulatory burden could be
crippling to small, innovative companies. It is precisely these
innovative companies which are the strength of the computer
field. Many of the most innovative producers are nniverdities
and hospitals. There Is_ a tradition of sharing breakthroughs
and software which could disappear if regulated.

Third, regulation of the software tends to limit the
flexibility of the user in adapting the device to 1,cal
conditions. while the food and drug -act provides for
customization of the-devide to a Patient-, it does_n_Ot proiride for
custom_zatiom_to the_inAtitutioo; which is often critical in
clinical software. Modifications of systems by producers in
light of system failures or increased knowledge would be slowed
hy the need for regulatury approval.

Fourth; under the_current concept, liability for defective
software is diffuse. Small companies may not be financially
viable. Insurance in this area is becoming unobtainable. The
liability exposure is determined by traditional strict liability
with contractual disclaimer and indemnity.

_Fifth, some seftwars mfa_l_b_e_exempt_from_regulation, because
it_is created by the using hospital. Software can also disappear
from the regulatory system because of the demise of the producing
company, while the software is still in use.

These deficiencies can best be addressed by recognizing that*
software is a fundamentally different item from a scalpel or an
x-ray machine. Perhaps when software is distributed in a mass
market setting such as Wordstar or Lotus 1-2-3, product oriented
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regulation wpuld be appropriate
_ do-not suggest ignoring thepotential risk; My proposal is_inatead_te adopt a regulatorysystem_oriented towards-the user of the aoftware,_ rather than theproducerr and fix the liability
for defective software At thesame point. such a proposal WoUld involve xegistration of eachuser location.

Thit Proposal would 11 _focus regulation on the parties
actually deStrolling the use of:thesoftware. It would clarify
responsibility fer control of the software And_the_ptitential-usesto which_ao_ftware WOUld be put. 2) Liability wou1d be Striotlyimposed on the using hospital, as the place best able to evalUateWhat level of oversight is_needed._

By concentrating liability atthe_user level there would be an_increase in deffipetition, rather
than_e_redne,tion, since the financial viability__Of the producerwould no longerJUe an_ISSUe. 3) The users are already sUblect toregulatory control. They_are faMiliar with 1.he requirements ofthe regulatory authorities.

___I am het baggesting that
medical s.,ftward be exempt fromeither_ regulation eik liability. Howeveri in _the daSe Of thisunique produc_the,pUbLi6 interest would be best_Se±Ved byimpositior of strict liabiIitY At the level of the useri combinedwith a modest level of____regUIation on the same party. 1.1115combination would provide the_optiMum mix of protection ofconsumers with minimum restrictions en the development of thisrevolutionary technology.

APPENDIX

_ Two_discrete Siteations which exist at_the opposite ends ofthe medical inforMatien enirironment
provide excellent exaMpIde Ofpotential problems.

_The first problem is the_ aocilracy, timeliness, useabilityand_ friendliness of the medical information; In-this area allthree_ gr6U06 have the same gol_of_prOViding accurate
information;____HOWeVer, the groups

differ _in_Alat_infermation isneeded. _Administraters want the information that_aIlOwsfinancial control. Physi_CienS normally want the informatiOnneeded for-their next
decision.___Informatikers-want systems whichrun_smoothlyr-don't overload, and_don't_break deWn. Problems cancrop u_p_in_ the Meat trivial way, but with petentially severeconsequences.

In one information_syStem_.
every tongue_depressor andaspirin Was in the information_system, but management haddetermined_that there was no room for blood_pressUre Measurementor other_patient data. In another system tha _pathology

laboratory saved the_f_aet Of every test, but_not_the_reSUIt.
Possibly these two converted billing systems fall outside the
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arena of patient inforreatiön systems, _but_when access to
unimportant data is avenabIe by compoter,_while vital_data is
kept by hand, seri:Ong qUeStions_can be raised concerning the
standard of card at the institution.

At one major development-center for medid_a_l_ information
systems, the system designers allowed any_syatem_user_to_send the

only copy of the patient't ehart_to_any room in the hospital.
There was no proVi-Sion__f_or_ verification of arrival, or insuring
its return to_the record room. When it was suggested thet_the
loss of the Hospital's only copy of what it did EC) a_pstient
could involve substantial liability consequences, the suggestion

was met with disbelief.

Additional problems erise_from the ease with Whidh
dOMOUterized medidel records can be altered without a trade.
Hackup_tapes can be used to archive the state_of the data at a
particular time, but they must be protected._ However it_is_Yery
time consuming to search for this type of information, especially

cn tape.

The sing_le_a_dvA_nt_age in dealing with the-probleni of

information_accuracy is that no one really wants bad data._ It

is essentially a management problem, -but it_May_be up to the
counsel to inform the Mendgeffieht they have a problem.

The_second_problem is protecting the patientintereet_lo
the privacy of medical data. Patients have normany expected
that their medical data was kept secret._ /n_the pa.atthis was
true more because of the difficulty of locating, copying_and
interpreting the data than-any great_invsstment_ in privacy.
Unlike the accuracy of the Bata, ell_of the _groups which work

with data have deMie reasoh_t_o_be _against true data privacy- To

the adffiihittratOr,_data priVetY means less control- -To confront
the physician on issues of cost, he needs all the inforMetion the
physiciln has, and he needs to be able to diStribute it_freely .

To the physician, data privacy means_the_domputer is less useful;
it is harder to §ive_oraers irom_tne_pffice or to check on a
patient fret_home. To_ths informatiker, data privacy meana_a
clumsy system which cannot be easily connected te) other systems.

For all groups, data_protett1-Jon costs money which could
otherwise_be spent on something_ else. So it is typical to do
Whet the_Iaw_requiree, but no more. A3 the technology deveItips,
it_becomes easier and easier to evade the spirit Ohe:law_i_
'while staying within its boundaries._In_mahy cases_there are no
statutes whatever, _whidh leads _the hospital to conclude that
there :are he) Iega/_checka_on _its actions. There is often no
appreciation of common law rights of privacy.

At one of the nation's most_distinguiShed medicalCenters,
there is a development Center for medical computing. The
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hespital has 6.4 different computer systems. most are Virtuallyunprotected, but one system_is password protected and encoded.Thatil the physician's salery_systet. Other hospitals seeminsensitive to the-need for confidentiality Of data. Computersystems staff routinely have access to all petient data, and 'topadministrators treat patient data as a corporate asset; Subjecttti their control._ _Researchers at major medical centers eXpectvirtually unlimited access to pAtieht data.

The prOblem is that the_potential liability exposure arisesfrom a_LegAI_te4Uirement which_is not_a_high pribrity item forachieving each_groOp's own'internal goals. EVen_Whett there areextensive statutory_regyarements, such as government_ _systemsabbject to the Privacy Act, _protedtiom is almost nonexistarit,a_pretentation to 70 Veterans
Adminiettrition programmers andsystem managers Last year at a conferencei not A_Single one hadheard of the_Privacy Adt or thought it had anything tO di, withtheir operations.

Ih aII_of these cases
there_i_a_a_comffien thread. There hadbeen a complete breakdown in

communication betWeen the legalstaff, who had_ no idea what was going oni and the technicalpeople who design_and operate the systems. It is this breakdown. Which is so critical._ The
medical area has more than Its shareOf prima donnas, who resent_any _outside investigation of____theirdoMaina. Computer systeMs_staff tend to think of the machines_astheitt; and that they should contrtd WhO_ gets what information,

Administ_tAtOre tend to think of_ hospitele_et A business, wherepeople at the_top bah have any information they_waot; Physicianswant- to get on with__treating-
patients, and have A _hbrror ofpeople looking over their shou_Ider _All professions had theirorigin in the exclusive

controlcf_information by;a. small Troup,Technological Change-has-deemphasized the expert e role as themere accumulator_of infOrmation,_and emphasized the role ofdecision maker. _The_ information systems which suppprt St replacethe deci3ion maker must be held to the highest possible standardOf care.
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The introduction of medical information systems has_not yet
changed the legal StruCtUreL 01_ health care- However the
development _of systems that can challenge all Or part of the
physician's medical "ludgment will require changes in the
definition of the practice of medicine. Such changes must take
into account both the rationale for regulation and the potehtiaIs
of modern information systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Under the existing structure for the regulation ofhealth care,
physicians-have-an effective-monopoly on primary medical decision
making. Physicians have j_earIcmsIy_guarded_their control aver the
syStem-11J Recent developments in computerized record keeping
and decision making have the possibility of providing both closer
control over physician decision making and possible automated
substitutes for physician decision making. _The introduction of
medical informatics-requires a focus on the legal requireatents_of
the-practice-of medicine, and examination of alternative systems
employing medical Information systems.

For the purpose of this article "medical decision making" is the
process of diagnosing and determining the appropriate treatment
for diseases. Decision making must be distinguished from the
technique of treatment, however skilled.

2. CURRENT CONTROL STRUCTURE

2.1. Professional Autonomy

The hallmark Of MediesI_ _d_e_easion making in the U.S. is
professiona_l_aUtonomy- Individual physicians make decisions on
types of treatment with little or no prospective review and-only
modest retrospective review. In addition, physicians control the
vast majority of a-11 health care delivery either directly or
indirectly. The role of government_is_distinctly limited. Its
supervision overRhysicians is effectively limited to the
licensing exams; which are administered largely to graduates of
accredited American medical schools. Direct quality reviews of
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physicians are rare. _What little review takes place is normally
not-directed to_ patient_care_;_ but to reimbursement and iscOnducted primarily by insurance companiet. Physicians thereforehave _an extretely favored status in the law.___The legal. systemlimits competition_Whild affirmatively conducting very feWreviews'of physician activity;
2.2; Social Control

The_ Ju_s_t_ifiCatiOn for professional autonomy_ is_normally ademonstrated JtaperiOrity of the professional decision makingprocess. Decition__making it the-heart of any professiomAIIprofessions would prefer_to_be teIf_defining, with the professionaetermining what is a_professionAI &edition. -However, because ofthe_need for the legal system to_poIlce infringements on the
professional sphere, the legal system sets the Iiiiiitations on the
autonomy_of_professional decision makers. For_exampIe;_ the legalsystem decidee_What it the-practice of medicinei dentistry; orlaw. Determinaticcm_of the boUndaries of professional decisionmaking is not static; _it_ changeS_With ;social needs, political
p6Wer, economic-development and technologieSI innOVAtion. One ofthe_most_dramatic shifts possible in any profettift occur!q when a
determination___is_made that-professional judgment .ino_Iongerneeded in any _given_dboisiOn. For example, the movement_of_a
pharmaceutical from prescription to non-prescription status is anindication of the limited need for profettiOnal judgment.

In our_society, the determination that a professiOnaI dedision is
no longer required_tendS tia be made by,regulatory authoritiet ata question of_social_pc/ity;_ The social question relates to theparticular risks a society_wishes_to tun. For example, aspirinie universally available in the United_StateS; but can only besold_la_pharmacies in Germany. On the other hand Many remediespromote& in_Garmany by the-"heilpraktiker"

practitioners_andpharmacies would_be_bahned as quackery by the Food and Drill
Administration and the American Medical Association.12] Thescope of professional_ judgment iS A Matter of social, andtherefore legal policy.[3]

The _legal_ s_tractUre of the practice of medicine_arOse in theearly parr of_thie_centUry at-a particular stage of _medicaltechnology. The development Of "scientific medicine" gave themedical-practitioners a tremendous tool to exclude the lay public
frominedical decision making. The authority Of the physician wasbased not on_professional privilege; or_the arcane nature of theknowledge; _bat on the demonstrably superior reSUIts of thescientific practitiOnert.[4]

23. Effect of the Regulatory Structure

In_the isce_of this-superiority there were dramatic_Changes inthe structure of_nedidAI care some alternative therapies Were
considered useless, others dangeroUs. Many medical schools were
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closed, and the remaining schools developed -a- rigid academic
structure. Specialization developed, and specialists_adopted the
principle that mo-one outside a given specialty COUId judge the
work of the specialist.[5]

The medical staff of_thechospitali a group of peer-competitors,
beCame_t_h_e_key review system to determine which other
prastitioners would have access to the hospital, and which
theraPies were effective. Despite the term "staff, the
physicians were private practitioners, not empIoyeesThrough
the organization of the medidaI Staff, private practitioners Were
able to-use_the hospital's facilities without fear of outside
review_.[E1 There_ia some evidence that accurate medical records
were a hy7product of the development of the medical-staff.[7]
Without accurate records, there-was no way to perform the quality
control which justified the otherwise_anti..competitive_conducr-
Staffs were often c/oted_to_comgetitorsi and alternative
practitioners, such as midwivesi were barred from the premises.
[0]

The legal system, for the most part supported this develop-
ment.[9] All states adopted licensing_ruIes, with administration
and control largely in the hands of the MediCaI prOfession_.
Competition among phytidiant Wat_sUppressed_lm limitetions on
adVertieing.LI01_Staffing_reguLations were developed to exclude
Iicensed_physicians of competing schools of thought -from
practicing in municipal hospitals.[111 The locality rule in
medical malpractice gave a tremendous boost to_IOea-I-AfflediCaI
societies, by allowing_them_to controi_the_local_standard of
Cate,[121_Specia1_product liability doctrines emphasized the
preeminence of the physician by limiting the manufacturer's duty
to warn. The physician was a "learned intermediary" who made
decisions for the passive patient.[13]

Even the MOtt private_decisiana, such as abortion, were not left
to_ the_individual_but required a physician's approval. In the
landmark case of Roe v. Wade the Supreme Court declared this most
personal of decisions to be a medical decision dec.Lded by the
physician, rather than a personal decision by the patient:

_
"This means, om_the other_hand,_that,_for the period_of pregnancy
ptidt td_this_r_compelling" point, the attending physician, in
consultation with'his patient, is free to determine, without
regulation by the state, that, in his medicaL judgment, the
patient's pregnancy should be_terminated_-_-_-_-To_summerize_and
EC repeat:_.__._For the stage_ prior to approximately the end of
the first trimester, the abortion decision and its effectuation
must be left to the medical judgment of the pregnant woman't
attending physician."[14]

Thit teitiatkabIe passage indicates the high point of legal
deference to physician decision making. The court was willing to
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say_i__a_s_a matter, _Of constitutional law, that a decision that was
so private_that it coUId not be -regulated by the state, could not
be made by the woman herself, but was a "medical judgment" for
the physician.

Thia_dediSiOn is indicative of the power accorded to_p_h_ysicianS
in,the_social_strUCture -of health -care. Only the individual
physician knew the_ pstient's needs and conditions. Only thephysician could make tha_dkffitult_decisions necessary to treatthe-condition. Only physicians _of the_saMe_IotaId, aChOol of
Medical thought and specialty could question the decision Of the
treating physician. Finally, any challenge to the physician_'S
decisi_o_n___took_IACe after the fact, not during treatment.
Physicians_have_come to accept this- current situation As
permanent. Howeveri the deveI0pment of medical- information
systems threatens the underpinnin_qa_or the entire physician
cantered system of medical decision making.

3. USE OF COMPUTERS IN MEDICAL DECISION MAKING

3.1. System capabilities

Medical decision-making is essentially an informe_tion_haSed
technology; haa an enormous potential for use of computer
systems, _Computer_s_can _store vastt quantities of medical
knowledge. They can_SOrtnetrieve and analyze that data in novelways, and can increAsingly_do_it_in_reaI timer prior to keydecision points. Computers can also perform_anUMber Of tomplex
diagnostic techniques. Virtually all the moder_n__LMaging
technology_in_medicine, CAT-(computerized axial tomography)i NMR
(nuclear _magneti.c_re.Sonance), and ultrasound scanning, depend on
computers to produce_th_e_imager This means -that automated
information is available_directly_to_an ihformation-system, whichmay-be able to directly_Aprocess the_reenItr Computer's can
monitor vital signs on a continuous basis and adminiSter_drUga ina_slontroned manner. Laboratory testing in many clinical
pathology laboratorida iS fully automated.

3.2. Effect on Physician Control

These_advanceS, though Significant, would not threaten physician
control_of the_lleaIth Care system. Physicians have long_used
technicians and assistants_itb_ extend the physician's reach.
Physicians have benefitted financialIy,and organizationally from
controlling an ever larger number_o_f_ assistants ahd MAChines.
Physicians have controlled the system because the regaIatOry
system accepted the tuperiority of their medical decision making;

Medical decision :Making tan_now, be_examined-and-challenged in A
way never before possible. The'deveIopment of_information systems
both allows-sophisticated analysis of_medical_ judgment and the
creation of "expert" systems that simulate or replace that
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judgment. _The ultimate effect of the automation of -medical
decision Makilig_wiII be to clarify the nature of medical judgment
itself. Computers axe relentless in Stripping away the mystique
of profes3ional skill, when no real judgment is involved.

The threat to ph/sician control comes if the computer 'can
aCtuany_compete with the physician-in judgment. Physicians
resist_this_ideaThe_physician thinks of prefessional judgment
as something uniquely_human and_prafessional_;__JKhen_aIL else in
medicine is being done by machine or technicians, the physician
expects to maintain control because of the superiority of
professional judgment.
3.3. Medical Judgment

Physicians sometimes assert that_automation of_medicaI deditiOn
making is impossible, because there is some "judgmental" factor
beyond machine understanding. Interestingly enough, this is an
argument tor more, not less'control over physician decision
making. _Assume that some_ physicians are better decision makers
than_othersiafor_reasons_which_we_cannot currently determine,_but
the superiority of their decision making_ is demonst.rAhie; _In_a
rational society, such decision makers should specialize in
decision making, and other physicians, perhaps more skilled in
technique,-should-be required to submit to the decisions of the
specialized decision makers.

The obvious first use of computers_is_to_identify_these_superior
physicians. By collecting and comparing the treatments_and
outcomes on a wide variety of patients, it will be possible to
develop and maintain norms for treatment. Physicians will be
called upon to_expiaim patient outcomes_that deviate from the
normal 4,Inge.__ aue to_the_vast_quantity_of data_to be analyzed,
the speed with which records mmst be accessedi_ and_the_needfor
accurate statistical information concerning the effectiveness of
various therapies, -such comparisons would be impossible without
computerized medical information systems.

_The _next_stage_is_to directly intervene,in clinical care.
Computer systems allow monitoring oft a "real-time", continuous
basis. Instead of post hoc case review by peers in the_nedical
staff, the information system can check any decision against the
established norms prior -to treatment and query the physician to
explain any deviation. The system can be programmed to act as a
"second opinion," re_quire _s_consuItation,__forbid_the_use_of
resources to carry out the procedure, or simply note a caution
for the-record.(15] The physician-will be constantly required to
provt_that his_medicaI decision making is superior to that of the
information_ system. It s giv_erysiciald is_AeMenStratay
inferior to the computer generated norm, he will be replaced by
another physician who is superior, or possibly even by the
machine itself.- Like the legendary John Henry, who challenged
the steam drill, the physician will be forced to justify his
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superior deeiSion making capability on a continuous basis.

3.4. Substitution of Computerized Decision Making
_

A final step would be to use and rely on the computerized system
in place of the physician._ Such_replacements have happened in
some_ other technical areas. Statioaary _engineers Were ohce
required for all steam plants. They have been replaced by setvo

/nertial navigators guide submarines. The
replacement of physicians_by computers would involve complexproblems. Perhaps the most important is Whether the physicians
will control such systems.

Some tasks are beyond_campUters at the current stage ofdevelopment. Computers can control the_haating, air conditioning
and other services of a skyscraper, but they cannot change
hui_he -._ Because some tasks are beyond any computer system,
phys_i_ciens assume that -any computer system will be their
subordinate. This_is simply not true. No matter how complex the
task,_it is the_deoision to initiate the task which determines
eontrol over _the aystem. Physicians cannot perform kidney
dialysis, only machines can,_Proper analysis ofthe potential
and limitation of medical information systems_ wil/_require_ah
in-depth analysis of-medical decision making, with _particular
attention_to the_portions which cen -be performed by comouters.
In addition computers _h_a_ve_capabilities not only-to model the
human decision making process, but_ to_use sompIetely-different
decision methods and rules to arrive at the same re_suIt;/t iS
possible_that_the process of ordering the medical knowledge
a_form that is_usabIt by computer systems is the critical step in
determining whether legal restriCtions on who can practice
medicine will apply.

35. Knowledge Engineering

Computer_systemS tun most.efficiently on formalized knowledge
structures, _Knowledge engineering takes the inchoate mass ofdata in a field_and stru_cturesit, Relationships between
individual units of data are developed, and suitable decision
rules are_ derived- from the information. This_process_lay_s the
grou_n_dmork_for advanced decision making, either by human
specialists-, or Computer based artificial intelligencesystems.(16)

KitdwIede engineering can cause a radical_ shift_ in the
interaction Of professionals with the informational component_of
their _wor_k_.___KnowIedge engineering tends to clarify the decisions
made by profeSsiona_Ls, by_indicating those areas where a given
set of facts leads to a single_unambiguous conclusion, or a givenset of probabilities. In such an_area,_ the_professional is
merely a repository for knowledge, not a decision maker;
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Consequently formalization of the knowledge in a field can lead
to dramatic changes in the scope of professional decision making.

4. LEGAL STRUCTURE OF MEDICAL DECISION MAKING

The_altimate ergament_by_physiciahe_to_contrdl the medical
information system is to assert that they are the persons
licensed by the state to perform medical decision making, and
therefore such decision making must be subordinate to their
professional authority. Such reascning -fails to take into
account the rationale for such authority and the possibility for
change.

Under most state licensing lawsi only physicians can "practice
medicine". The statues are typically written in very broad form,
with the practice of medicine defined as diagnosing and treating
disease Traditionally the regulation of medical care is-part of
the_poIice power of the state, the general_power to regulate the
health _welfare _and sa f of_ the_people. As _such, -it _is _a _broad
power which is limited only by certain narrow constitutional
doctrines. However, the driving force for the autonomy of the
physicians was a determination that they provided better-decision
making. In those areas where that was not so clear, legislatures
have been willing to override medical decision making;

One of the most dramatic changes has been in the area of informed
consent. This concept, which grew out of medical malpractice
law, has as its foundation the concept that the patient is the
key decision maker, not-the physician, and that the physician has
an_obligation to put an the hands of the patient_the needed
information _ for_ deciding _at least_ _the_gLeneral_strategy_of_the
medical treatment- IMportantlyi informed consent is oriented
towards the dignity and personal autonomy of the patient, not the
superiority of the patient's decision making. [17]

A_seeond_ _area _in_ which_the_control_system_oftne_state_hap_been
limited is in the conflict between state regulation and the eirst
Amendment. The application of at least a limited right of
freedom of--speech has allowed doctors to truthfully advertise
their qualifications and therapies.

An attempt tc expanrL the ri_ght of privacy to cover the
physician/patient choice of therapy was rejected by the Supreme
Court in the area of laetrile, a purported cancer cure. A
suggestion that patient autonomy defined a right to use- whatever
medieaI therapies the patient desired was rejected by the court.

Finally, despite the sweeping language of the medical practice
statutes, it is clear that physicians do not have a monopoly on
all diagnosis and treatmemt. Over the counter drugs and
diagnostic tests are dispensed to patients, normally on the basis
that patients can understand the use of such drugs. Legislators
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usually have no particular interest in preserving professional
monopolies as such.

5. RATIONALE FOR CHANGES IN LEGAL RULES

There is no exact formula for determining whether a particular
legal rule will change due to technological development. The
legal system responds to a wide variety of political and social
forces. However, soma of-the better arguments can be derived
from_past conflicts- Some factors which would tend_tia convince
legislators to deregulate medical decision making would include:

5.1 Personal Autonomy of the Patient

Our sciety_ Ilea made a_direct commitment to patients that they
will have control over the medical treatment. they are subjected
to.

5.2. High Level of medical Certainty

When_thare is no great dispute that a particular coMbination of
symptoms leads ta a_a_mcific_diagnosis_or_taaatment, there is
little need for the "judgment" of the physician.

5.3. An Acceptable Lrwel of Risk of Error.

Our_society_does_not expect perfection, but any system would have
to be at least as reliable as a qualified physician.

5.4. Cost/benefit Improvement

To challenge_ the _inertia_vxesent _in_ any _tegu_l_a_t_e_d_ _area either
true cost savings or improved service must be demonstrated.

5.5. Acceptable Alternative Regulation

Some method-for acceptabla premarket clearance for any such
system would have to be developed. This Aoes not necessarily
mean government regulation. Private approval by accepted testing
labs might be accepted.

5.6. Financial Responsibility

Ap_p-r_apria_ta_s_tr_uctures _would_ have to _ba daveIoped for the
financial consequences of mistakes in the system.

6. CONCLUSION

in__Lhe_industrial_ revolution we have accepted
that machines Are normally better_ than_menat-imanual_JahorThe
information revoltttion exposes those parts of professional
judgment which are simply "intellectual factory work". - Unless
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the physiCian can continue to improve his decisAom process it ls
Possible the physician will become a type_of_aUXiliary te the
medical_ informatien system. The physician will carry out tbe
techniqAP _of _slavery or other therapy, but will not make the
fundamental medical decisiona.Thia technical transformatin
will require appropriate legal response;
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Mr, VOLICMER. Thank you.
Before I go to Dr. McDonald, I fo-got to ask all three of the previ-

ousand they're still here, so I'd ask themthe previous panelto
answer this question. The question is, have any of you been ever
asked to serve on any of the advisory paneis to the FDA?

Dr. Myers, have 3rou?
Dr. MYERS. No, but I did some months ago have a telephoheoall

from them to pick my brains. This was at the time they *Fere firSt,
as far as I could tell., beginning to think about what they should do,
and in a broad sense they picked my brains.

Mr. YounctER. All right.
Dr. Gardner.
ar'. GARDNER. No.
Mr. VOLRMER. None.
Mr. Baker.
Mr. BARER. No.
Mr. VoLama. All right. Thank you.
ExcuSe the interruption, Dr. McDonald.
Dr. _MCDONALD. Thank you.
I'd like to just point out that although I am on the .oublic rela-

tions committee for the American College of Medical inibrinatics, I
Was invited as a citizen to testify, and this is not necesaarily the
beliefs or views of the whole college.

concl, I'd like to correct, or atieast modify a little bit, some of
the hnplication maybe you ,lrew from the written testimony, and
that I don't thin!: that the technology is too mature to use. I thinkit's too mature to stanaardize or_ revlate I think it would be a
little bit like when the Wright Brothers got out of their plane they
said, "Okay, now we're going to sat up the }AA, and you're not
reall_y qualified to fly this plane; get off."

They still used those planes back in these days, but there wasn't
enough awareness; we didn't lcnow the business; and I think this iS
a very, very, very young field, and I think there's a lot of romanti-
cism and mythS whic12 are kind of being targeted for being fixed,
and until we see how it evolves we don't know what nee& to befixedt and I guess I would say that the FDA's kind of approach to
this is a testimony to the doggedness of organizations, and that
even though it may not be possible, they're going to go ahead anddo it. They'll try to do something. They'll come up with an answer,
regulation even though it may not really match any kind of really
absolute reality.

One other bacUround piece of information is that we talk about
the expert as sort of the knowledge about the field as being the ex-
pertness, and WS Bort of=that's the romantic part We kind of
think of medicine as being Sherlock iolmes. That's sort of the es-
sence _of medicine. But a whole lot of he medicine is gathering thefacts. It's sort of the dog work before.

I'd like to make an analogy. We couldautomate an automobile todrive through a street; if the driver typed in, "There'S a truck
three feet ahead of me and"you know, full details as he drove
along_sPecifying exactly what's there, the car could easily be _pro=
grammed to get around all those vehicles if he gave the position,
size,_and location of those other objects, but that would be blatantly
impossible because people couldn't spend the time typing in all this
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stuff to get from A to Z, and the big part of the medical computing
problem is getting all the factt-4 about the patient 36 accessible to
the computer.

With that background. let me go to my prepared statements. I'm
going to try to answer ail four questions that were _explicitly asked:
How should medical information systems be verified and regulat-
ed? Two, what_should be done to assure timely re-certification of
such systems? Three, who should be allowed to use such systems?
Four, what should be done to protect confidentiality?

The first question, I think, begs a question, and that is, why reg-
ulate them at all? Some would answer, -because we're on the briuk
of a radical new kind of computing brought about by artificial in-
telligence techniques and that"and this is thu second one that's
important"existing kgal, thical, and marketing forces are not
adequate to assure proper use of these systems."

A critical examinatior of the liistory k..yi medical computing and
the current realities of the research in artificial intelligence refutes
this line of reasoning.

First the history. Artificial intelligence is not the only technique
for doing intelligent things with computers. Computers have been
doing intelligent things in medicine, using statistical decision
theory, mathematical control theory; and plain old programming,
for thelast_15 or 20 years.

In 1964, Homer Warner 3" published a landmark report about
computhr systems that could diagnose congenital heart disease
with 90 percent accuracy. Dr. deDombal from Leeds, England,30
has used a similiar approach with excellent resulte Fri a diagnosis
of the acute abdomen since the early 197Gs. ln the midseventies
Howard Bleich 3" and coworkers from Beth-Israel Hospital devel-
oped a very proficient consultant about acid-base disturbances; very
accurate.37 In the midsevenfies investigators at Massachusetts
General Hospital; the University of Utah; my own institution,Indi-
ana University; implemented_ rule-base systems that review pa-
dents' computer-stored records (and Dr. Reed described some of
these) and remind physicians about a patient's condition needing
atthntion. These are all built with plain old programming, no
words or talk about artificial intelligence at those times.33

In clinical triale, we and others have shown that physicians in-
crease their use of the intervention suggestedin our case it was
preventive careby a twofold to fourfold increase among eligible
patients.

Interestingly, in our experience physicians only increased what
they already meant to do. We didn't teach them to do anything
new. The new kinds of things they refused to do. So it's kind of an
activator rather than a convincer.

3° Dr. McDOnWd. _waked that "accessible" be ehmiged_to_'Inte.!'
"'Dr. Homer Warner, M.D., Ph.D., is chairman of the Department of Medical Informatics,

University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT.
3" Francis Tr deDombal, M.B., M.D., is a consultant wi,th the Leeds (U.K.) Area Health

Authority Reader in ClihicallefOrrilationetthe Univereity of_Lee0._
"'Dr. floward Bleich is codirector of the Center for Clinical Computing, Betharael Hospital,

Boston, MA.
33 Dr. McDonald changed this to read, " . . acid.base diStarliances. It was very accurate."

McDonald asked that the phrase . . no word . . . times." be deleted.
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DiaglititStie =Jr%TraTns have been around since the midseventies.
In fact, computer diagnosis with the electrocardiogram haS been
very ililleceSaftil, and this is a commercig venture that Dr. Baker
didn't mention; because it's not tied to artificial hitelligende, but is
Atm empinyed in over 10 percent of all electroczsdiograms ana-
lyzed in this country done by computer and ver;.! aceirrately.

Computer-controlled drug infusion machines are also:quite MI6=
cessful; They can reach target goal; such as normal blopd pres-
sure, muCh faster and with lees overshoot than conVentioned
manual methods. They use the same control theory that pilots use
or computers tree in 747'13_88! to land the planes, arid thet'S ho* I
understand" Why we don't bounce so herd when we land or_ 747's
like we do on the smaller ones.

hi the Ibtence of any relevant regulations; thr medical pro:s-
sion_ has been very cautious and critical in the accentence of this
kind Of intO1Rigent computing in fact; computers [physicians] have
largely rejected the above-mentioned consulting prograths because
they required considerable physicians' time to input patient data.
Physicianc are excellent arbiters of time; and they'll do things that
save them time and they'll not do things that cost theni nitire4°
time;

Diagnostic programs that do not require human data input, Such
as the EKG [electrocardiographj analyses; have been well accepted;
and these have remarkable diagnostic accuracy, a 98= to 99=partent
accuracy. However, the vast majority of these now commercially
sold are sold with physician; human cardiologist, tiVetreading. The
cora Iputer puts it out, and the human double _leads therm They
start out with less of this; and it's almost gone to alniost 100 per-
cent, is what I am told.41

This highlights the cautiousness,42 the existing cautiotigieSS, ef
the profession. History therefore argues that malpractice concernS,
ethical standards; and tradition impose substantial and conServa-
tive controls on the adaption of intelligent computer systems by
medical professionals; This is certainly not an out=or-control
Umn that cries for external regulation.

In addition; though artificial mtelligence has made and will Con-
tinue to make hnportant contributions to the field of medical com-
puting; it's not a magic bullet that will rapidly solVe the renutining
barrierS to intelligent computer systems in medical practice.

One barrier is the slow speed of the physician-coinputer inter-
face. If the physician has to spend 20 minutes talking to the com-
puter about his patient to do somethinE he could do or get out of
his cOnStiltant in a coup7.a of minutes; he won't do it. [Use the com-puter.]

addition, _there are difficulties in transferring clinical data
among _computer systems, for example,from a laboratory system to
a decition support system. These are really very difficult barriers

393 Dr. McDontld Changed this phrase to read "control theory that computers in use in 747s
39 Dr. McDonald asked that "how I understand" be_deleted.
10 Dr. McDonald requested deletion of the word "more.'

Dt. McDotuVd thwriged this sentence to read "They started out with less of this [overread-ind and it's gone to almost_100 percent. Lam tOld."
42 Dr. McDonald requested deletion of the phrase "the cautiousness . . ."
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which do require some standardization, and there are efforts now
underway under the ASTM [American Society for Testing and Ma-
terials] Subcommittee [to develop such nandards] and tbe AMA
has been involved in that

In addition, there is substantial ignorance about what physicians
are really doing when they decide and where in the proceas coat;
puter support Will be most helpful.

Finallyand this may be antireligiousthere is a genuine
dearth of empirical data on which to base detailed rules about care
for patients. We pat ourselves on the back, we hi the medical pro=
fesSion,_ for all the progress we've made in the past 50 years, but
we're still looking through a mirror ve darklyvery very
dArkly; and I don't think in terms of the medical knowledge" of
what diseases are that we don't know more than 5 or 10 percent of
what we need to know to take care of patients. Legionelia is not a
iiew disease. It was around since at least the early 1900's. We just
didn't know abc it it. We called them [the cases of Legionella] all
pneurnonias.

Considerable research, such as that supported by the National
Center for Health Services Research and the National Library of
Medicine, are required to solve at least the informational problems
I've described above.

Hype also surrounds discussions of artificial intelligence, and
Walterand I'm not sure I'll be able to spell this rightMetiscela
from TRW (TRW is one of the most experienced large program-
ming project companies, and they're one of the few that are able to
stay very reliably within their estimation of time and materials to
finiSh_programming projects) has found that AI offers no more rea-
soning capability than conventional computer algorithms and that
humana are required when reasoning is needed, particularly for
unexpected events. I would submit that physicians or some other
bright human is going to be required to oversee what computers do
on complex diagnostic decision processes, though they may fmd
very, very helpful the outputs from various syrtems and supportprograma .4 4

In this context, the notion that physicians will turn to a comput-
er's advice exactly as they would turn to a human consultant, I
think, is science fiction, and this is discussed in more detail in the
written testimony.

In short, I think there's no current need for standards or regula-
tions in medical computer software whose outputs are interpreted
by a medical professionaL Wrong or out-of-date textbook informa-
tion has the same potential to misdirect the physician, yet we
haven't tried to standardize or regulate textbooks.

The history of medical computing suggesta an existing strong
critical and conservative process in the-acceptance and adaption of
such systems. The field is Still in its infancy,so it's much too early
to talk about what's really needed _anct what to regulate, Further,
any regulation is only likely to stifle the development of this one

4 Dr. McDonald asked that this be changed to read ". . . very, very darkly . . . In termsof . "
44_Dr. McDonald altered this sentence to read ". . though they may find the outputs from

various systems and support programs very, very helpful."
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technology which I think is going to be a Godsend to cost savings,
(tot answer an earlier question in terms of efficiency). The medical
field is way behind_ most industries in the use of information sys-
tems to inwrove efficiency in their process.

Regarding the second _questim, regarding how often databaaes
should be updated, thia I think, should be answered by those who
use the systems. Remember that physicians have had 9 to 15 Keats
of _post--high-school education in biology and medical sciences.
They're well aware of the limitation of their informational sources
and have always operated accordingly.

Market forces have been adequate to determine the frequency of
updating of classical medical textbooks. There's no reason to expect
that similar forces will not operate efliciently on computer support
systems.

Questions about what kind of individuals should be allowed to
uae these is a difficult one. It certainly would be appropriate to pro-
hibit commercial use of such systems by nonmedical professional&
On the other hand, although I say this with trepidation, I think it
would be arrogant and presumptuous to legislate against the use of
such systems by ordinary individuals for their own curiosity or in-
terst. Certainly they go to the medical library and they read medi-
cal textbooks, and I think the worst that's_going to happen is we're
going to have an enormous outbreak of the sophomore medical stu-
dent syndrome.

Whenever the medical students read a chapter on Hodgkins dis-
ease, the incidence of Hodgkins' disease, at least visits for Hodg-
kins' disease, goes up about 30 percent in the local practice organi-
zation& I had it myself oncetwicein medical school. And the
problem is, you can't interpret the fmdings in the context of how
bad, and how serious, and how likely, and how often, and all these
other kind of things.

We can be sure that some individual will use and acquire such
systems, but the consequences shouldn't be substantially worae

an lay interest in medical textbooks and journals intended exclu-
sively for physicians

A last question deals with confidentiality. Clearly it's important
that medical information remain confidential, and technical means
are available to provide almost any level of confidentiality re-
quire& In fact, there's been a recent Federal report detailing all
the range of security appropriate to various kinds of computer sys-
tems.

Now the most extreme forms require large passwords, like 10 or
15 typed characters, changed each day, so you have to memorize a
new one each day; narrow restriction of access by passwords, so you
only get certain lhnited kinds of information; and special Shielding
of rooms containing CRT's and computers to prevent monitoring by
microwave snooper& This [microwave snoopers1 is apparently a
fairly easy technology, that you_ can see 45 the signal coming on the
CRT by pointing devices at it They [the standardslalso require en-
cryption of all stored information and elimination of any dial-up
line&

46 Dr. McDonald changes this to read ". . that lets you see . .
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But when trying to decide about security, we have to consider
the cost& Obviously there are dollar costs. &curity keycard readers
on every terminal could easily add 20 to 30 percent to the total cost
of hospital information systems, in which you are now talking in
terms of 500 or more terminal& The cost of _protective shielding to
prevent microwave snooping could be prohibitive. I mean, you
might have to shield the whole hospital and all the buildings and
all the rooms.

There are other costs, and the most difficult problemsand these
are really the opportunity coststhe most difficult problems physi-
cians face taking care of acutely ill patients is obtaining past infor-
'nation about the patient I remember too well the hours it could
take to obtain a hospital chart when I was an intern at Boston City
Hospital. Today, a large chunk of every physician's day is spent
finding, organizing, and assimilating information about individual
patients.

What we really need is fester and easier access to medical infor-
mation, particularly if we're going to make medical care less costly.
Yet the security protection we place on medical systemsthe more
we place on it, the more difficult it can be to obtain the data,_ and
even small barriers can make such systems very difficult to use by
physicians.

I don't think this is just a matter of politics, of what they'd
prefer, but just the daily operational realities. A physician may
practice in three or four different hospitals and have only an occa-
sional patient admitted to any one of them. Thus, he may forget
his access code. How does he take care of his patient that day?

If security allows him access to only his own patients, how will
he take care of [patients] when he is cross-covering for his partner
who's off sick or suddenly had to leave town? If a patient suffers a
cardiac arrest now, how dol take care of the patient in that room
who I have no access to? How am I going to fbid out what drugs
he's on?

If security is so tight that it interferes with daily operational re-
alities, the reality is that people subvert it, and in fact in those hos-
pitals that have very, very tight security, what you'll ofton see is
the general password written on the terminal. You know, they
have all the limited, limited, limited, but that kind of takes care of
it so people can take care of their problems."

So some level of security is required. At a minimum, access to
prcgrams that can search across patient records and display identi-
fying information should be very, very tightly protected. Tight con-
trol should also be applied to terminals that are not in patient care
areas. I submit the physical location will tend to prevent access
outsiders in patient care areas just as it does for the manual chart._

We don't believe it's practical to limit medical or nursing_ staff
access to only their patients because of the problems of cross-cover-
age, rotations, and emergencies. Institutions should have some way
of limiting_ access to medical data about V1P's or other individuals
who may be under special threat of snooping. Similarly, the cepa-

46-Dr. McDonald changed this to read_"You knovthey have all been limited, limiCed,
bat they take care of it so that people can solve their problems."
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bility of restricting access to certain kinds of data, such as venereal
disease, might he desirable.

But we really don't know what the- costs are, the values of this
data is; there really isn't much idea about what the risks are from
all this snooping that-we worry about It would be much easier to
determine the level of security required if we had measures of the
real threat How often do unauthorized personnel try to access
medicaL records and manual systems? How much could it be worth
to them? Does anyone know?

Billing records contain diagnosis and procedures, and laboratory
resulta are transmitted between hospitals and Blue Cross insurance
companies across the country over the regular telephone with no
special protection. Current operational proceduresthis suggests
the medical privacy threats are not large, but I think we need
some studies, or better understanding-, or estimates of what they
really are.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. McDonald follows:]
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The Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversi9ht of the

Committee on Science and Technology; March 18, 1986;

Written Statement by Clement J. McDonald, M.

I am a University Professor at the Indiana University

School of Medicine. I have been developing and studying

medical information systems, part time since 1964 and as my

major research interest since 1972. I practice medicine

and take care of patients in wards and clinics on a daily

basis, and so have a sense of what physicians want from

computers. I have been asked by this committee to address

four issues: 1) the methods by which information systems

should be verified and regulated, 2) what should be done to

assure timely recertification of such systems, 3) WhO

should be allowed to use these syster.s, and 4) what should

be done to protect confidentiality of computer-stored

medical records.

The sense of some of these questions suggests some

people expect more from artificial intelligence than it is

likely to deliver. There may else be misconceptions about

the nature of medical practice, and the kinds of tools that

physicians need and wiII accept;

First, it should be pointed out that artifidiel

intelligence is not the only means by which computers can

do intelligent things in medical practice. It is one of
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many available methods which include: statistical decision

theory, mathematical control theory end just plain old

programming. Moreover, these latter approaches have been

around much longer than artificial intelligence and have

been used long enough in real clinical settings to gain

123

_

insight into the kinds of problems they may CdUed.
_

The histOry of medical computing goes back to at

the early 60'8 . Progress has been steady but slow.

1964; Homer Warner published a landmark report about

computer system that could diagnose congenItaI heart

least

In

a

disease with a 90% accuracy; This program u-sed Hayes

statiatiCeI techniques. Dr. DeDombel from Leeds, England

has used a similar approach in a computer program that

diagnoses the cause of abdominal pain very succesefufly;

His program has been used in many countries;

Plain oId programming has also made important

COntributions. In the aid 70's Howard Bleich and

co-workers from Beth-Israel hospital in Boston, developed

plain old program that acted as a proficient cohaVattait
_

about acid base disturbances. The physiciam could enter

information about a patient. The computer, in return,

Would provide advice about both diagnoses and treatment.

This program was made available in over thirty Veteran'e

Administration Hospitals.

127.
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In the mid 1970'S investigators at Massachusetts

General Hospital, the University of Utah and my own

institution, Indiana University, implemented rule-based

systems that would review a patient's computer -stored

record and remind physicians about conditions needing

attention. These too were based on plain old programming.

In controlled trials, we were able to show that among

eligible patients, physicians increased their use of

preventive care such as influenza vaccine. mammography and

cervical Pap testing tWo-t0-fOUr fold compared to control

physicians who did not receive computer reminders. Our

first study of this system was published in 1976.

In the late 70's a manor drug company marketed a system

for diagnosing pedi.itric diseases; Physicians could dial

up to the remote computer, enter three or four findings to

get back a list of possible causes, including the hard to

remember congenital syndromes. In the mid 70s, computer

diagnosis of electrocardiograms was developed and since has

been successfully commercialized. Currently, around 10% of

all the electrocardiograms in this country are read by

computer. These systems use plain old programming to make

their diagnoses.

In the late 1970's, studies Of the use of computers to

manage intravenous infusions such as fluids, blood and IV

medicines were undertaken. Computer controlled infusion

3
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machines are now quite successful. They can reach a target

goal, such as a normal blood pressure, much faster and wf-th

lss overshoot than conventional manual methods. These

systems are based on mathematical and control theory, the

same techniques computers use to land a.747.

There has been no mad rush by the medical community to

install the above systems despite their demonstrated

benefits. Physicfans hardly used the services of the acid

base Consultants or the pediatric diagnostic program when

they were made available and as a result, these two

programs were removed from the "market". Some of the other

systems mentioned above have spread to other sites, but the

spread has been slow, aertainly much slower than the growth

in use of imaging techniques such as CAT scans and

ultrasound. These observations ehouId assuage any concern

that physicians will rush out, buy new diagnostic computers

and apply their advice willy-nilly.

Difficult logistic, practical, organizational, and

theoretic problems hinder the adaptation of such systems.

One such problem is that the interface between physicians

and computers is still too slow. The development of faster

methods by which physicians could communicate with

computers is currently a sub3ect of important research work

both in artificial intelligence and other laboratories.

Until improved methods are available the physician time

4
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cost of "talking" to Computers is too high for long

consulting dialogues. Consequently, decision support

ayeteee Will be most successful when they can make their

decisions an the basis of internally-stored data. for

example from a computer-stored record. But, building

computer-stored records is difficult because of lack of

etandarde fez' communicating clinical data from one computer

system to another, for example from a laboratory eyetee te

a medical record system.

In addition there is Still a great deal to learn about

how to assist physicians in making decisions and when they

need help; Fiially, there is a real dearth of empirical
_

data on which to baee detailed rules about how td take care

of patients. Though medicine pate ittelf on the back for

all that it has learned in the past 50 years, we have

learned only a Small fraction of what there is to know.

And cdnsequertly, much of what experts say are simply

guesses.

Artificial intelligence hms made and will continue to

make important contributions to the field of medical

computing. But it is not a sagic bullet and will not

siaply sweep away the above problems. Considerable

reaearch, auch as that supported by the National Center,

and National Library of MediCine, are required to dovelop

the ideal consulting system. Moreover, artificial
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intelligence will not be the only approach applied to

decision support systems. Statistical techniques will also

be important as computer-stored clinical data becomes

available in greater amounts with the increasing automation

of medical data.

Another possible misconception is the notion that

pLysicians would turn to the computer and take its advice

as they would from their consultant colleague. This is

science fiction. Let me explain. First, a computer will

not know as much about the patient as a physician The

physician gathers iMmense amounts of information about a

patient by simply watching the patient's gait, the

quickness of their verbal response, the light in their

eyes, the tone of their voice, and so on. In fact, in an

instant, the human observer watching a patient walk into

their office knows the patient's approximate age and their

sex. They also know that the patient is not unconscious,

has no significant neurologic disturbance, has not

swallowed a cyanide pill, and has not suffered a gunshot

wound and so on. It would take a long session between

physician and computer for the physician to inform the

computer of all of these observations. And physicians

simply are not going to spend large chunks of their day

explaining the full status of their patients to computers.
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In the time it would

complete the work of

Finally, even if

physician knew abOut

128

take to do so, the physidian could

an entire patient ViAit.

the computer kneu all that the primary

the patient, it may not know as mUCh
_

about the patient as the consultant would. One of the most

valuable COfltribution a huian Consultant make8 ia the

separate history and physical they perfOra. A consultant's

diadoVery of sn unnoted historidaI fatt, b the small lump

on the thyroid may contribute more to the diagnosis than

their spedial knowIedoe about tSe diseases.

'FintaIv; there are potential prob/ema With the coupling

of phyaician descriptions of patiente to- the computer's

internal thresholds for makitg dedisions. Physic17!na often

disagree about how Ioud

ankle edema ia. Thus, an

when different physiciana

In aUm, the idea that

heart murmur is, or how deep

expert system is likely tO differ

describe the matte Oetient.

physician& WOUld take a risk with

A patient simply because the OdapUter told them to, ia

naive. Cardiac arrest alarma often iound for patients who

are sleeping qUietly or eating lunch. But phySidians never
run in to dardioshock such patients. When 8 lab test comes

badk With an unua al abnormality, phyaicians don't rush to
treat it. They aasume it id wrong, and repeat it. By

_

habit and training physiciani trust their own obeerVations
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and views far more than those of others. Second and third

year residents often disdain the advice of a senior staff

member, we can hardly expect that such physicians will

blindly take computer advice. The experience of commercial

electrocardtcgram diagnosis systems -- the only commercial

succesez of compUter diagnosis systems -- ia instructive;

Almost every commercial system offers cardiologist

over-read of the computer-read EK1's. More important, the

cardiologist over-read is requested in more than half of

the electrocardiographic workload of some companies.

None of thie is to say that compUters won't provide

useful and important help to clinical care. On the

ccntrary, I think computers can radically improve the

efficiency and reduce the error rate in medical care. Such

systems will have the greatest potential when they can maks

decisions solely on the basis oS information captured from

instruments such as electrocardiograms, blood pressure

readings and so on. And in these cases, when no human

intervenes between the primary data and the decisions,

standards may be needed. But for ordihary medical decision

making, the computer outputs will rnly be an assist to the

physicians docision process. There are likely to be a

groat variety of different kinds of assistance systems.

Some will provide easy access to precisely the information
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Wanted frox textbooks and 3ournalE. The success of thete

systems might be measured by the relevance and ConCiseness
_

of the retrieved information. Others win help phyiicians

who are searching for diagnostic or therapeutic ideas in

the diffidUlt Patient who does not respond to the usual

therapies. The quality of these systems might be jOdged by

the comprehensiveness of the options they offer. Still

other systems might remind about the dangers of a

particular dtug, in light of the patient's clinical

histary; et about a diagnostic possibility not currently

Under cOnsideration. The absolute accuracy of these

reminders may not be important as long as they offer good

ideas often enough to be worth reading. Certainly,

diagnostic as/Ai/stance programs will not have to be 1005

dOrtedt to be helpful. In fact, almost nothing is 100% in

Medicine.

positives

Physicians are

and false negatives

accustomed to high ratee of false

from test results. For

example, when a mammogram suggests the presence Of breast

dancer; the true chance of breast cancer is leas than one
_

out of four or f ii7e. Yet, mammography s a very useful

test because it detects cancer early enough to cure. Thus,

we can afford to accept some false positives to find the

patientt with true positives.

Other systems may suggest very specific dc:mages, or

9
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intervals of testing based on cost benefit calculations.

On a simple scale-, such calculations are now being done in

many hospitals to decide the dosages oE some intravenous

antibiotics and asthma medications. Such systems do reduce

drug toxicity and inadequate therapy. Finally, some

decision support systems will contain no baseline medical

knowledge. They would be intended to execute rules fed in

by the local physician according to personal standards Of

care.

We doubt that decision support techniques will be in

any way equivalent to human consultants. Consequently, we

think it is premature to even diScuse the development of

formal standards for medical decieion support systems. We

understand too little about the Thysician's real decision

processesi and even less about where they need help in this

process. We can envision a great variety of such systems

with wide variety of goals and purposes that would confound

any uniform standard or regulation designed at this point

in tine. But we simply don't know exactly what the field

will bring. Asking the field to define such standards now

would be like asking Orville Wright how he would regulate

the airline industry.

Moreover, considering existing legal and ethical

forces, skich as malpractice, and the traditional caution of

10
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the medical proZession, it is quite possible that external

standards will never be needed. Certainly; thete are

strong parallels between the evideride prOvided by medical

textbooks and monographs -- especially those that include

flow charts and aIgOrithms; and the guidance provided by a

decision support system. Wrong or out-of-date textbook

information has the same potential to misdirect the

physician. Yet, we don't try to Standardize or regulate

the textbooks or-other pUbliehed advice. Market forces.

physicians, and the pUblishing industry seem well able to

distinguish the good from the bad in their reading; They

should be able to do the same with medidaI decision

systems.

Physicians tend to be Overly suspicious and untrusting

of computer Systems and bothered by the time they consume.

To iMpose standards on the field at this juncture dOuld

Stifle an infant science would stifle the OtOWth. The

sedical industry has been one 6f the slowest to use

computers to redude the coat and raise the quality of their

"product"; An overburden -cii" tules and regulations wOUId

only add to the delay -- a delay we can hatdly affOtd

considering the medical care di:tree-fitly consumes 10% of the

national product.

The question abOut how often databases should be

11
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updated should be determined by those who use these

systems. Remember, physicians have had from ? to 15 years

of post high school education in biology and medical

sciences. They are well aware of the limitations of their

information sources and they operate accordingly. Market

forces have been adequate to determine the frequency of

updating of classical medical textbooks. There is no

reason to expect that similar forces will not operate as

well on the computer support systems.

The question about what kind of individuals should be

allowed to use these systems is a difficult one. On the

one hand these systems are likely to be designed to

specifically to assist physicians' decisions, and will

assume that the user has the background and experience of a

physician. It would be appropriate to prohibit commercial

use of such systems by nonphysicians. On the other hand,

it would be arrogant an e. presumptuous to legislate against

tke use of such systems by ordinary individuaIS for their

own curiosity or interest. And we can be sure that some

individuals will acquire and US8 such systems for these

purposes. The consequences should be no worse than that of

reading medical textbooks and 3ournals intended exclusively

for physicians or alternate hearth care book& now on

boOkat.pre sheIVes.

12
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Theslast.question deals with.the confidentiality of

medical records. Clearly, it is important that medidaI

Information reiain confidential. Technical Meant are

available to provide almost' any level Of dehfidentiality
_

required. In fact; a federal report detiils the range of

security appropriate to various kieds of computer systems

is available. The most extreme forms require large

passwords, changed etch day narrow reetriCtion of access

by password, special shielding of reets containing CRTs and

computers; to prevent Monitoring by microwave snoopers.

Tney also require encryption Of all stored information and

eiiairiation of any dial:up lines. But when trying te

decide how much security is required, end Must consider the

costs. Obviously, there are dollar costs. Security

keyard readers on eVery terminal could easily add 20-30x

to the total cost of a hospital computer system. The costs

of protective shielding to prevent microwave thooping could

be prohibitive. There are other coiste. The most difficult

problems that physicians fade on adUtely ill patients is

obtaining past infOraation about that patient. I remember

too well the hours it could take to obtain a hospital dhart

when I was an intern et Boston City Hospital; Today, a

large chunk Of every physicians day id spent finding,

organizing and assimilating information about individual

13
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patients. We need faster and easier access to our

patient's medical information. Yet the more security

protection we place on a medical system the more difficult

the information will be to obtain. And even small barriers

can make use of such systems by physicians difficult or

impossible. A physician may practice in three or four

different hospitals and have only an occadionaI patient

admitted to any one of them. Thus, he may often forget his

access code. How will he obtain his.patient's records? /f

security allows him to access only his own patie:.'si how

will he review his partner's cases when cross covering? /f

a patient suffers a cardiac arrest how will the nearest

physician be able to help? Finally, if security is so

tight that it interferes with the routine operation of a

hospital, people subvert it. /t is not uncommon to see

general passwords written on the side of CRTe in

institutions where the password control is very tight.

Clearly, some level of security is required. A

practical minimum might be to tightly limit access to

programs that can search across patient records and display

patient identifying information. And apply tight password

control over terminals that are not in patient care areas.

Physical location will tend to prevent access by outsiders

in patient care areas, just as it does for the manual

14
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chart. We don't believe it is practical to limit the

medical or nursing staff access to only their patients

because of the problem of cross coverage, rotations, and

xergencies.

Institutions should have some way of limiting a CCes5 to

medical data about VIPs or other individuaIa Who may be

under a special threat of snooping. Similarly, the

capability of restricting medical staff access to certain

kinds of data, e.g., venereal disease testa, might also be

desirable.

It would be much easier to determine the level or

security required if measures of the real threat to privacy

were available; How often do unauthorized personnel try to

access medical records in the manual systems? Does anyone

know? Hospital record rooms are rarely guarded. Anyone

with a white coat can wander in and take a chart out.
_

Billing records containing diagnoses and procedures, and

laboratory results are transmitted between the hospitals

and Blue Cross insurance companies and between Iaborattitida

and practices all over the country Without any special

encoding. Current operational procedures, thus suggest

that the threats to medical privacy are minimal. But we

need better estimates about the kinds of privacy threata

that exist and their relative risk;

140
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Mr. VommEx. Thank you very much, Dr. McDonald.
Mr. Be lair.
Mr. Bmatia. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I always tell clients_ that if they're the last witness of the day,

that they ought to make it very very brief. Of course, they usually
don't pay any attention to me, but I will try to take my own advice
and make this brief.

Let me commend you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of your
subcommittee, for taking an interest in health record privacy. I'm
sure it's not for a lack of other things to do, and this is an issue
it's a difficult issue, it's an insidious iszue, it's one that does not
have easy answers, sod it requires a lot of work, and, judging by
your questions here at the earlier panel, you're obviously prepared
to do a lot of woA and have done a lot of work, and so I certainly
commend you for your interest.

Let me briefly summarize the state of privacy law today as it re-
late§ to health records, and, in a sentence,the state of that privacy
law is very poor; it's very unprotective of patient interests in confi-
dentiality and privacy and provider interest as well.

For example, the law ought to provide for a sure and easy and
ready way for patiwits to have access to their health records, and
although we've made a lot of progress in that area, the law is still,
by no means, a predictor or an insistor on patient access at all

We ought to have a law that has very sharp limit§ on the dia-
semination of health record information to third parties, obviously
the key to much of privacy and confidentiality law, and in fact the
law teday seldom doer..

We need very desperately to have effective control§ on the redis-
closure of health record information by third parties. Today, as we
all know, in_ this room there are a myriad of third parties who do
not provide health care and who, nevertheless, must have access to
health records for payment purposes, for research purposes, for em-
ployment purvosesand employers are increasingly involved in
this in the health care process. Nevertheless, all too often when
these kinds of _parties "get hold of health record information, the
controls on their redisclosure and reuse of this information are in-
adequate.

Automationthere's been a lot of talk, obviously, today about
automation. The bottom line, I think, from a privacy standpoint is
that automation of health records simply makes it easier to collect
the information in the first place, easier to retain it, cheaper to
retain the information, and easier and cheaper to say yes to re-
quests for the disclosure of the information.

It doesn't mean by any meansand this is why it's such a diffi-
cult issuethat we ought to be opioosed to the automation of
health records. Indeed, as a couple of the folks here this morning
have pginted out, there are some real benefit§ from a _privacy
standpoint for automation. It is often easier to protect the informa-
tion in an automated system, easier to introduce data quality pro-
tecolb that up-clatb information, that have logs that keep track of
dissemumtion, and so forth, but, nonethless, there is a threat.

For example, when we're talking about the use a computers for
diagnosis and diagnostic systems, what that runs the risk of doing
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is increasing the _amount of information about specific indMduals,
personally identified individuals, in automated systems. It doesn't
have to, but we certainly have that risk.

Another especially troubling area of the law is that the Federal
Government, which has such a key role today in health careas a
provider of health care, es a sponsor of heahh care, as a payer for
a great deal_of the Nation's health care, as a researcher in public
healththe Federal Government is intimately involved in virtually
every aspect of health care today.

We ought to be a model, here at the Federal level, for how health
tecord information is collect04, and used, and disseminated, and al-
though the Congress has made efforts in this regardand I sup-
pose the most important effort is the Privacy Act of 1974the fact
remains that we've got a long way to go.

The Privacy Act was a bad law 12 years ago. It hasn't gotten any
better; it s gotten worse. It simply fails to introduce adequate pro-
tections on the collection, and the use, and the redisclosure of
health record information, and my statement goes into some of
these issues in a little bit more detail.

Let me close by addressing, I think, something that we've always
got to address when we're talking about reforming law, and I know
that Members of the Congress feel thiS acutely, and that is, "So
what? Why do we care about improving, c3nhancing the protections
for_patient privacy?"

We care, in part, I think, or ought to, because the public fares.
Every public opinion poll that's been taken on the issue of privacy
shows that the public cares most about the privacy of their medical
recordt, more than financial records, more than educational
records, employment recordsany other kind of record.

econd, there are real adverse effects that flow from the improp-
er disclosure or use of health record information, taneble effectS:
PeoNe lose jobs, they lose promotions, they lose opportunities for
insurance, they lose opportunities for credit; there are adverse rela-
tional effect:3: relations with family members, with spouses, or
friends are interrupted and, in some cases, destroyed.

Therapeutic effects. The doctor-patient relationship is_ built, in
some measure, on an element of trust that a patient can be candid
and forthcoming with his physician and that that information
won't go any_further. That underlies the old_pledge of confidential-
ity and the Hippocratic Oath.46a I think it explains why virtually
every provider organizationAMA 'American Medical ASsocia-
tion]the American Psychiatric Association, the AHA [the Ameri-
can Hospital_ Aasociation] all of the major health associations have
either published model confidentiality laws or they've adopted posi-
tions which are supportive and comprehensive on the question of
privacy.

Obviously, too, there are devastating personal effectsstigma
and embarrassment, emotional distress, trauma. What we don't
have, as Dr. McDonald so rightly pointed out, is any empirical in-

4" The Hippocratic Oath states, ". . . And whatsoever_Ishall see orheAr in the course of my
profession . . . , if it be what should not be published abroad, I will never divulge, holding such
things_to be holy secrets." (John Bartlett, "Familiar Quotations," 15th Ed. (9oston: Little, Brown
and Co., 1980), p. 79.)
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formation. We don't know what the cost is; we don't_ know what the
incidence is; we don't know how pervasive it is. We've got lots of
anecdotal inforn2ation, and I put some of it in my prepared state-meat

I used to be the general counsel of something called the National
Commission on the Confidentiality of Health Records, and that's a
now defunct organization, but we used to get over 100 complaints- a
month from Ratients about the invasion of their privacy, and I just
pulled the first 5 off the top, and they are mentioned in my statc-
ment

A Sulphur, OK, woman who lost her marriage when it was im-
pro_Perly dieclosed that she'd been tested for VD; a Kansas City
woman who lost her job after her employer was told that she suf-
fered from severe depression; a Russellville, ILL, woman who suf-
fered a severe emotional distreas after _pictures of her breast im-
plant surgery were improperly disseminated and circulated; an Ev-
ergreen Park, IL, woman who was denied entrance to the sister-
hoOd after the mother superior was told by a Catholic hospital that
this woman had been under psychiatric care; a Cushing, OK,
woman who suffered severe emotional distressand I had some
personal communication with thie woman at the time. She was one
of the grand dames of Cushing, OK, 90 years old, and it was die-
clotEed finproperly that she was being treated for syphilis. There is
an awful lot of damage that's out there. We cannot quantify it yet,
and we need to.

By way of conclusion, let me just reference an article that ap-
Reared in the New England Journal of Medicine that's mentioned
in my statement Dr. Mark Siegler kvt track of the number of in-
dividual"; affiliated with a hospital_ who get to look at a typical pa-
tienes health record while the _patient is in the hospital. He count-
ed 76 individuals, from the doctors on down to the candy-stripers,
and his conclusion, based on that and some other factors that he
took into account, was that privacy as it relates to health informa-
tion is dead, it's a myth.

I think that's a misdiagnosis, at least a premature diagnosis. It
isn't dead, but it certainly is ill, and we need to take a good, hard
look at the law. That can be done in a wa7 that's_progressive,_ in a
way that does not stop the kinds of initiatives that we heard about
here today. It takes thought, it takes ccoperation, we have to be
clever ahout it, but it can be done, and the NCCUSL has_now
adopted, and the ABA has unanimously endoried, a mOdel State
law that addresses many of these issues.

The NCCUSL, as you know, is good; th've got a good track
record at getting their statutes adopted at the State level. So I'm
optimistic that it will move.

I think that's an initiative that the Congress needs to follow, and
then I think at the Federal level the Congress neede to take a look
at the Privacy Act, take a look at the role that the Federal Govern-
ment plays in health care, take a look at automation and adopt leg-
islation ultimately that addresses health care and the handling of
health records at the Federal level.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. %lair followsj
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-Mr.-Chairman, / am Robert R.-Belair, a_partner in
the law firm of Kirkpatrick A-Lockhart, in Washington,
D. C. I am pleased to have this opportunity to
address the Subcommittee concerning the status-of
privacy law as it relates to health records and, in
particular, computerized health records. Before
beginning, I want to commend the Subcommittee and its
Chairman for their interest in this vital, but often
neglected, issue.

INTRODUCTIDN .

Before proceeding with my statement, I would like
to describe briefly my background: I have devoted a
good deal of my professional career to problems
related to health record privacy and other privacy
issues. I have served as a staff member for the
National Academy.of Sciences' Projet on Computer Data
Banks, which produced a landmark report entitled Data
BaaksHin a Frce Society. I have also.served as the
Deputy General Counsel of the Domestic Council
Committee on the Right of Privacy in President Ford's
Administration.

1,48
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Since leaving government* r have served as
General Counsel of the now defunct Rational Commission
on the.Confidentiality of Health RecordSi_a_federation
of 21 health professional organizations dedicated to
enhancing the confidentiality_of_health_records;More
recently* I have served_as_aireporter_for_the_National
COnference of_Commissioners_on_Bniform State_Laws'
ONCCUSL") Drafting Committee on Health Record
Privacy.__In_1985,_the_NCCUSL_adopted_the_modeI Health
Records_Act andisince_that time the Act_has been_
unanimously endorsed by the_ American Bar_Association.
r_have_also_written and_spoken extensively on the
subject of health record privacy;

In my remarks this morning I_wouId like to talk
first_abotitthe_importance of health record_privacy.
Following that I_wiII summarize_confidentiaIity and
privacy law as it_reIates to collection, maintenance
dissemination of_heaIth records and_patient access to
these records.__Finafly,_I_want_to focus on a few
particular problems, including the automation_of
health redordsi_that I thihk deserve Congressional
scrutiny and action;

HEALTH RECORD PRIVACY IS THREATENED

Every public opinion poll that has addressea the
issue of heaIth_record privacy finds that the American
pubIic_is vitally interested in protecting the privacy
of health records. Despite this interest, the extent
to Which AMericans-enjoy health record privacy has .

decIined_dramatically. Not long ago, Dr. Mark Siegler
pubIished_an article in the prestigious New England
Journal of_Medicine (December 9, 1982) entitled,
"Confidentiality in Medicine -- A Decrepit Concept".
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__ _Dr. Siegler kept track of the number and type of
hospita/.emplOyees who reviewed an "average" patient's
record. °The result was startling. Dr. Siegler found
that the average patient's record was reviewed by 6
doctors,-12- hospital officers, 20 nurses on three
shifte,_6 therapists, 3 nutritionists, 2 clinical
pharmacists, 15 students, 4 unit secretaries, 4
hospital financial officers, and 4 hospital reviewers.
Siegler concluded, "Let's not perpetrate the myth of
medidal confidentiality -- it no longer exists."

Unfortunrtely, we do not have empirically valid_
data regarding the extent to which hospital and other
health care-records are reviewed or disseminated._
What_we do have, however, is an impressive body_of
anecdotal reports. For example, a Sulphuri_Oklahome
wOman-lost her marriage when it was improperly dis,_
dIosed that she had been tested for_Vava Kansas City
woman quit her job after her employer_was told that _

the woman was being treated for severe depression; A
Russellville, Alabama woman suffered severe emotional
distress afterpictures of her breast implant_ssrgery
were improperly circulated_among hospital_employees.
An Evergreen Park, Illinois_woman_was_denied_entrande
to the Catholic_sisterhood_after a_Catholic hospital
diSclosed to the_Mother Superior_thet the Woitati had a
psychiatric record. A Cushingi:Okiehoma womati_tsf-
fered severe emotional distress after it_ waS diedleSed
within the community that ahe_was being treated for
syphilis -- she was 90 years_old. (Compiled free the
records of the National Commission oh the Confiden-
tiality of Wealth Information);

ADVERSE-EFFECTSOFPRIVACY INVASION

Stories such as these are endiese; The-reason,
of course,ip_that the improper diatIosure of health
re-cord information can, and_often doet4
cant adverse effects_on_patients. SUdh disclosure
adversely affects opportunities fOr joba, promotions,
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the granting of credit, and insurance. Moreover,
disclosures of health record.information can disrupt
relationships with family and friends. Some years
ago,-for example, I represented a newspaper editor
whose marriage suffered after it was disclosed that,
prior to_their marriage, he had been arrested for
sexual assault and had been treated for psychiatric
and emotional problems at that time.

_ Furthermore, disclosure of health record infor-
mation destroys_the_trust that health care providers
are quick to acknowledge_provides a necessary basis
for a providerpatient_relationship. Moreover4
psychiatrists and_other_professionals have documented
that_the disclosure of health record_information often
results in feeIings_of_shamei_humiliationi_betrayal,
Ioss_of_status and_face, and_Ioss_of control,. In
short, the unexpected, inappropriate disclosure_of
health record information is demeaning -- it's an
assault.

SOCIETAL DEVELOPMENTS_WHICH____
HEIGHTEN THE THREAT TO PRIVACY

OVer the last several decades a_number of funda-
mental developdants have increased-the threat-to the
confidentiality and privacy of health care informa-
tion.- These developments include the_emergence and
growth of third-party payment plans; the use of health
care information for non-health care purposes; the
growing involvement of-government agencies_in vir-
tually all aspects of health care; the declining role
of physicians in providing health careAin the early
part of this century, 85 percent of all health-care
providers were physicians; today physicians make up-
only 5 percent of the total. Dilemma -- A-Report of
the National Commission on the Confidentiality of
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Health_RecordSi_pi_2_(1977))4 the eMergende of
corporatei_multistate health dare proViders; and the
exponential,increase in the bee Of doMputers and
automated information_systems_fdr Managing health care
record information._ Privacy PrOtedtion Study
comMisSioni PersonalPrivacv in anInforMation
Society, at 283 (1977) (hereafter "PriVacy Commission
Report").

SUMMARY OF PRIVACY LAW

Notwithstandingthe growing threat to health
record_privacy_and_the publiee interest in preserving
such_privacy, the fact_id that privacy laws have
failed_to_keep pace. Only one-fifth of the states,
for_example,_have adopted comprehensive privacy
acts -- based more_or less on the 1974 Federal Privacy
Act_!,, which provide some assurance that health
records held by State_ government agencies (but not the
private_sector)_WiII be disclosed to third parties
only after first obtaining the patient's consent.
See, for example, Arkansas Statute Annotated § 16-802
et seq.; Cobnecticut General Statute Annotated § 4-190
et sea.Indiana Mode Annotated § 4-1-6-11 Mass.
General Laws,-Ch.-30, § 63, Ch. 66A; Minnesota Statute
Annotated15;162 et_seq.; Ohio Revised Code_Anno-
tated § 1347.01 et se .; Utah Code Annotated §_63-
SO-1 et seq.; and Virg nia Code § 2.1-377 et seq.

Only two types of health record legislation_are
cbmman in virtually every state. Firsti statutes in
every State require health care providers to report
many types of patient information to state agencies;
TypidaIly, these statutes require providers_to report
health data concerning violent injuries (gunshot and
knife wounds are most common); contagious_or infed-
tieda diseases; tuberculosis; veneral disease; occd-
patiOnal illnesses and injuriesi certain congenital
defedts; and injuries from child abuse.

1.52
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Secondi almost every_state recognizes some type
of provider-patient_ privilege. The privilege
generally_permits the_patient to_prohibit his provider
from disclosing health record_information in_at least
some types_of judicial proceedings. (South Carolina,
Texas_and Vermont_do not have doctor-patient privilege
Iaws.A However, the privilege belongs to the patient
and_thus can_be waived by the patient_._ Moreover, many
statuteS include express exceptions which-allow pro-
viders to_provide_information to a- court_ in_connection
with court-ordered examinations;_where child abuse is
at issuel where invoIuntary_hospitalization-is at
issue; where_the patient relies upon his medical con-
dition as a defense; and in cases of criminal prosecu-
tion;

Only a few states -(Rhode-island, California and
Montana, most notably) have adopted comprehensive
heaIth_record privacy statutes which regulate the
collection, maintenance and disclosure of health
records by private sector providers. In jurisdictions
Without-comprehensive statutory schemes, private
sector health care-providers enjoy broad discretion to
collect, manage and maintain patient records.

However, even in the absence of statutory
standards, health care providers do not enjoy
unfettered discretion when it comes to the disclosure
of health records. In most jurisdictions the courts
have held that providers must have the patient's
consent in order to disclose records. Disclosures
without such consent can result in tort liability --
on the theory that disclosure represents the
publication of private facts -- or can result in
liability in contract -- on the theory that there is
an implied contract of confidentiality between
providers and patients. See, DecisIons-:Judicial
Decisions-in-Flealth-Records-Confidenbialltv-1 1 979) .
However, under these common law theories the courts
recognize num.rtrous exceptions which permit providers
to release health record information without patient
consent to third-party payors, law enforcement
agencies, public health agencies, researchers and
other third parties who provide services to providers
or to society at large.

1 5 3
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CONTENT AND MAINTENANCE-OF-RECORDS'

When the current law is_reviewed_in regard to _

Spedific record-keeping activitiesi_the inadequaCy_Of
Cdtreht law becomes even more_apParent._ For example;
Although most health care providers_have an_obligatiOn
t6 Maintain health records_, the contentiof the records
is left to industry standards. _Interestingly; many

. heSpitals take very seriously their_obligation to _ _

Maintain health records._ For example- it iS repotted
that St. Bartholomew's Hospitali_in EAndon; still haS
Patient records dating from the year 1137;

However, the absence of criteria fot_the_dtkitent _

of health records means that_the information in such
records is not held to a_relevancy_standard.
Virtually any type of data_a_health_eare pteVidek
wishes to collect can_be_placed in_the_heaIthredord.
The Joint Commission on_thelAccreditatiOn Of Bodpitals
does impose certain record content_standatft tin
hospitals. Bowever4 these_standards ate het directed
at the protection of privacy.

Beyond a_general_requirementfOUnd in most state
laws that_at least institutional health dare pro-
viders, such as hospitals; are_requited t6 Maintain a
patient's record_for a set period_a_tiMe; there is
little in the way_of regulation Of the Maintenance of
these records. OccasionalIy;_en a -66MMerilaw basis,
courts have held_that hospitaId AniSt expunge or
correct health records._ Wolfe V._Beal; 384 A.2d 1187
(Pa. 1978). Normally, however; the courts reject such
efforts.

. _

_The courts_have also rejected the argument that
patients have_an interest Ln Whether or not a record
is computerized._ _In_VoIkmall v. Miller, 383 N.Y.S.2d
95 (19761, a New_York_State deutt held that there was
no violation of_a_patient's privacy interest for the
provider to computerize oUt-patient psychiatricrecords.
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PATIENT ACCESS

Perhaps the area that where lawmakers have made
the_most_progress_relates to patient access and review
of_recordsi_LTodayi_about 30 states have adopted some
type_of_patient_access_statute.__In_some_states_the_
statutory requirement_affects only_hospitalsi_and in
still_other_stetes_the_access_requirement_affects_only
governmental health_care_providers. _Moreoveri_the
statutes which require_providers_to_allow_patients to
review, and in some cnses,_correct_their_health__
records_usuaIly make_exceptions for mentalihealth_
information, or_for those instances in which a pro-
vider beIieves_that patient access would be injurious
to the patient's health._ Auerbach & Bogue, Medical___
Recordst_Getting Yours, Public Citizen Health Research
Group (1980);

A few_courts have_held that even in the absence
of a statute_patients have a common law right of _

a cess_(notwithstanding that_the_ courts haye also held
that_the heaith_care record is the property of the
hospital and belongs to the hospital or other pro,_
vider)_. Cannel vMedicai_and Surgical CIifli 315_ _

b1;2;-2d 278 (III.._1974)$_WaIrade_V; OfiiverSitV Hospital
Of CIeVeratid-,-170-N.E;-2d 261-(Ohie_19601:_HUtchinS v;
Texas RehabilitatiOn COMMiSSien, 544 S.W;2d 802 (Tex;
1976).

_EVen as regards patient access, the state of the
Iaw is by no means entirely-rosy.- Perhaps the key
problem is-compliance. While no definitive-studies
have been-done, there is much anecdotal evidence-to
suggest that providers frustrate patient access laws
by failing to provide the record on a timely basis, or
by providing only an oral or written summary of the
record.- Many providers, of course, worry that patient
access laws only encourage malpractice-suits. For
example, one study conducted in Massachusetts in 1983
found that hospitals in that state routinely failed to
comply with the state's patient accens law. One
hospital-official, in explaining compliance failures,
stated, "Good medicine is good law." Many respondents
to the Massachusetts survey cited a notorious
Massachusetta incident in which a 33-year old lawyer
committed suicide after reviewing his psychiatric
record.
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DISCLOSURE TO THIRD PARTIES

Discloenre to third parties is, of coursei_the
principal privacy threat. One of the most frustrating
and-ironic aspects of the health record privacy
problem is that the most serious and invasive dis-
closures to third parties are done entirely_with__ _

patient consent.- Studies indicate, for example that_
patients routinely sign virtually any type_of_consent
form put in front of them, no matter how overbroad or
vague. Rosen, VMLy-Clients-Relinquish_Their_Rights to
PriVacy Under-Sion-Away-Pressures, unpublished mono-
graph, 1983; Informed Cw.sent--- Why_Are_Its GoalS_
Imperfectly Hea-1-1-zed?.N, Engl. J. Med._1980_at 896.
Beth Statute law and case law has generally blessed
the use of even the most overbroad or vague consent
forms.

The Privacy Protection Study__Commission'S
recommendations, the Model MCCUSL_Bill,_and_mOdel
health care legislation proposed by virtually every
major health professional groupi_incIuding the _ _

American Medical Association._the_American Hospital
Association, the American Nurses Association, the
American Psychiatric Association, and the Aderican
Medical Record Associationi_have recognized that
overbroad patient consent_forms are perhaps the most
insidious threat to patient_privacy and all Of théde
organizations have urged-legislators_to restrict the
use of such consent forms; _These_mOdel-proposals
would require that patient consent specifically
identify the records to be disclosed; the purpose of
the disclosure; theLidentity_of the_party disclosing
the record; the identity_of the_recipient; and
restrict the applicability of the consent to a limited
time period, usually one to two years.

As noted earlier: existing lawalso-recognizes
the right of prsyiders to disclose health-record
information even without consent to a number of types
of recipients. These recipients customarily include
other health care providers_or parties assisting
health care providers; third party payors (although
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usually third party payors are careful toiensure that
they have obtained a blanket patient consent.); law
enforcement agencies; public health and other
authorities who obtain information under:compulsory
reporting laws; researchers; employers; family_
meMbers; partied with a need to know_in emergency
situations; and parties in danger and as to whom
providers have a_duty to Qarn.__In generali_the courts
have held that disclosures_to these types_of rect-
pients do not violate a_patient's common law right_of
privacy in health_recordsbecause there is a qualified
privilege to disclose health care information for
purposes of providing health care Obtaining_payment,
protecting the.public health,_and assisting law
enforcement-agencies,_among_other purposes. _Hague v.
Williams, 181 A.2d 345 (1962); Pvraftlid Life_Insurance
CompanV V, Meanie HOSOital Ataddiatien, 191 F; supp;
51 (Okla. 1961).

AUTOMATION OF HEALTH RECORDS

The automation of health-records and record
systems is an issue of special importance. Compu-
terization of health records does not change the
rules, just the risk, Automation, in the words of the
Privacy Protection Study Commission, makes it easier
to say "yes" to requests_ for disclosure. Automation
also makes it easier, and cheaper, to maintain-a-great
deal of health record data that may not be needed.
Automation also encourages the centralization or link-
ing of information about a single patient so that a
more comprehensive and detailed profile is available.
Finally, automated systems, as is well known, are
vulnerable to unauthorized penetration. For example,
a couple of years ago a 21-year old used a $1,200
Apple II and the Telenet Communications System to gain
access to Sloan Kettering's patient radiation records.
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Of course, the effect of automating health record
systems is by no means entirelyLnegative_. For one_ _

thingiautetation promotes the standardization of data
elements and language, thereby minimizing chances formistakes or misunderstanding. Furthermore, automated
systems ate usually more auditable_than_manuaI systeMS
becausathe redord-keeping events are identifiable and'recallable. Moreover, the quality_of_the_data in -

automated redord systems is often improved because the
updating and correcting of data_is_easier Finally;
and perhapa Most importantly, automating a sySteM
requires everyone involved_in the_system to_be Otte
thoughtful about the process and_often results in real
benefita fibin a privacy standpoint.

= Nevertheless, the_privacy_threat posed by Automa-tion probably outweighs the_privacy_benefits froth
automation. In the last Congressi_RepreseritatiVe Ron
Wyden_(D-Ore.), introduced legislation that WOUld haVe
restricted access to federal 'health recordd in auto-mated Systems. While this approach may not be-
perfect, the Congress should act to reqUird-federal
health care providers to take_steps to aVoid the
adVerse privacy_impact_of automated health redordsyStems. This would mean_mandating_the Upgrading ofcomputer security, ltations on_the length of time
that health.care informationLcan_be maintained;
limitations on the kind of heaIth_care data that canbe maintained in an automated_envirentent; and
Mandated data quality standards;

GOVERNMENT-ACQUISITION OF HEALTH RECORD DATA

- Another_issue_that_shouId be addredded by the
Congress relates to federal_goverftened ravenousappetite for health record_data. _VA6 federal

. government's_role as a_near,ubigUitOUS third-party_payor; its role_as_a law_enfordeMent Agency; its role
in public health; and its reIe at a reaearcher makes
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the government a seemingly insatiable consumer of
health_record data. Compulsory reporting statutes, in
particular; threaten to deputize every health care
provider in the country and make that provider part-Of
the law enforcement system. The long-term effect of
federal_demands for health care data threaten to haVe
an adverse_impact upon the quality of health care and
the quality of our citizens' lives.

The Congress should look for ways to sharply
limit the government's acquisition of health record
information; Whenever possible; the government should
make special_efforts to obtain health care information
in non-indentifiable formats or promptly transfer
records into_such formata. Whenever possible, the
govitrnment should_ensure that it uses_health record
inf,3rmation_only for the_purpose for which_the record

fitStlObtained. _Whenever possible'; the_govern-
iiient_ShodId seal or destroy_health record information.
Finally, the Congress shouldinsist that the federal
gOVernMent take the lead in_using_patient_consent
forMS that are protective of personal privacy.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE A MODEL

In 1979; the Congress gave serious_consideration_
to Adopting federal legislation to protect_the privacy
of hcalth reddrdS. S.503 and S.865, and_see Hearings
Before the Committee on_Governmental Affairsiof_the
United States Senate,_96th_Congress; tst_Session.
Unfortunately, ObjectiOns from the_law enforcement
community that the legislation went too far_in_pro-___
tecting priVady;-And Objedtions_from_the mental health
community that the legislation failed to_go far_
enough, doomed the legidlatiOn. _Since_that time the
Congress has not seriously revisited this issue.
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However* despite the Congress' inattention, the
problem has not gone away. Indeed* the problem has
become acute. Thanks to the efforts of the NCCUSL and
the American Bar Association* the states now have
before them a model bill that effectively addresses
many of'these problems. Hopefully* the state legisla-
tures will act with dispatch to adopt this legisla-
tion. This effort should be monitored in the
Congress. In the meantime* the Congress should act to
make the federal government* which in and of itself is
a_malor health care provider* a.model for health
record privacy.

Thank_you_for plis_opportunity to present my
views on this vital subject.
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Mr. Vouch! En. Thank you very much, Mr. Be lair.
I.-kt me ask a question, right a the be&inning; of you_i_ pertaining

to those records. Do you see more_problems in the future with_the
computerization of medical records and disSeminationunauthor-
ized dissemination because of _the computerization?

Mr. BELAIR. No question. It just makes it easier. It's so much
cheaper _to get that data, _keep it a long time; you can disseminate
it almost with the push of a button. It just intrOduces lots of incen-
tives to move this data around; _to centralive it; and if we're not
vigilant; the technology will outflank the protettions in current
la*.

Mr. VOLKMEIL-What about collection and storage ofpatient data
that's not immediately needed for treatment? What can we do with
ia Purge it?

Mr. BELAIR. You seei it's such _a hard question._ You know; the
physicians will tell _youand I dotet think that they're wrong
that if you start _putting limits on the amount of data that physi-
cians can keep or the kind of data that they can collect or keep,
whatyou Will do is adversely impact on_health care.
_ There aren't_ any easy answers here; Mr-. Chairman, unfortunate-
ly I think that what we need tb do is try to find ways to put this
information in a nonpersonally_ _identifiable format -or -at least to
limit the number of ?people and the kind of people who have access
to this_ data in a personally identifiable formin other words,
make the records anonymous to the eitent that we can.

That's one_answer; and the other answer; I think; goes to dis-
semination. The collection has to beI think you'd have to be aw-
fully intrepid to go in and begin telling physicians what they can
and- can't collect.

Mr. PACKARD; Mr; Chairman; would you yield on that point?
Mr. VOLKMER. Yes, I yield.
Mr. PACKARD. Why couldn't there be a keya- computer key to

each patient's records that would only _permit authoritbd personnel
that have that key access to that information? _It would_ appear to
me that technology could answer that better than perhaps some
other system.

Mr. BELAIR. I- think -they could, Mr. Packard. That's the kind of
promise that the technology_ has. It's not ail _ onesided_ by any
means; _What _you hear is what we've heard thiS morningand
maybe Dr. McDonald wants to speak to itand that is; "Gee; that
makes ithard for physiciane

Physician convenience ought not to_be a barrier to the imposition
of adequate saf epards; it _simply can't be, arid if we end up incon-
veniencing_physicians a little bit; they're just going to have to find
ways; I think; reorient their schedule and their activities to ac-
count for that. 3 simply don't think that that's a compelling con-
cem.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
'VOLKMER; I See;

Wo-4.14 you wish to comment on the description made earlier in
th:,1 .C:trit panel _by Dr. Gardner of the. grtote; _HELP system and the
security_that they've placed on it f.,r ....);Aysicians so that they have
to be ceded even to eater into it?

M. 3EL,.m. Are ycli talking to me,

;.v.1 - 6
1 61
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Mr. Vomit's& Yes.
Mr. Smartt. I'm sorry.
Gee, you know, I don't know enough about that system toreallyit wouldn't be fair for me to pronounce whether I think it's

a good or bad Sykkm. It certainly sounds like they're aware of thesecurity issues and_they're trying to address them.
Mr. VoLtafiER. OK.
Professor Brannigan, you diacuss in your oral testimony and

your written testimony the applications of strict liability as againstthe_ use of negligence. Would you think that this is sufficient=and
as I read itit appears to be sufficientto do the regulationthatwould he sufficient as far as regulation is concerned?

Professor BPANNIGAN. In an article, which Ill be happy to send
to you,_1 argue that point in _the Journal of Conaumer Policy in1983was that strict liability for injuries acts EIS an adequate self-rigulatory effort in this particular area because the institutions
are really respOnsible and they know it, and therefore there's noway they can dodge it, and my research conclusion is that that iscorrect that strict liability iS adequate to guarantee a very highlevel, and trying to guarantee perfection would stifle the technolo-V.

[The article followsq
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Current Developments in Consumer Law

Vinrent M. Brannigan
Compensation or Regulation:
The Problem of Medical Computer Software

ABSTRACT. Medical compnter software rcprcsents an excellent example of the diffieWty
of applying the law to developing technology. A society must decide which of die goals of
efficiency, equity, or subsidy are paramount in the development of the technology.

The two leW tools available to achieve the goals are compensation (the paying of
damages) and regulation (the direct control of the technology).

These tools are not well suited to the control of medical software, since the ephemeral
decentrOized technology is normOly not able to be identified with sufficient exactness
to permit regulation nor is a produced by any single individual or firm which would allow
normal methods of compensation.

Thus the limitations of the legal tools make achievement of the social goals extremely
difficult. This difficulty may force the society to choose a different combination of

equity, or subsidy which better reflects the ability of the tooh to control the tech-
nology without stifling the technology.

Computer software is an excellent example of the problem of social
control of technology through law. Compensation and reulation are
the primary legal tools for coping with software defects. This paper
offers some of the theoretical advantages and disadvantages of these
two control mechanisms, along with some criteria used to assign a
technological product to one area or the other, and investigates

ftware problems which make these issues relatively difficult to
decide (see Brannigan & Dayhoff, 1981).

This paper will address the particular problem of medical software.
The use of computers in medicine has revolutionized certain aspects
of medical care and has the potential to change it in fundamental
ways. Virtually all new technological developments go through a
sequence of invention, development, and stability. Often society
becomes involved because of the need to cope with the inevitable
problems of technological development.

Medical computer systems involve a wide range of new technol-
ogies. There are computer systems_which directly control the machine
tnat interacts with the patient; software on which the physician relies
without independent checking; and computer systems used by the
physician as a resource equivalent to a medical textbook. It is a
challenge to the legal system to develop effective social structures for
coping with these types of technologies.

journal of Consumer Policy 6 (1983) 475-481. 0342-584318310064-0475 $00.70.
0 1983 by D. Reidel Publishing Company.
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The COde of Hammurabi was one of the earliest regulator*
appreachei to technology. Crudely put; under that code, if a building
collapsed, killing the owner, the architect was put to death. ThiS
clearly defined the responsibility of the private sector and avoided
entirely the need for government regulation.

Since we no longer put _professionals to death for mistakes, we
use the two controls of compensation or regulation in the modem
environment, compensation tends to be in the form Of malpractice
or product liability; the injured person being compensated with
money;

GOALS F TECHNoLOGICAL CONTROL

In the area of technological control; there are three traditional,
Possible goAs of the legal system. The first, an efficient level Of
safety, is described by most experts in this field as a minimization
of the total cost of injuries and injury-reduction activities. All
things being equal, as one regulates past that point, the cost cf
injury-reduction activities increases; so that both overregulation and
underregulation are socially inefficient

The second goal of the legal system is to achieve an equitable
distribution of the cost of those injuries and injury-reduction activi-
ties. Economists who hypothesize an "efficient" level of injuries or
§afety do not normally address the question of equitable distribution,
i.e., Slicitild bear the cost of these injuries. Nevertheless, if
cbmputer programs are going to be the source of a certain number
of injuries, then the questibn of who assumes the burden of that cost
should be raised as separate and independent from the issue of an
efficient level of safeqr.

Thirillyi the promotion of the use of a particular technology
iS characterized "by the reality that our society _Often engages in
subsiditiag Sbme developing technologies in order to encourage their
use. Two classic examples ire (a) air transport, which is subsidized
on the international level by the Warsaw Convention limiting liability
of air carriers for injuries caused to their customers; and (b) the
Ptke,AndersOn Act fOr nuclear power plants, which limits the
liability of poiivet plant -owners and manufacturers in order to further
developrotot of nuclear power capabilities. These are generally
considered subsidies regardless of whether the government agrees
to pay the cost ot mishaps or accidents, Or, as is more common;
iestricts redress and recovery by consumers.

TheSe three goats, efficiency; equity; and subsidy, are socially
deterioined iiSually politically determined but they axe not
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technical questions. The challenge is, having decided on the goals,
how do we achieve them through the legal system? Liability and
regulation are two alternative means of achieving this social control;

REGULATION

The theoretical advantage of regulation is that society directly attains
the level of safety it desires. What it does not have is direct control of
the cost of the safety producing activity. It is one thing to stipulate
the production of a safe product; it is quite another to guarantee
a safe product at a socially efficient price. It is quite possible to
regulate certain kinds of activities out of existence, because there is
no way to achieve compliance at aprice the society will pay. Thus,
one af the disadvantages of regulation is that the cost of injury-
reduction activities may bear no relationship at all to the benefits.
Unfortunately, there is no automatic, self-limiting control over
regulation to balance this equation. In a free-market economy
devoted to promoting the widest variety of products, a common
view is that the institutionalization of regulation has an anticompeti-
tive effect; suffering as it does from problems of centralization;
industry capture, and institutional_ bias. These problems _are aggra-
vated when the subject of the regulation is not easily regulated. This
increases inefficiency and transaction costs.

Types of Regulatory Systems

Regulatory systems fall into two groups permit and inspection
systems. Permit systems, which require obtaining permission from
the government to sell a product, have some inherent characteristics:
(a) permits tend to centralize the examination process, enabling
easy application of a standard; (b) a permit structure can offer
considerable advantages to those manufacturers who are first to
apply, and priority sometimes overwhehns technological superiority;
(c) there is a tendency to use permits to centralize the producers;
(d) it automatically creates a list of those who are affected by the
particular statute; (e) failure to have the required permit is itself a
crime or offense; (f) normally; the person who wishes to engage in an
activity cannot engage in_ it until the permit is issued therefore;
normally, delay runs in favor of the government or in favor of not
allowing the activity; (g) sunvmary enforcement is relatively easy
since permits can often be lifted or revoked on essentially a merely
probable .cause showing, altllough vhis question is not entirely free
from doubt; and (II) if 0:ve government does not assign enough

165,
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qualified persons tO review and grant the permits, there are two
possibilities. Either perrnits Will be granted which are not deter-
minative of compliance that is, in order to avoid the backlog
of paperwork; permits are simply Stamped and issued without
establishing compliance _ or there is simply an extremely long
delay in the granting of the permits, which can lead to political and
economic problems.

Regulatory control can also be exercised according to an inspection
model; Here, inspectors search Out Systems to determine whether or
not they comOy with the approved set of Standards. The advantagesof this strategy are more or less the oppoSite of those of permit
regulation. The ch-racteristics of the inspecticin mcidel ai.e: (a)L it
does ndt automatically require Particularly well-trained people. The
effect of inadequate searcheS is nOrrnally to simply not generate any
compliance activity. The nature of goVernmental agencies is that
what they don't know normally does not ShoW up in their records;
Completely untrained persons can_ be assigned in the inspection
model to go out and dO various inspections, for example, ind if
they don't see a defect, there is no f011ow-up; (b) delay runt in
favor of the private party; and (C) inadequate inspections are rarely
discovered until_a disaster occurs. Since the disasters are relatively
rare events, the agency can go on for a long period of time thinking
it has an adequate inspection program without any contrary evidence
in the form of a disaster. Rather than benefiting a few producers,
inspection serves to decentralize decision-making.

Regulating Software

The nature of software is such that it is particularly difficult to
regulate. First of all, sOfiware is ephemeral. It is easily altered and
there may be no way tO deteCt that the alteration has taken plate.
Not only is it difficult to pinpoint what software is at any given time,
there are few guarantees that software Vrill Manifest itselfin exactly
the same fOrmat day after day.

All regulatory systems depend on the ekikence of centralization
of information concerning production (e;g., regittration of all pro-
ducets). Software is, of all the MediCal devices; probably the most
decentralized in production. Responsibility is extremely diffuse In
the case of large medical software packageS, the attempt to hold a
Manufacturer liable is frustrated by the fact that there is no single
manufacturer in the cOnVentional sense; instead there are a multitude
of software programmers at variOUS levels; At the vety least we need
to acquire new or more suitable working definitions and concepts to
share our understanding and supervision of softWare production.
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From the technical perspective, iIe most significant problem is
that a standard of acceptability eludes definition. Most regulatory
endeavors assume some standard or convention of acceptability;
however; the task of meaningfully defining a medical software
feature such as error-free code is awesome; Some technicians claim
that the only way to derme an error-free program is to write it. They
claim that no specification is possible. Any attempt to regulate
software would have to cope with these and other problems.

COMPENSATION

Compensation is often defined as a free marketplace approach. The
concept accepts injury as a given, but insists the consumer not bear
the financial burden. Its application to technological development is
difficult

The fai,4 system; g.:nerally known as negligence, imposes on the
con.sume: the deve7opment risk of a new product. Manufacturers arc
not unless Cr.ey fail to meet some reasonable standard of var.!
impose.d r iztiety and sometimes by the goveiornent.

A no-latnt system shifts costs elsewhere. Someone oeler than the
consume,: bc us the burden; usually enier the rnpviders of a product
or the gJgernment. In Sweden, all medical htjuries of any sort are
covered by a government-sponsored/inclustry-paid-for fund. Although
this fund pays all injuries, a comp.ny especially egregious in its
acdon can be assessed by the government for greater contributions
to the insurance fund;

The most Pareto optimal approach is strict liability on the part of
providers, meaning that injuries to consumers are factored into_ the
cost of production, and that the price of the product reflects these
costs. In the long run, society receives an efficient level of safety and
might be heard to make strong arguments on behalf of this approach
since it also preserves some equity; Nevertheless; strict liabiliy
harbors a number of practical obstacles. The "deep-pocket" problem,
where people with the most money end up paying, is particularly
nettlesome. Secondly, and more germane to software liability, the
requisite proof is extremely expensive. Transaction costs, often
ignored by economists; may be overwhelming.

Sources of Compensation

One alternative is a government-controlled central fund to which
manufacturers contribute. However, in the case of software, many
"houses" are extremely small and difficult to find. Another is to
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mike the hospital the sole defendant. Hospitals are, after all, respon-
sible for most of the equiPinent and injuries. Thus, the hoSpitals
would not be allowed to segregate iheir liability and turn it oVer
to the manufacturers; instead, liability becomes an expected cost
of doing business which _hospitals assume aS relatively large and
sorneWhat more efficient cost-spreaders.

One problem is that hOspitals are notoriously inadequate at
estimating the rate of injury due to system failure; To Achieve the
economies inherent in a compenSatiOn MOdel; they must be Able
to predict the rate of loss and the more effiCient predictors must
"profit" fiom their predictions. This is difficult to institutionalize
in most hospitals. TheY are not cost-conscious, And often lack the
technical ability to predict losies.

CONCLUSION

In choosing between CompLnsation and regulation, We must recogin.
that society has an interest in the development of this technology,
since it represents a substantial poiiibility for better health tire at
lower cost in the future. If the riSkS of finanCial uncertainty are too
great; the technology may not be developed.

Our current regulatory and compensation Systenis are unable to
deal completely with the problems presented by modern-day medical
SOftware. We have mit, as yet; encountered the widespread injuries
attributable to computer sOftWare failure which trigger public
awareness and the demand for redress. We May have a brief grace
period, but not much. The devising and choice Of an appropriate
Strategy for ensuring software safety and efficacy deserves _much
rnore attention than it has received to_date, or we can stifle the
techhology through fear or overreiCtion to the ine./..:Able problemS.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Sehadenersatz oder Regulierung _-- Das Problem der Benutif4ii4 Medizinischer Informatik-
systerre (Me_dical Computer Software). Gesellschaften, die die Auswirkungen von tech-
nolaghchen Entwicklungen zu kontrollieret. versuchen; haben normOdtikeiie zWei reehtliche
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Kontrollmögjichkeiten zur Hand, namlich Ersatz und Regulierung. Schadenersatz inter-
nalisiert die Kosten einer schadigend4n Hand lung in das U11 ternehmen; das diese Handlung
verursach t. Regulierung beinhaltet eine direkte Kontrolle der technologischen Entwicklung.
Diese zwei Mittel werden benutzt, urn drei gesellschaftliche Ziele zu errachen:

1. Ein effizientes Produktionsniveau,
2. eine gerechte Aufteilung von Kosten und Nutzen cinet technologischen Entwicklung,
3. indirekte Untetstiitzung_ bestimmter Tcchnologien. UM ihre Anwendung zu fördern

(etwa durch eine Haftungsbeschrankung).
Medizinische Computer-Software stellt ein vorziigliches Beispiel dar, urn die Schwierig-

keiten der Clbertragung rechtlicher Prinzipien auf sich entwickelnde Technologien darzuttel-
len. Wenn das Ziel, medizinische Computer einzusetzen, erreicht werden soll, midS sich
die Gesellschaft fiir eine sinnvolle Mischung von Effizienz, Gerechtigkeit und indirekter
Unterstiitzung entscheiden. Auf der anderen Sate sind die der Gesellschaft zur Verfiigung
stehenden Mittel, nimlich Regulierung und Schadenersatz, nicht gut geeignet, urn medi-
zinische Software zu kontrollieren.

Es gt-bt zwei Mten von regulatorischen Systemen. Das eine besteht darm, daS Erlaubrusse
oder Betechtigunpn vom Staate erteilt werden, UM eine besdrnrnte Titigkeit auszuruhren.
Ein anderes System beruht auf Oberpriiiung und Inspektion, in welchen der Suat diejenigen
Subjekte kontrolliert, die eine bestunrnte Tatigkeit ausiiben, urn zu sehen, ob diese Tatigkeit
den sozialen Verhaltensgeboten entspricht oder nicht. in beiden Fallen berditigt das
regulatorische System ta) ein bestirnrntes zu regulierendes Ziel und (b) elnen spezifisch
anzuwendenden MaBstab.

Beides existiert jedoch nicht irn Fall von rnedizinischer Software. Software stellt sich
als_unkörperlich dar, kann leicht verandert werden und kennt keinen allgemein akzeptierten
N4aBstab, Es kann &her auBetordentlich schwierig in ein regulatorisches System gepreSt
werden.

Auci: Schadenersarzsysterne haben ethebliche Sch. ierigkeiten. Es mull eine tinter-
scheidu.1 gemacht werden zwischen Haftungssystemen, die auf Fahrlassigkeit beruhen
und des) 2ntwicklungsgefahren dern Konsurnenten ilbetbarden, und sternen von
Gefitirdungshaftung oder Haftung ohne Verschulden, die Encwicklungsgefguen auf
jernanden anderes als den Verbraucher verlagern. Auf der einen Seite 'airmen rechtspolitische
Griinde Sir eine Gefihrdungshaftung ins Feld geflihrt werden. Auf der anderen Seite gibt
es jedoch priktische Probleme. Die Verwirldichung des Zieles einer gerechten Schadensver-
teilung kann erhebliche Transaktiorukosten verursachen, urn herauszufinden, welche
Verbraucher durch welche spezifische Software geschadigt_worden sind. Noch wichtieer ist
das Argument aus EfCzienzgrurielsitzen, ds fordert, dZ Produzenten und Geistungstrager
die Kosten fiir die Schadenserstattung sinnvoll den Produktionskosten zurechnen, Dies
wiirde eine effektive Risikoanalyse von den Krankenhäusern verlangen, obwohl tie haufig
nicht kbstenbcwat arbeiten.

Eine Gesellschaft, die zurn Zwecke der Nutrung von Technologien die Entscheidung
zwischen diesen Mainahrnen trifft, mull) abwägen zwischen Effizienz, Gercchtigken und
indirekter Unterstiitzung, wobei gleichzeitig unterstellt wird, dass die rechtlichenMaBnahrnen,
narnlich Schadenersatz und Regulierung, dieser Technologie nur wnig gerecht werden.
Wenn sich die Gesellschaft der techtlichen Restriktionen nicht bevniBt wird, kann sie neue
Technologien unterdriicken und abwürgen.
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Mr. Voutmsa. And therefore we do not really need FDA regula-tion.
Profesaor BRANNIGAN. Not of the type that they're suggesting. As

I said, registration of such systems, I think, might be in the Public
interest, buknot regulation.

Mr. WEIMER. But not for them to evaluate it and determinewhether di' not it's a perfected instrument
But just turn it around and go one step further. With the strict

liability, what does it do as far as those who are providing_theSe
systems? Are they going th put them out there. Is there strict li-
ability connected with them?

Professor BlIANNIOAN. This is where my argumentand this is
probably extremely depressing to a lot of people in the health cake
systemis that that liability ought to be imposed and not be dele-
gable on the hospitals using the system.

In other Words, this would allow small providers to compete with
large providers because the financial viability of the prOvider, as
opposed tO, let's say, their expertise, would not be critical in their
ability to put the systems out and that the hoSpitals that use the
systems have the best control over this line between the advice to
the physician and being relied on hy_the physician without further
checking, and since that is the critical issue, I believe I WOuld
impose the liability on a nontransferable basis on the using hospi-
tal or other institution; and that would generate Winpetiti(iii in the
supplying of these item&

If you will, to use am analogy; this is the way the US. GoVerri=
ment operates in the acquisition of a lot of its product& By accept-
ing the liability itself, it opens up the competition to supply those
products to the Widest range e potential producer&

Mr. VouchtEa. As I read the statement,by the *ay, froth FDA, it
is alinost like they are saying that on softwarethey have under
the heading here "Stand-Alone Software"that they are posSibly
proposing to regdlate it because of this software;

Professor SRANNIGAN. I read it the same wa7, and, as I said, I
think proof toy blatant assertion is the logic they re using.

Mr. VommEa. And what bothers me, just using their definitiOn
I'd just like tO read it in. We will insert the statement into the
record in full. But it says,
Asa separate policy for computer softWare presently exists nor is one envisionedfor the future. Medical softWare pr6ducta

And they use the word "products"
That are marketed separately from a computer (generally referred tb as "Stand=alone softWare")

So now I'm talldng about the floppy disk; it haS the Cadudéus in-
formation or any other one on it-

-And ueTed with a computer to form a system which operates as a medital deViceWill be treated as a medical device.

NO* You're saying it's blue because it's blue.
[FDA's statement appears in app. I.)
Mr. VountEs. Now what bothers me a little bit With that is, I

have a physician out here, or hospital, that has a computer system;
and just because it's a computer system, let's say right no* all it's
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doing is basically infbrmation gathering on patients and storing.
That, in itself, is not a medical device, is not under FDA regula-
tion.

The way I read itand I ask you, Professor Brannigan, if it says
the same thing to ru! buy the same floppy disk and I put it in
the computer, and s.:1 of a sudden that whole system has to be reg-
ulated.

Professor BRANNIGAN. If I can extrapolate on this just a little-bit
at lenglik in my conversations with them, that is the way they
talkthat is, speaking broadly of FDA people at_various levels, re-
alizing that no one speak§ for FDA except the Commissioner, and
all those kinds of_limitations.

Mr. VOLICMER. Right. .

Professor BRANNIGAN. I think they're people of immense good
will and want to do the right thing by consumers. I don't think
there's the slightest suggestion that they are not acting in what
they conceive to be the public interest, as well as that can be estab-
lished. I think they're just wrong.

I think that their idea is that this is some kind of new bedpan,
that it's a thing, and their attitude is oriented toward it as a thing,
as a product, if you will, and having made that at some prelimi-
nary stage then they're wrestling with the fact that it's very hard
to mesh this very strange thing in with the rest of their other
things. So, rather than try to create a separate regulatory program,
they just say, "Well, we're going to treat it the same as all the
other things.'

However, in oral conversations they have said that people who
use artificial intelligence systems who provide advice to hospitals
ate in the service business and they're not going to regulate that.
So it's even worse than what you're describing. If you buy the
floppy disk and put it in your hospital, they'll regulate it, but if
somebody in Canada buys the floppy disk and tells you over the
phone what it's doing, it's not regulated.

So their position is simply not logical It doesn't bear any resem-
blance to logic, and I think that the ultimate answer is simply that
you go back to the statute, that they don't have jurisdiction, and I
base that really on three points in my other paper. One is that the
statute just says "contrivance," which isn't an ideawhich is what
Caduceus and the rest of these other systems are; they're ideas.
Second, the legislative history doesn't support that broad a reading;
and, third, the constitutional issues.

I mean, these are fundamentally ideas, and_ in the very first in-
terpretation of the Food and Drug Act in 1911 by Justice Holmes,
the Congress didn't mean to regulate people's opinions as to what
was right and wrong, they meant to regulate certain specific de-
vicesI have that cite,47 if people want itand I believe that that
has carried down to today.

I've got various books with me of lunatic medical theoriesof all
sorts of books you can buy in the supermarket, and whatever we do
in this country, we don't regulate people's lunatic medical theories,
whether they write them in books, or put them in Dr. McDonald's

47 United States v. Johnson, 221 U.S. 988 (1911).
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system, or whatever. We don't regulate that because the Constitu-
tion says people have certain rights to their ideas, even if they're
crazy, and I've cited a few of these cases in my material.

So, therefore, I think the FDA is tiyingto regulate something in
which there is no track record of being able to effectively regulate
it, which is why they produce last-minute statements, because even
in the beat of faith, with the best of will, the best of technology,the
best of intentions, they can't do it, and I think they've admitted on
numerous occasions they have no standards against which to metui-
ure these things, and I think what that just indicates is that it's
not the kind of thing that the medical device regulations were de-signed to control.

Mr. VoLamEa. To go one step further, what costs would you envi-
sion would be imwsed on a total health care system if they pro-
ceeded with this type of regulatory policy?

Professor BRANNIGAN. I think it's in the form of opportunity
costs, as the economists would call them, which is, you'd stifle the
industry.

Mr. Vormasa. In other words, it does away basically with what
we're trying to do.

Professor BRANNIGAN. In my limited experience in talking to the
people, these systems have been built in the equivalent of bailie-
ments by people on--despite what looks in numbers like generous
Government funding, compared to various other areasthOse
things have been built on a shoestring, and they're implemented on
very small computers, and they perform wondrous things on noth-
ing We really are dealing with an infant industry.

I will say an analogy that I use, howeverin terms of long-term
power, and particularly interaction with the doctors, which I use in
the materialsis this is John Henry and the steam drill.

In other words, we've got the first steam drill, and right now
there's no question that Dr. McDonald can personally smack his
own computer system down., but they don't forget, and they do get
better, ancLas you get the collective efforts of lots of people, these
systems will, over the next few years, have the potential of rival:.
ingnot necessarily exceedingin ordinary diagnosis the capabili-
ties of the vast run of doctors; I'm convhiced of that; and that'S
why stifling that potential, and not only its potential for the
United States but for other countries which don't have our medicalsurplus, I think, would be a real loss, and I think that the FDA
proposal has that potential, to simply wipe the whole industry out.

Mr. VOLICMER. Dr. McDonald, do you share Professor Brannigan's
optimism for the potential for these type ofwe won't call them
medical devices; we'll call them computerized informational sys-
tems, diagnostic informational systems.

Dr. McDoNALD. Well, I share his enthusiasm about what_ hesays
about the regulation side of it, and I don't want to pretendI'm a
computer nut. Ipractice, see patients, but I do like computers, and
I work with them a good part of my waking hours,but I think that
we must notand maybe I'm overreacting a little bitwe must not
dramatize too much their power.

I don't disagreeth're smarter, they can save more inforzna-
tion, they can do things more accuratelybut what they can't do is
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see the patient et), and there's an immense amount of redundant
information in that process, you know.

EKG 4 8 [electrocardiograph]we've had analyzers that sound the
bell when the patient's arrested since 1955, or 1965, anyway, and at
the beginning, they always soundedmostly when the patient was
still alive and well, and I have never yet even_heard of an instance
where one of those computer alarms went off and, ii the patient
was eating or talking, someone rushed in and shocked them. You
know, we [physicians] just kind of " see that, and in an instant we
just discard all the other rules, and as long as the computer looks
at it [the patient] through a little peephole at what data happens to
have come in through sensors, I think it's _prone to being very
dumb, and you're going to still want someone sitting there.

You're going to want a _pilot flying that plane even though it's
got an automatic pilot that's very, very, very smart. Yr.o still have
two pilots up in that 747or maybe three, I guess it is nowand I
think you're going to want that for a long time.

Now there may come a time when computersand this is many
orders of magnitude beyond where we are nowcan sort of do a
Dr. EMr.1 Spock sort of thing 50they point something at you and
really see the whole patient in r7 of its glory through NMR [nucle-
ar magnetic resonance] or some such thingand be equivalent in
the total spectrum of knowledge of the physician. But the physi-
cians may not know as many facts, but they know more about the
patient than the computer will in a long, long, long time to come,
just by a glance.

MT. VOLKMER. All right.
Professor BranniganI'd like to get back again just a minute to

thebefore I do, Dr. McDonald, what you're telling me is that it
may occur in the future but right now you don't want to raise the
optimism to where everybody thinks this is going to happen tomor-
row or next year and we really don't need the expert physician any
more,we're _going to have him in one computer. We're still going to
have to_have the physician.

Dr. MCDONALD. We're not at a watershed.
MT. -VOLKMER. Right. OK.
Professor BRANNIGAN. If I may, for the record, I don't disagree

that that's the current status.
Mr. VOLKMER. Currentright; 20 years from now or 25 years

from now, we may see something a little different.
But on the strict liability question, how would you apply that, ba-

sically, to an operation such as, without designating as, but suCh as
that which has been described_at Disciples HospitalLatter-Day
Saintsexcuse meLatter--Day Saints in Salt Lake City?

Professor BRANNIGAN. OK. If they send up a record from the lab-
oratory and it'3 wrong, either because it's wrong because someone

1 Dr. McDonald changed "EKG!' to "Consider heart monitors . . ."
" Dr. McDonald asked that "kind of' be deleted.
*0 Dr. McDonald alludes-to the futuristic medical technology portrayed in the syndicated tele-

vision series "Star Trek ((a:Paramount Pictures). The chief medical officer aboard the fictional
U.S.S. Enterprise was DrLeonard McCoy, however. Mr. Spock was first officer and science officer
aboard the Entetprim. Examples of the technology ean be found in the Star Trek StarFleet
Technical Manual (New York:_Ballantine Bookii, 1975) and the StarFteet Medical Reference
Manual (New York: Star Fleet Productions, Inc., 1977).
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entered it wrong, the computer stored it wrong, or it comes, and
let's assume causation and all those other good legal thingsyouknow, that the wrong data,all of a sudden it comes up with this
wrong data, and someone shoots the wrong medication into the pa-tient or something like this, I would essentially impose liabilitywithout the plaintiff having to prove why the wrong data was pro-
vided.

In other words, strict liabiliV, to me, is you have to prove causa-
tion, but you don't have to prove a_ violation of a Standlrl d of care,and it's that simple. In other words, you have to prove, in effect,not that the patient was harmed, which is the firSt Step, but you
have to prove that it was- caused by a defect in the system.

The difference, as I interpret it, is the difference between havingto prove a failure to meet a standard of care, in which case we'lltalk thout what a reasonable computer system would do. Strict li-
ability would say, "It's got to be right when that information comesup."

Now let's assume that the information, for the moment, is prob-abilistic. The concept of rightness of information when it comeswith a probabilistic conclusion, this is an area that I'm still re-searching, and I don't have as clearcut an impression.
That's why I think there is this critical difference between datawhich you rely on without further analysis. I meui, if we _Rut athermometer m you and it comes up 105 and your real tempera-ture is 98, that'f3 strict liabilitythat data outputand that'Swhere, I think, the strict liability would come down.

give two minor analogies. A lot of hospitalsI promised confi-dentiality, incidentally, when we talk about privacyto everyone
who gave me information about the failures of their own rtitemi:when I was conducting this research, but at one major hospitalwhere they had a stupendous backup systemI mean, runningSeven computers simulteneouslythey had the shop for repairingterminals directly connected to the computer room without anyfire safety. In other words, they had thought about patient privacy,a lot of other issues, and ordinary fire safety, and the loss of anongoing ICU, and everything; they had seven shnultaneous proces-sors, and they could burn the whole thing up with a match. Youget the-se kind of technical blinders that peopleget into.

Another issue, to use an example from the privacy is that 1 hos-pital with 64a very prestigious hospitalwith 64 different com-
puter systems in operations full blast, going all the thne, only.1 wasencxypted and password protected, and that waS the physicians'salary system, which indicates that when it really gets down tosomething critical for privacy, physicians don't mind the interfer-ence with their doing business.

Mr. WARMER. But sically, on the Caduceus system, which isbasically an informatioL. system now, even though it would be, let's
say, a diagnostic system along with it, helpful in recommending di-agnosis to a physician, the physician using that would still beunder a negligence standard.

Professor BRANNIGAN. I-believe it would he under negligencestandards if for no otherI think there ars multiple reasons thatthat device doesn't really reach the patient, asrequired by section
402(a) of the Ftestatement of Torts. It doesn't reach, and that reach-
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ing irement_ in this area_ important and it is fa:.
tered, ard I believe the fo?:',4'7' would be a two levels;
One is; ww: the ph7sician ileg ILp..Ar.. in relying on the system?
Second, was the system neglig ac. bz..iding that information to
the physician? And I think we have z..wii that distinction in our
environment;

Mr. VOLKMER. It would be the same thing as with the _type of
computerized system that Dr. Gardner described. If the com-
puter failed to find a _drug interaction_and nurse, aloag with the
doctor's prescription for it, gave the drug and there was a severe
interaction, that would be strict liability, would, it_not?

Professor BRANNIGAN. I would t,ay that would be strict liability.
Mr; VOLKMER; All_ right Where are we then with the hospitals

on insurancein other words, trying to get insurance with this
strict liability?

Professor BRANNIGAN. OK. When I talked_with the major_ medi-
cal centersnow the centers that I dealt with were overwhelming
ly academic medical _ school medical centersa vast number of
them are, in effect, in the self-insurance business because _their
risks are uncalculable; and many of them buy coverage with $1
million deductibles,

In other words, they're really insuring against unbelievable ca-
tastrophes, and _the_rest of the time they rely on very careful moni-
toring of ris-kI think this is very important because this is where
we place some of our studentsbut very careful monitoring of risk
within their own institution and watching it, and I think that this
creates_a better _level of care.

In other words, internalizing regulation is much more effective
than external regulation, but hospitals tend tO buy insurance_ in a
very, .very competitivethey're big buyers in the market. There-
fore, the crises that come tend to be crises_ of overall coverage, not
the kinds of crises that come with relatively small purchasers like
day7care centers.

So; yes; there is both a malpractice insurance problemI don't
know_ if I want to call it_ a_ crisis,but I think hospitalsI have not
heard from these hospitals that insurance coverage, as such, for
their broad operations,they don't tend to buy coverage for
narrow, little point§ of their operation, they _tend to buy albrisks
coverage; and they tend to have very large deductibles, in my limit-
ed experience. Someone else_could correct that; I'm sure,_

Mr, VOLKMER. All right. How would you propose to impose the
standards for strict liability_in one _instance and negligence; which
is present law, on the other? Statutorily, or juat let the courts-_--!

Professor BRANNIGAN; I-think a common law analysis would be
adequate for this purpose, because we rarely would get into some of
the _more complex areas of assumption of risk and contributbry
negligence.

I don't beaeve it requires any statutory development; and it has
the minor advantage that _the hospital knows what legalsystem
operating in under its State law,whereas you don't get that r lvdv
al_ problem of _products which move in interstate commerce and
what aye the different rules.
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So you actually negate some of the national commerce problemt
by imposing liability on a thing where you can say the law applies
here because this ita Where the patient comes from.
_Mr. Vouclas. OK Have any of youagain, as to the pre.vua

witnesses, I want to ask thia--_--ever been asked to serve or any ofthe FDA advisory panels on this subject or the subject on ,vhich
you_testified?

Mr. BELAnt, No, sir.
MrVoimiEs. No. Dr. McDonald=Professor Brannigan.
Profeasor BRANNIGAN. I say thisI'm not sure they ask lawyers

routinely ever, sobut I Will say that I have been asked to serve
on an advitory panel to NM in some related areas, or at least re-viewing grants or_somethin4

Mr. Vouciids. Dr. McDonald, have you ever been contacted at allby the FDA on expert system&
Dr. McfloNALD. Well, I was invited to the AAMI meeting last

weekend in this regard, andyet, I guess.
Mr. VoLitivits. But that's been the only interaction.
Dr. McDoisrALD. Yes.
Mr. Vormatt. And it's been very recent
We've heard_Professor Brannigan's_feelings and, I think, to some

extent, rourt,_ Dr. McDonald, but I would like you to, if you would,
specifically address bases for FDA riolicy or proposed policy in reg-ulating medical toftware, and some of that isagain, in their ttate-ment they said it's inherent public health risk of productsinher-
ent public health risk. How would you assess such ritk Since youproposeand I believe still we will have the doctor in betweenhow do we

Dr. McDoxkun. I think it reflectt maxbe a negative understand-hig of the physician's operational behavior. I look at physicians titbeing the most cynical about othere opinions, the most untrusthig,
and compulsive of human beings in manyfor many different cate-gories.

You know, as a faculty member, I tell the residents, "Thit iswhat you ought to be doing." They go, "That's crazy; I don't believethat' They're willing jo reject anythingI mean, not that minemaybe the very best, but they certainly are not at all reluctant todiscard advice from othert or others' observatir.ns. The tendency is
always do it yourself, check it yourself, -and believe your own obser-vations, and there's an immenté redundancy in the process.I don't think just becauseand we have some little inklings of
how the decision_ process workS, but I don't think we have a deepunderstanding of many human decision processes, but there's anawful lot of redundancy in it, and we do give computer reminders,and the residenta and faculty accept them. They don't love them,although they behave remarkably different with themand onethat they took peat gleeand they're error prone.I rather would say there's a sensitivity ancl a specificity, just likea test, and when you do a mammograen, you get a positive _tettresult You're only right one out of five times. That is, most ofthose positive canceiclooking mammograms will actually be non-cancerout when they're biopsied, but we don't consider that anerror. So you have to make these tradeoffs, and you operate wherethe balance falls out right.
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_Well, we had a reminder to do a cervical Pap smear, which is one
of the preventive tests, and it was on a patient who had the code of
MI mean of F, for femalestored in their sex field, [the patient]
but it was a male, andbut there was not even one single attempt
to do a Pap smear on that man. They didn't even call the nuite to
get the equtpment. I mean it was justbut that's the kind of thing.
It's just blatantly obvious, and so instead, what they did, they
Xeroxed TM that recoiand they papered the room with it They
took great glee in finding the mistake by the computer, which did
what it should dorespond tothat field and say something

Even, in due respect to this_fever issue, if I gave you a t ermome-
ter and it said you had a 105* temperature, I'd go feel your head,
'ust like your mother did, and I'd go: "No, that doesn't make sense,
because you don't look sick." I mean, there's all this other informa-
tion you get.

So I think that there is not a grave risk. I think there's got to be
thought given to it I think there's got to be more products out
there md more experience to understand whether there are prob-
lems and what they will be.

Mr. Vol-KM:ER. OK. I'll now yield to the gentleman from Califor=
nia for his questions.

Mr. PACIMED. Thank you.
May I continue just a little bit with Dr. McDonald on the point

you were just talking about, confidence that physicians have in
other physicians or other opinions.

Do you think then that physicians, as this kind of an exRert
system would be implemented, would have more confidence in a
computerized informational system than they would in the consul
tation process with each other?

Dr. McDoriALD. It has not been my experience, and my predic-
tion in fact, until these systems are very, very good, they'll be
used relatively infrequently.

Mr. PACKARD. You are rather_pessitnistic as to the quickness that
thiS kind of a system wilt be implemented.

Dr- McDoNALD. Well, it's based on hiStory. The system developed
by Howard Bleidh for acid-base balance was not developed with
LISP or the classic artificial intelligence approaches, but it pro-
duced a consultation. It was very accurate about acid-base prcb-
lems.

They put it in 30 VA hospitals, and they ran it for 1 year, and
basically no one came to tile wedding feast. Of course, they had to
go upstairs to go to the teuninal, had to learn how to use the ter-
minal; there were all_ the problems about interface, and socializa-
tim , ,or other kindS of issues, but it is not something that I think is
goingis a vast market immediately available.

where the power is going to come is in systems like the
HELP system where the computer volunteers [information] without
an investment by physicians, and they get information, and not
only does that give themthat gives them two things; it tells them
when they don't think to know there's a_problem.

You see, if you have to say: "I think there's a problem; I'll go ask
about it," you don't get as much advice 51 as if you say you haven't

" Dr. McDonald changed "advice" to "help."

t, 177
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thought about it, and the computer says: "Hey, there may be a
problem." Samuel Johnson said man more often needs to be r.E-
mind. 1 than informed, and I thinkthat was a long time ago; I
think it's still true.

Mr. PACKARD. It would appear to me that if Dr. Myers is correct
as likening this unto a computerized textbook, it becomes then a
refresher tool of information that the physicians may have gotten
over their studies and their experience but have nottheir recol-
lection of the _processes simply aren't able to recall all of the infor=
mation that they've had available to them. This becomes a recall-
ing or a reminding tool. It would appear that that would tend to be
more of a confidence builder than perhaps consulting with someone
else that may have forgotten even more than what you've forgot-
ten. _

Dr. MCDONALD. Well, I think it will be very useful in that re-
spect, that is, to restructure your thinking and rW-remember the
things you do, and maybe even to guide you to ask some other
questions.

But you have to remember the advantages the human consultant
provides. This is not to diminish the system, which is a very excep-
tional development but, rather, to maybe enlarge the human cape-

If you have a human consultant, No. 1, you juat have to call
them, and then you're done. No. 2, you've got protection in terms
of malpractice and he may have a bigger bankroll than you have, if
he's one of the right kind of consultants. No. 3, he goes and _get§
other observations, and as we're taught in medical school, that's
often the biggest value of the consultant. It% the thing they felt
when they feel the thyroid that you didn't feel, or it's the history
they dug out that you didn't dig out; it may just even be in a re-
dundant gather.

So we need to emphasize this information gathering; if you talk
to the consultant computer, you're the one that gathered the infor-
mation, and you filter it for the computer, and so you don't get as
much, I don't think, as you do out of an expert conSultant at
today'S history; 52 10 yPsirs from now,_it might be quite different.

Mr. PACKARD. Before r -Tet, Mr. Chairman, I intended to ask
unanimous consent to ha the response that Professor Brannigan
has mentioned in regard this recent document entered into the
record alio.

Mr. VOLKMER.
Mr. PACKARD. I do not have a copy of your response, and so

before we leave today, I'd like to get it._
Professor BRANNIGAN. I gave it to Mr. Paul [James Paul, profes-

sional staff member, Subcommittee on Investigations and Over-
sight], I believe. Here's another copy.

MT. PACKARD. Fine. _

[The document follows:]

3 2 Dr. McDonald changed this to read ". . . an expert consutant . . . today."
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TFE REGULATION CF OEDICAL COMPUTER SCFTWARE AS A "CEVICE" UNCER TiE FOOD, ORUG, Awn CCSWT/C ACT
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Department or Consumer Economics

University of Maryland

College Park, MO 20742

Abstract

Recent deyeloements In-medical computer
software have raised the_possibility that federal

regulators may claim to control such software as a

device under the Food and Drug Act. Ths purpose
a? this paper is to analyze the striote to

determine_mhether computer software is 1:,:lided In

the statutory ache:mei examims_some constitutional

arguments relating to computer software and
finally to discuss some regulatory principles
*kith should-be taken into account when deciding
mnat type of L041E:ALM _Might_te appropriate.
This paper is limited to conputer_orNirams abase
output is used by humens in deciding abet medical

therapy, if any, a patient should receive.

Statutory Issues

The 1976 amendments to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic

Act (FOCA) edend federal regulations to medical
devices. Devices are defined as:

"an instrimenti _apparatus, implement, machine,

contrivance, Implant, in vitro reagent, or other
similar or related article, including any
component, part, or accessory, which is- ...

(2) intended for use In die diagnosis of disease

or oder condititinsi__Or_In_the_cure. mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease, in'man or
other animals..." FOCA 201(h)

/he aCt sets up a series or classifications.
Devices are divided Into Class I, 11, and III.
Class I devices are siib-legt only to the Test
general manufacturing controls. Devices under
Class I include bedpans, skull punches, crutches
and stethoscopes. Class II devices are subject to
more stringent performance testing. Class II

devices include the bulk of medical devices

including fetal monitors, heating pads,
spirometers and therapeutic genital vibrators.
Class III products are subject to the most
Stringent controls, IncIlding premusrket approval

based on atpropriate tests. Class_ II/ devices
include: intra-uterine ccntraceptive deviceS;
intra -aortic ralloons, pacemakers and replacement

heart valves. Currently opmputer systems are not
classified under the act. However, they cculd be
placed in_either Class1/ or I/I, depending on the

FDA's interpretation of_certain_OroviSions of_the
statutt. Certainly, if redic21 software is placed
in Caass I//, the cost of regulatory compliance
will be enormbOt.

The first question is whether clinical
medical moftware is or can be a device under the
FOCA. There are basically three approaches to

statutory analysis. First, the actual words of

the statute_shOuld_be_ analyzed, to determine
exactly what Congress said. Seeond, the
legislative history of the statute can be
examined, to expand on and explain the words or

the statute. Third, the administrative agencies

Interpretation or the statue and its regulatory
prOgram can be analyzed to determine whether a
given interpretation is reasonable.

Statutory Language

The mOst_ob_vitus_tmoblem in trying to apply

the statute is that computer prbg_ams co_not_Fall
clearly into the category of an instrument,
apparatus, implement, machine, contrivance,
implant, in vitro reagent, or other similar or
related article." Clearly most of these terms

cannot ahely_to Orcprams,_Since they refer to a
specific tangible item. Software is introvible,

sOMewhere between an idea and the expression of an

idea. The only word moich could apply to software

is "contrivance." Contrivance is an ambiguous
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term, which con apply a) a machine. /t might be

argued that anything developed by man could be a

contriyance_however,_the word appears__In a_Iitt

of other words which all apo4 to tangible items,

and which is followed by cra term "and similar or

related article." This would tend to negate any

inference that contrivance refers to some :dna of

thing_which Is wholly different from the remainder

of the list of items.

Computer programs are significantly different

from the other types of medical devices regulated

by the FDA. While a computer driven device would

oltarly_be_tangible, computer programs themselves
are abstractions. They are a species of

intangible property, whose value is extrinsic.
They can exist in infinite numbers and each one is

identical to the original.

Tangibility of the saiftware_IS nOt_just_a
minor feature, it relates to the fundamental

nature of computer systems. What distinguishes
computer programs from medical devices is the
lack of any need for a specific physical entity.

Wen_e_ohysic_i_a_n sits_down at a computer terminal,

the machine can te On the desk_i_ in the basement,
. or in Canada. It makes no difference to the user.

No other product in the area of regulated medical

devices has this characteristic. This is

sigolficant because the FDA has already described

the provision of coMputer anniyzed_ data t_Oa
hospital as an unregulated service. What

Jifference does it make where the computer is

located? What about analysis conducted in another

country?

It ir worth noting that the treatment, of

computer programs under other laws has depended
heavily on the issue of tangibility. Computer

Programs cannot be patented, because they
constitute algorithms. Computer programs can te

c00;l4nted, but onlY as the exprestion_Of _an
underlying idea. Computer programs arc "goods"
under the Uniform Camwcial Codet_but the code'
nas no requirement of tangibility. Computer

programs may_ be products for liability purposes,

bUt that Is In spite of their Intangibility.

'At the very least, therefore, the statute is

..imbiguOus and contains no clear authorization for

the FDA.

Legislative History

Legislative history includes the various

debates and committee reports which led pp to the

passage of &statute. It should be noted that it

is_ net_Suffitient _that a device _should be
regulated. The critical question is whether

congress meant for FDA tn have jurisdiction unaer

the act. Since clinical medical computer software

was_ virtually non existent in 1976 when the

medical_device amendments_were adapted, there Is
no specific legislative historY _to use tOee_lf

the congress meant to include it under tr.)?

statute, and if it was under the statute, which
classification is justified. The lack of a
specific legislative history is not_fatal to the

regulatorY Process. Congress Often _sets _up

agencies for the specific purpose of dealing with

new hazards as they arise. In the case of medical

devices, the most important inquiry into the

legislative _history is whether congress intended

the_medical device amendment to _close a gap
completely; or whether they were designed tO_Pring

a specific set of products under FDA jurisdictior,

The history is at best inconclusive.

Apency Interpretation

The FDA is an extraordinarily expert agency

in an unusually rarplex field. This means that
decisions of the agency concerning its own

jurisdiction are likely to receive great deference

in the courts,. If supported by a possible reading

of the statute and reasonably consistent
regulations. However, if it appears the agency is

having difficulty articulating a coherent
regulatory program, the courts may interpret that

hesitation as indicating a lack of expertise in
this particular area.

The FDA has not yet articulated an official

position on the regulation of software. Part of

the problem is fitting computer softwarp into the

other reouirements Of the_statute. The statute Is

product oriented. It refers to manufacturers end

good manufacturing practices. It assumes that the

output orthe manufacturing process is a specific

item, which can te counted, labelled and shipped.

The entire concept of the statute is foreign .o

the world_ Of_computer systems. Intangible items

are not manufactured. Computer systems are not

standardized items, and even similar systems have

crucial differences. Software is ephemeral; it

Often changed in the field by users, and can be

altered without trace. A_program is often the
product of many hands, who leave no trace of !"heir



Individ6OI efforts.

PrograMa 00 have characteristicawnich wOuld
tend to make tners regulatable despite their
inta,gibliity. Computer programs can be owned,

exist through time, they have errors, %rich
can_te Corrected. They can te passed fran person

Like_the camshaft on a car, once the
instructions are_set, the machine will do_what it

is told. However, the te- ,Ice may be a

narrower concept then product

The sue_tOtal Of_any analysis of the Iegal_status
of computer_ programs_ under current law Is
inconclusive, and may tequire
Preparation for such litigation must predate any
FDA action, since deadlines for appeal to the
Courts are typically very short.

tutional issues

The eXistence or a constitutional issue in
the area of medical software may appear rorced to
Kist Peorole, since mediCaI care, pharmaceuticals,

and_ medical devices have _been_ regulated_ for
decades. However, the very intangible_rature or

computer software may bring it witnin the reach of

the first anencrent's protection of the fp. a of
the press. The suggestion is that a compute:

program constitutel tht_author!s Ideas, md_that
ideas ate absolutely h7otected under the first
amendment.

"lila defense was successful in the related

cases_or__ SCIENTIFIC_ MANJFACTURINC, 121- F.2d 640
(IgAl) and PERMAI-HAID 121_F.2d_282 11941)._ In

SCIENTIFIC MANLFACTLAING an author was selling a
book which contairsd his own opinion that aluminus
pots caused cancer. In PERMA-NAID a corporation
telling Catt Iron pets made the same claims. The

Federal Trade Commission_brought_actions against
both parties._ The, _FTC prevailed _Against the

manufacturer on a claim of false advertising but

lost against the author on First Pmendient

grOunds. Wale these cases are over AO years old
there it ne reason to believe that they are not
still good law.

The existence of a constitutional issue fay
make a co.trt more hesitant in giving an agency
Jurisdiction over the area, since congress is not
assumed to readiIy_commit to an agent/ the power
to _rmulate activities SubjeCt te the first
am,rilent.
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Policy Issues

Whatever_cleciSion the Courts migh make on the
purely statutory issue% !Lis IMOortent te define
the policy issues involved in the reWlation Of
software. It can be assumed that the goal of any
such system is to promote the advancement _of

medical technology while maintaining the maximum
or gatient protection, both physical and
financial.

- The primary questiOn in both areas is what
legal agproach should be used to control clinical
software The preblem with the FDA's approach is

that the product oriented standards of that act
would te both inerrective and hos:lie tO the
development of the technology. Th:, Ingal system
should not attempt to define in advance what
direction this technology will take.

Computer systems we a completeiy_novel
technology in m....;a1 Trying to fit them
into regulatory r;wms designed for other
technologies in...vIttnly both slow and

egnstriet_their .1n the absence of a
clear danger fru. .ne ..,,tem this la Unwarranted.

1 prAuct oriented regulatory system may be
detremental to the entirm medical software field.

Computer programs are not built to blueprints.
They _are _built to a sy.'_em design which is

normally-Changl_contin0OUSIY is the system_is
Wmfed many are on_e_70f-a-kind
installetlu,4 -iere the design, production and
quality L6-t- -1 phases are merged. together.
Systems are o ,en created in Joint efforts between

medical users_and. software houses. Systems are
often opt into service for field testing_detbite

the presence of errors. Sometimes testing the:
system does not reveal Oefectsl only prolonged use

of the_ system will. i.,no" error Correction is

labOr intensive, If is t,pical to leave a certain

'wooer or mbugsm_in any_syStem, to be corrected,
over time, as the system is uWd. The term
mmaintenancem viten in most fields is simply

keeping the machine up to specifications, is used
in the =router field to describe this continuous

error removal process._ Because of this process,
there may not be the clear t'slt stbaratierr betWein

manufacturer and user. This reality mist be taken

into account.

There are certain Jasic principles which

should control all legal efforts in this area.



First la__Protection _of Pal _!..ntS tromthe
unreasonable risk of inju x,d, there should
be a search for relati,, , J,ement in medical
care, not absolUte perfe on. Third, any system

should_ avoid entrenching existing Institutions,
whether governmental, induetrial_or_professionai.

Fourth, In any Implementation_of a computer system
there must be a financially responsible party.
Fifth, in terms of patient therapy there must be
a party clearly responsible for the proper
operation of the tyttem.

Compliance with these principles is difficult
under the current legal system. Under the current
regulation of medical devices and drugs, the

federal goverment controls the manufacture and
labelling_ of deNices_ anC.4rugs. and the states
control the_use.

mentioned earlier, the technological development
of this field has 'Ade this distinction between

the prodUct and use_of the product obsolete. For
examPle; a hospital worker sits_ down_ at a

terminal._ It makes ne functional_ differende
whether the computer is located in the sane
hospital, across the country, or in another
cOultry. Likewise, it makes no difference whether

the_ sytitem Is produced _in _his_ hospital, or

Dyrchased_On_the outside: _It is of no importance

if tre system is one of a kind Or one of a group.
Yet both the regulatory and liability systeMs

fasten on these irrelevant distinctions to impose

widely different levels of regulation and
liability.

The primary policy choice is_ between_the
product oriented concept of the current medical
device legislation act, and a user oriented

regu'atory approach suited to the nature of this
technology.

. . .

P.s major problem with the_product orieuted

approach is that it tends to stifle all of the
attributes which make computer software such an

iocItInn technology._ Product-oriented regulation

tends_to_ LUNA_ deyeleOments_in a tield to those
companies which are both adept at the technology

and sophisticated in dealing with the regulatory
authorities.

_Second, _product regulation tends to

centralize_PreduCtion_in_a small rumber of firm,:.

The first handful of firms approved can .0iyi(1 up

the market because regulatory approvnl is a

Substantial entry oarrier. rhere are only a sm.L'
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number of_ viable hardware producers in the

comOuter field, compared_ to_ the vast mintier of
software houses. This i_e due to the different
economies of smale in starting up operations.
The regulatory ,.1rden could be crippling to small,

Innovative coapanies. It is precisely _these

innovatiVe1mpanies which are the strength of the
computer field. Many_ or the most innovative
producers are Jnlyersities and hoSPitals. There
is a tradition of sharing breakthroughs and
sdftware, which c0u:1 disappear due to reculation.

regOlatich _Of the Software tends to

limit the flevibthiy_of the user in adelting_the
devicC to local condltions. 'mile the Foca
Provides for customization of a device to a
patient, it does not provide for customization to

the _Institution, which 's often -critical in

clinical software._ POt!Iver; _modifications of
systems by producers in iilpit of sYstem fallOret

or increased knowledge would be slowed by the need

for regulatory approval.

Fourth, under _the =rent Concept, liability
for defective softwase 's diffuse. _Small
companie, may not be financially viable.
Insurance in this area is becoming unobtainable.
The liability exposure is determined by
traditional strict _liability with contractual
disclaimer end indemnity.

Fifth, some software will be exems-t from

regulation, because it is created by the, using
hospital. Software ean also disappear from the
regulatory syste. pecads, of the demise or the
producirg company; whit., the software is still ih
use.

Sixth, at the current level of software

development and use, _a _form of registration

comoineo with _the_POSSIbility Of .nspectIon is
probably adequate to protect_cenaultr_interesta:
There are strong forces in tre hospitals to

guarantee accurate and reliable data, forces which

have been adequate to the present to prevent known

Injury.

:',ese deficiencies can Lest be addr&ssed t-

recngnizing that software is a fundamentally

ditierent Item from a scalpel or an x-ray machine.

One possibility w,ulo be to adopt a regulatory
system oriented lIar the user of the ss'tware,

usual4 the_ hospital;_ rather than_ the 0-Odi,er.

Such a proposal would involve registration of each



user location.

This proposal would have tre following
effeclaT IJ_ It would focus rerpIation on the

parties actually sOntrollIng_ the use of the
software. It would Clarlfy responsibility for
contrOl of the software and the potential uses to

which software would be put. 2) Liability would
e lebosed on tne using hospital,_as the place
best able to evaluate_ehat level of oversight Is
needed, lio Concentrating liability at_the_uSer
level there would be an Increase In competition,
rather than a reduction, since the financial

Viability cf re producer would no longer be an
ISILM. 7/ The users are _already subject to

regulato:io control. 'They are familiar with the

reOulrements of the rego; lry eütherItIei, 4)
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Hospitals are large enough_ to SeIf-Insure this
risk, or they can purchase broad insutance
coverage at market rates.

Conclusion

It Is arguable whether software IS_a_medical

device Leder the current Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act. However, In the long run medical software

should not te exempt from regulation. Do the case

of this LnIque productthe public interest would

be best served by impositiontif a nJdett level of

regulatlon on the user. Thls would_PrOVide rie

optimum mix of protection of consumers with

odnimum restrictions on the development of this

revolutionary technology.
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Mr. PACKARD. The Question was brought up with the first panel
as to whether it is anticipated that such systems, expert systems,
will reduce ultimate medical care costs to the consumer& I'd like
your impressions; particularly Dr. Clements and perhaps Mr.
Belair.

Dr. MCDONALD; Well, I think they're the on! hope. You know,
we have to dothere are two issues. One is t: whether you can
save dollar costs, and the other one is whether la Will be passed
on, and I think as the earlier panelist describec- the regulatory re-
alities are in place now that if costs are reduc I they will tend to
be-passed on.

It's a competitive environment now; and th re are opportunities
as theresay the engineering workbench; the physician works at a
terminal and can get every answer he wants about facts, about his-
tory; about the patient, plus decision support as he goes along. He
can care for that patient faster, or maybe a nurse clinician can do
a lot of the work in conjunction with the physician, or maybe a
pharmacist can do more of the work

I'm not prejudiced about who does the work, but it seems clear
that these systems will save time; immense amounts. My guess is
we can save a third of the physician's time flat out within the next
couple of years by these kind of support tools, plus do a better job
at the same time;- we can finally manage the system.

Now that may be against the physician's interests; but inst-ed of
having it being sort of a cacophony of eveubody doing what they
please, someone can look at the whole system and say; "Hey, this is
crazy; this guy's doing all these ;:t azy things down here, and people
are dying too fast" or we can p4st it into some kind of a rational
perspective, look at the data, analyze the data, and make judg-ments based on rlata rather than on just beliefs and biases.

Mr. PACKARD Mr. Belair.
Mr. BELAIR ly answer, sir, would be strictly from a layman's

standpoint It does sound as though there's the potential for cost
savings. I Will say that it continues a process that's been gohig on
for about 50 years now; which is to limit, to deemphasize, the role
that the physician plaY5 in providing health care.

Today, I guess gisli quibble with the statistics, but the late
statistic that's b 11.vut is that only 5 percent of health _carein this country E by physicians, and since they'r3 cbvioJe-
ly the most expeli inponent of the system, to th-:' extent thrtt
you deliver health care through other means, you've Jt the pc ei
tiaLfor cost savings.

Unfortunately, from a privacy standpoint, there's a downside.
Physicians are awfully good at maintaining patient privacy.
They're steeped in that ethic; Most of the privacy problems that
I've encountered' and I think most of them that are documented,
come not from physicians but from other health care providers and
professionals _who simply don't have that same ethic and that same
concern, maybe not as muCh to los& You know; you could speculate
about lots of different reasons fOr it, but it seems to be a phenome-
non.

Mr. PACKARD. Professor Brannigan, you've talked at ktngth about
the liabilities that are related to misinformation or that may come
through such a system; malfunction of the system, but we haven't
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talked about the time when the lack of use of this kind of a facility
would become an issue of liability.

When does a system_ reach the point where it is moved from a
time when you'd be sued for Laing a system and a system not pro-
ducing or providing adequate information or not doing what you
want it to do, or you're misusing the system? When does it move
from that to where you're sued for not using a system?

Professnr BRANNIGAN. The traditional term for this type of anal-
ysis is Hooper analysis, after a case called the T.J._Hooper,53 which
was a tughoat which didn't have a radio in 1928I'd have to check
my datesand therefore lost some barges because it didn't have
the technology, and the court in that case--and thereis alittle bit
of material in my longer written statementI think Mr. Paul has
iton some of the cases in_ medical care that have analyzed this
issue, that courts can and do say that an entire industry is negli-
gent or portions of it are negligent for failure to acquire and use
the appropriate technology at a certain level of certainty.

In my experience, I think we are there in drug-drug interact: -IS.
I think that's an essentially clerical technical task where there's no
excuse to not have that mndule working properly even at the level
of ordinary pharmacists. I mean, the stuff is very cheap to run this
kind of system.

In broader terms, when will the failure to use a consultation
when will the failure to acquire such a systemI don't think in
terms of complex expert systems we're there in the next, rough es-
timate, 10 years, but for narrower portions of it I believe that it's
right there right now. I can furnish you with an article by Bruce
Watson, formerly up in Massachusetts, that covered this issue that
was in our symposium proceedings. I can probably get you a copy
of that.

[The article followsd

53 The T.J. Hooper, 60 Fed. 2d 737, 2d Ct. App. (1932).
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the onditionel lagel rule used to peanut* Cho
ly of a_provkler_e_delivary-of-care-le the
,f other provider. in the defendant's

:c ilanycourta have Mended the detinitiOn
of_locaUty._and seveol-recent decisions have
Mooted the rule of reasonable prudence s. the
!,sgourft of what custom eboul.d ha. These develop.
nents-eugsest that courts no Loose 'lability on
providers for petient injuries reused by the
eisecce Of nedical_Ccesputere-even vbere the-coition
qf_.,er other providers would not hays required
sceptre. use. e,judiciel_finding_of liability
evart-frota_custce-will-depend upon-a balancing of
factors such as ...liability, likelihood of risk
reduction and cost.

Introduction

"lEoeSerere Cenbele_the_phyeicien_dionoo
illness-and-prescribe-the best treatment. They
can alart hhe to possible interaction. between

drUlte._.cultor_patiente.,_parforn-and-enter tot
results, and eve medical Information. Where
time is Critical to_patiest safety._conputers_can-
sieve minutesa_or-even-hours0-in providing doctor
with deo necessary to an informed decision...

The purpose ok this eriensmium la to consider
the likelihood otradasr liabilitY for_lsaluries_
cessed_by the_aboucs_of-computeral-in-chs-Z lllll ry
of health-care. -Provider liability 0011 depend
upon C judicial deterninetiOn_of whetber_ths__
atenderd of-condect for-the-malical-profeolon
requites the use of a computer im the medical
context in question.___The_centra1 theme-of-thils
semoracidnists tbst the traditional legsl rule
Boolernist the ne=oreelot 00 411_ Providerla_conduct_
has_mrodad_th_sevarel ways. including resefinitioe
of the locality rule and the extenelo of the
=coils of "ressonable_yrudence" CO lodical caret
these trends suggest that courte vill sooner or
liter impose liability Or a hospital.. or
Physician'. failure-to use-a-computer whet. its
.PPlication would hoe prevented an Injury.

0195-41110/81/0000/08791100.75 1981 IEEE
679

Medical Negligence aod the Standard of Care

The tanderd or conduct _required_ provider
io order to fulfill ma imposed duty is ,euelly the
major.focus-of malpractice lllll because the
sts-davd defines the paranerers of dut That ie.
the standard of conduct Odle moors cd, care by
whica breach of duty is established_lf the__
d.fend.ot ProVider_failed_to-provide !echoers.
Th.-traditional standard of conduct which
provider owes to its pstlente_le_for that_phyeician
Or hospital Cowponies-she degree of kill,
and diligence used by other providers imllerly
ituated,2or what is conmonly called cuatoory
practice.

The identity_of_the CaeperatiVit grovp hag
traditionally been drawn tram [hoe. doctors or
hoepitala O a provider's hues community.This
nos lllll rule' was developed in the context of
malpractice litigation imvolviog individual
physicians, end v,v Later extended to hospitals.

hOveVet. subetential oueber_of juriedictioos
hese sodified_ornoolately-rsplaced the geographic
concept of the locality rola. many courts have
adopted the standard of Cara that is customary
within cosmunitio-cm -localities similar to that of
the defendot provider. Other courts have expanded
the spatial reach Of the rule to_includs-nearby
coamonitiell -readily-accessible to the patient, in
effect recognising the change In geographical .
acceesibillty wrought_by modern-transportation.'
Soma-luriedictionshaveauopted and applied
national standard, vhich oftes recognises
differenco_neong hospital.o with respect to sire.
services, and equivalent, as well es differenceg
aCcOrditg to specialisation for preCtitioosre.
rinelly,_e-few-courts have revived a theory imposing
liability for the absence of technicel precautions
de.med reasonably prudent, _regardless-of the
prevailing cueton among sinner prof...L...1. or
Institutions.'

-Application of the various form of the
lOolity rule to mediceleituatione whers_computers
were_not_used and-would-heve-made a-difference v111
result in the judicial ispoeition of different sets

t
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or responsibilitlea on different_kInds_a_hospitale
ani-physician-specialisetions. -For example. where
computer use becomes prevalent among large well-

equipPsd_hosPitals._enatIonsl_stsodsrd-probably-
would-not require thee small hospitals with limited
resources also use eomputers. Furtheraore. where
she_use_ef computers_for_perticular-merlicsl
conditions becomes-standard among doctors who
practice at tarn, hospitals lOoated_in_crben-
other_physicians with_sccess to ....ose hospitals
will probably 64 expected to usu rhoss facilities
uhen epprotriete.

Modietfl.o.nputsrs and Reasonable Prudence

----Several courts have recently demonstrated a,
olIllegnose to 4ISCsrd_custom_as che_only_oesna-of
detarmlning_medicsl negligence. These decisions
have substituted the eoncept_of the realonably
Orudent providet,4 rule similar_co-those used In
ordlnary-negligence law, for-that of che custom
of the provider In good standing as the_measure____
Of_therequisite_standard of care. These decisione
could portend a trend which will alter substantially

the ePplitAtiOn of,neglidence_lawto providers for
the_absence_oi-computers-in medicine. The
remainder of this memorandum considers the creation
and Application of this doctrine in detail.

The concept of reasonable prudence was_first

expounded_by-ludgs_Leartild Rand-In 1931 in the
case-of The T.d. Hooper. The Rosner doctrine was
ePPlied to a eituation where the_ouner_nf_tun_ --

tugboats_Awas_held null:feet-In the sinking ofbarges
under tow because of his failur. tp_equIP the_tugS
with radio receivete._ The_court-reesoned chat
the captain would-havs heard broadcast weather
reports concerning an_OPrOAohlDA otooa-eod. like
any_prudent_sailorm-he_would-heve put-Into a safe
port. The storm and destruction of the barges
occurred to l92B._at_iitine_when_fes_tugboat--
compsoles provided-radio transmitters or receiver/
for their boats. Although the tour' found that
there_was_no_custonLet_all_regarding the use of
radios, It concluded that even where the custom
use not to provideredlos._that cuatonodould net
heve_relleved_the,tugheat ovner-of liability
because entire profeselons may ignore or too
slowly adept newly avallable_safety_devicem.--Thua
Hooper-estallished-the-proposition !het courts
will impose liability for failure to take Peaces,-

tions_even_where_such_precautionerv techniques may
be customarily ignored.

The leading twee for imposiclomof-chis
standard on hospitals is erWitCon
tOmMUnity Memorlal.liosPital.71whers_the-ospital---
end-the attending physician wore sued for allegedly
negligent treatment which_rolulted in the amputa-
tlon_of_the_patienes-leg.--:be-filinels Supreme
C:urt held the hospital liable-for fliture to
require consuleetlintaesifor_Providi,g_inadequate
csra.__The-court-specifically held that-two-seta
of guidelllee-the standard* of nationcl_medical
aasocietIOna_and_thospitril!s own byleve--now
serve-much the-soe function as did evidence of
custom. In sole; beyond tPA reJection_ef the__
74scality_rule,_thercourt-spplled-the standard of
rare formula timed in ordinary negligence law. In

doing se. the court referred to the Ilooppt Oremlie
that even universal-di AAAAA rd_of necesaary-safety
measures von,t allow an Industry to avoid liability
for their omission.

The development of this ordinary_negligence
oPProsch clesrlY Inc ****** _the likelihood-that
doctors_and_hospitals might be held liable for
their failure co use or purchase computers._h

court applying the_psrling_standard-could find that
failure to use- computers for partite:2r purpose
exposed the patient to an Inexcusable risk of harm.
even where such use vim uncormon.

In Riallne v Carey.r_o0hthslmologists-were
beld_to_be_negligent as wetter of law In falling
to administer a glaucoea teet_ta_e_pittent for_whow
such tests were not customaryDuring-the trial
the-testimony-of medical experts for both the
patient and the defendants establisherithat_the

etandards_of_the-profeslon-for that speciality
in-the am or similar circumstances did_not___
require routine pressure tests for glaucoma-upon
patients_under forty years-of age. -The patient.
who was thirty-two years old when the eleucoma was

finally diagnosed._had_recelved_care from the
defemlants for more than five years. the court
cited language from 141-:>oer in_finding that
resSoneble_prudence_required the timely application
of the pressure taSt.

The court-buttressed-ice opinion be noting
that the twat is relatively_fnexpenalve._e4MY to__

Whanister._secutaie_in_detecting_the-di vand
is otherwise hornless where-the-physical condition
of the eye permits Its 40011cetlenagod_further__

exPlainedLthar the-"mrame-and-devastating" result
of glaucoma- is morethanenough Juatification_for
requir1 t! the test regardless of professional
custom.

II:steams_ :ourt._the-Supreme-Court-of-WaShini.-.
ton,-reempheeied and explained the importance of
It ruling in tratee V lensen1;_eraLKestan,_8014_

fastly_Hospltal.;4 -fate& concerned the detection
of glaucoma. while KelgeLaddressed s_provIdees
liability_for failure to_administer_an_electro-
cardiogram-test in the context of an appareot
cardiac event. Once again,_the court fecuand_on
the loPertence_of_the relatlesly_los-coen-of the
twits and-the-esse of their administration. The
court conceded that such deget* nee Only=beLOsed
where_alternative_diegnootic-procedures-wert
Inconclusive or where sone bnormality_in the__
patient's condition gess warninnef_the_enisterce-
of_mone_undetected problem.- When the condition of
the patient does Indicate the neteentay for_further
examination._ seld_thecourt. reasovablearudence
require the application of the test.

These decleinne-illuatrate-the-Lmportance-of
several questioom governing imosition of_liatility
for the ladk of reasocableerndenci. Ahase_ques-

tions_Include whether-the-technology In-question
ie available, what hind of aniapact_this technology
would have on thelealtlenf_particular-patiamte.
and-what the cechnology would cost. Each of the
decisions discussed above. contained a_ judirial__
balancing of availability. Impact, and cost. mod
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thus they provide the bap!! for_a_diacussion_of_the-
the existence of an adequate supply of chip_equipment

r*Irmaeoe-.f-limPer,-aed it* Ot.ReecY to co.Ontetited within the hospital's service area, a juetificationmedical technoloSim.
that is frequently applied.le

Aemilabilit

Court. have_approached-the-issue of-availability
e a too distinctly difference questions. including
the usefulness_of thelechnology and_the_accessi.-
htlity of_the technology. In an early tele concern -
iva-the use of radar in aircraft. court refused
to f04_00. eircraft_operator_negligent-beceuse
of_rmidence that radar system, available at the
tim of the airssaft gmident_wereoperationally
MaxetiefaCtory. The case illustrates the--
proposition tharcourta may decline to conside.
equiment available wh!re such_devices_are sti_.-
1n_aba_mpretimental-scage of devalopaent.
computers-my be axed experimentally for

nnePees._bY_Mme_physicians_and_hospital
to Meese use on other pro-ide,:

system hss Proven 4teelf CaPeble_of_ ful2g!A,N.
the particUlar task for which it was dest...r.

fbe separate issue_of Acceseibility_focusee----
00_the availability-of-the equipment to particular
user. Thus, for sample, where a doctor may nor
ovn_k_COMPUtere_buermuertheleas hes-access to one
inel hospital or medical-ceoter, that physician
will under proper_conditiOnn_heWesn affirostie.
duty_to_use the_svellabio-equipment. Under-the
traditional-theory-0' mclpraCtice. 0 PhYeici.. ..Y
beheld mallgent_for_any_failure_ to use_equipsent
availab7e_to-him in his-own locality if other
;hymn-has In gond standingleauld heve.done
ruze'e_reoree whenaparticuler-lutiMiceione-hav*
expanded-the-deflnition of "ease locality" to
Include LOStitutioak couttntnt_sup.rior-1..dfx.1-
f Asilitles.-physicians-could be-required to seek
computer services for their patientrq even
though this my require transfer of the patient.

Certificate of reed legislation ie of critirel
lagertance_ladeteme.ping_a_provider's-access to
computer technologY." The program is designed to
resiew and detemine the_need_for major capitsl____
ievestment_tn mdical equipment. -Steen regulations
indicate shat factor. will-be used to determine
need.A heePital_met receive_a_certificate-of_____
approval before it eam-maka the desired expenditure.
Bewever, that legislation does not articulete

PArtftularemsndard_of_cooduct_in-terme -of-patient
care, lthough the-ability of a provider to obtain
equipmet or_provide services_clearly_!tx_an_impact
on_that_standerd of-care which will be provided bY
the institution. Thus. where hospital seeks to
obtain cemputerised_diagnostic_device._end ite
absence-fora-certificate of ,eed if denied.
subsequent-tlent liCiestion Over lojufisa
Allegedly nustained_because-of-the-abeence-of-that
equipment-my well fail. It is quite likely that
coerce will...alma state* decision_concerning_
the_cartlficate-of -need In a contest eimilar to-my
*Cher specific provisions of a regulation Actually
articulatiog * stindird_of_conduct._ Thi. _epproech___
wonld_freically fled the hospital tO be is complier:gra
with that staridard. However. the Porisibillty_of_e
reeldrement_for_pstient_Crensfer re-vies-where the
State'n ramming babied the COM denial includes

ill

Reduction of Risk to Patient

Court. MO recoinife
law_for failure-to-use-a computer where-application
of-Chat equipment in all likelihood would hsve
reduced the riskof_111_health_for-the-patient.

even-though the certainty of-an improvement in Zer,.
Is not present. Three emanlee_vi_ahekinde_,!______
applications_which_eight-improve potient rare b.fidoe
the use of computers in diagnonif_ !ion of
therapy, and delivery of thecmf.

niagnosts is perhaps the most important *police-
pulnerible to_riele_of_reasomable_prudence.

Eseli,-accurate diagnoses improve patient outcomes
,irametically, and cosqueter .4Yeteres aerve
Thylicians in making_diageoses-through-provision-of
information-and :moon, enhancenent. -lf_s nysiciars
does noesek Maus an l,nueiruoi.1t0a correct_
dlageosis,_end_a,computer-systen available- it, the
physician would have asked tha_questionche
computeee use cloarly_wouldhavu increased-the
likelihood-of a-correct-diagnosis, Under such
circumstances, phyeician would be liable for_
feilure_tespplf the_computerls expertise. One
mejor-linitation on application of threlimnet
doctrine, in dintomaic_eituailone

nent to_which-physicim. can-or should be expected
to use computers even though the_providers should
have detected the problem in_their_exercise of
ordinary-care and skill.- This situation has led
one author tn conclude that_where common Ill
ereconcerned._incorrect_diagnoses would be the
result-of the physician's pernonal error, rather
than of any failure to use computsr.17

-Cmputers can of course peep= tasira which
physicians ten:at performAdone._ Intern tttttttt of
electrocardiagrem, g eeeeee ion of computed tomo-
graphic-stens, and measureant of vartety of
laboratory_teste_are_ell_directif-possible-because
of the-advances in computers. A judicial finding_
of-negligence am a matterof law seem very likelY
whent_computers-can-diagnose and the-physician--
cannot, given the analogy co the holdiog_io_iffe_lnog
v cafe,. Thu. where computer_performance_of
diagnostic taske-is-auperior-to chat of-the
physician, [iodine of negligence for failure to
usele_especlally likelpahers_the_particular
computer-assisted task would have affected patient
outcose

-Selection of the proper fore of eeeee nent also
involves a_OhYsicien's_judgment ancememory,_and_the-
role-of computers-seeae similar to that in-diagnoses
in that computer spplicetions ran meter the flood
of_teforsatiOn obout_new_chealcs1 therapies.-
including both the-suggestion for use of newly
available drugs and xmminge_about the potential
for negstive_interactioas-mone different-druge.-
The main limitation In this kind of application is
Aucert.i00 ib& OhY.1.1.1es_st.tvof miod_vban
prescribing-the-trestsent. ihere-the physician
knew about particular therapy. bat rejected its
uxe, courts are unlikely to impoes liability for

1 R



failure to use a conputer which would have_reminded
the physician of the existonce of the therapy. -On
the other hand, if the physician did rot know of
the particuler-form-of_tremment,_eut-would-have-
been remindcd of its existmice thtough use of the
computer, courts will be mere willing Mimeos..
liability for fall4re to use-the-computer. The
b course for the physician is to document his
state of mind in the appropriate medical records.

ComPuters also serve directly to rcgulate the
delivery-of a-growing-number of med=ts, ;Cons,Nren.
For example, compiltere which monitor ta els`,1A:re
parienteduring or following surgery_arc .,0

used le hospitals to protect patients at :c

seers lik47 that physicians who have sec.. to
such_systesm_will be expected_to_use them_where_
their application will-improve the- likelihood of
POtiant survival significantly. Where the ccet
cf-these -device, _I: It _prohibitive,-coutte-say
require providers t. purchase such equipment in
order to see ,ha required duty of care.18

ELS

Cost of eq...pment la :he laet nisjor factor
considered by the courts. Aile the present cost
of computers-b, still-relatively-high. the declin-
ing cost of computer hardware and the availability
of an_locreesing vaniety of softwere peckages
promise to lower the-cost of moreandmore computer
applications in the future. rhe courts will in
all likellhood_continue_to_engage in a_balancieg
of interest. Although only a few court, have
evinced willingnese to impose high.- standard
of care on hospitals-then on-physiciat,--there se)
be judiclal justification for imposing strict
liability fon hospital's use of equipseut_
while Looming a / burden-on physiciane.47
This divttnctir, semi appropriate given the
growing Acceptance of _thm_per.pective_that
hospital's primary function is to provide services
and equipment, whits physicleps are expected_to
provide profese'cnal skills.'0 In particular.
courts could spand the standard of care concern-
ing_a_hospital'e_failure to provide certalo_kinde
of facilities here the institution was otherwise
capable of acc,aring that equipment.

Courts will also examine the broader impact
of AdsposIt1es_df requirements for equipoent.
Courts mmy-find.-for-example.-that-while-requiring
composers for dlsgnoatic purpoece in hospitals say
reduce risk of injury, the benefits probably_vould
be offset by the inc aaaaa d- hospital costs which
would accompany use. In the alternative. courto
could-pursue--regional-perspective_in_finding-
hospital liability where the institution, itself
withouttooeuterited dlegnentie of therePentie
techoologies. failed to-tratultet-the-patleot 5T

hospital po sssss ing thenecessary equipment.

Conclusion

The esosion-of_rbe_traditional_rula_governing
the standard of care required of providers-has
locreeeed the likelihood that courts will CI ,
liability where provider. fail to make use of
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computere_lo medicine._given_thatsuch_use_would
have reduced the risk to e patient's health.-
Although the COntinued vtebility of the locality
rule in soee-jurisdictiona-will preclude-recognition
of such duty in those sssssss the modern trend
to_redefice_theepatial meaning_of_the_locelity rule
promises the-imposition of a use requirement for
some kinds of providers.

%it application of the rule of reasonable
or.lenly n medisincie of spee$slAutereSt__
,e;au, thst ruin explicitly relegates-custom
,: 4 leeeer role as one of several factors used
70 ....ermine medical negligence.

711e key question in the application of the
NooPer-rule_to_medicel-computers_is_whether_a _
'udicially -mandated change in medical custom is
dealrable aS determined_by kelsocint of_ghe
expeediturns and the health benefits of the
acquisition and use of the cooputers. Medical
computers are of course in state of developeentel
flux, and uhile their use can reduce the risk of

t7bfet:!es-s:.q:71:nitest:::::iwyV:a!:!r"lc-t!!::::::t-o

instructions, ard its users; Hospitala and
Phyelciaoe tohabit a tone of trensition fro.
purely experisental-computer-use-to-regular
diagnostic and therapeutic application. As the
traneition occurs,_some courts end tuuneelwill

and its progeny, these applicetion may become
a-legsl-trend where_societel_end_institutional
costa are low end patient riske can be reduced
significantly.
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Mr. PitcicAsz. Has a medical school or a training hospital ever
been included; to your knowledge, in a lawsuit againat a provider, a
physician, or some other health provider, on the basis that they did
not provide them or teach them adequately Or _proVide them
enough information to adequately make their decisions?

Professor BRANNMAN. In terms of computerized information or
Other information? Just other information?

. .Mr. PACKARD. Information that a _physician, in eeveloping his
treatment plan, did notwas not taught adequately; given enough
information. Have the teaching institutions ever been h.cluded m
such?

Professor BRANNIGAN. Not at what we'll call the pure ha
ground hvel. You can't sue a medical school for producing a louay
physician, using_ that very broadly. This is one of the distinctions
that I was trying to focus on

If you talk about the failure to get a chart up to a patient's
-oomthat's why infonnation has these multiple rileaninga=then

anser would be "Yes," and there's a whole series of cases that
a^ro cutting this very fine line that involved airline chartS, and I
...ite one of the earliest cases in my article; but there have been
CMEK since then where airline chart manufactUrers have bC.eii in=
chided as defendants in strict liability actions against negligent
pilots for giving them the information in an inapProPriate way.
That's the cutting edge of this field,

Mr. PACKARD. Do you accept the concept that this kind oi
system would simply be an adjunct to providing information tb a
physician, a textbook, a computerized textbook?

Professor BRANNIGI.N. No I accept that when it fills that limo=
tion, liability is deterrnined one way, but certainly there are other
systems that operate directly on the patiente or operate in such a
Way that_it's not just a textbook, it's closer to the thermometer
readout; and accepting 3:rn's thing that if he'S Staridii,g there
he'll check the patien4 . hut if he gets it over the telephone he
might not; arid so thereibre I think that's the critical_goint.

Mr. PArmato. If it's considered to be used as a textbook; as just
an information gathering device then would it be trédt6d,_613 far AS

concorned, on the same, bF).5.IE3 as an institution that's not
liable for producing lousy physicians

PrefeSsor BRANNIGAM I believe it would fall underin other
words, the instituticnal liability hr been diffuSed for other reasons
unrelated to the concept of the product There isn't any thing
there. I think that in this case it would meet the product-oriented
standards that's there some item that_ we can fix on, but I think
the liability would still be negligence. In other words, there would
be liability but it would be on a negligence rather than a strict
standard. This is not a very certain area, though.

Mr. VOLKMEL Would the gentleman yield on that?
Mr. PACKARD. I'd bf2, pleased to yield.
Mr. Vow'. . 7 K3 we have no standards, and we have no

Standar& expert type of computer operations; and
there being and it's just informational systemS, and
it goeS to 'LI:: we're stm looking at negligence, are we
not?
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Professor BRANNIGAN. I believe that that's correct. As long as its
filtered through the doctor, were looking at negligence.

Mr. VOLKMER. So you're still looking at negligence. So it really
doesn't make any difference as far as the liability is concerned
whether that expert system is any good or not It may be you have
no database and not be worth a darn. If the doctor is_ still interven-
ing and the liability is on the doctor maybe for negligence,and he
discards that and goes ahead and does what he thinks is right, you
Still have the--

Professor BRANNIGAN. Well, no. I wouldn't say that there's no
conseluence. In other words, doctors who are routinely liable for
negligence are certainly making _a lot of noise about malpractice.
You have to get into strict liability to impose a lot of liability on
them.

So there's no question that the plaintiffs attorney would be
coming after on a negligence basis the negligent provision of this
particular service to the doctor, and I believe it would be on a neg-
ligence basis, but they would certainly go after it, so that we pro-
vide a separate pool of liability.

The expanding liability of hospitals for provision of tools to doc-
tors and whether that should be in strict liability or negligence,
this is one of the most rapidly expanding areas of medical liability
rather than using the term "malpractice" in the United States
today.

When I researched it first in 190, there were only two cases;
now I can find hundreds. So the provisionthe negligent provision
of tools by the hospital for the physician to work withI mean this
is the nature of that type of case.

Mr_. VGLKMER. Yes.
I yield back.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, Professor, does the development of new and sophisticated

devices used in the medical field tend to increase liability, or does
it tend to decrease liability, increasing by virtue of higher expecta
tions, greater exposure, and more technology and training in use of
these new and sophiSticated devices, fewer perhaps on the basis
that it helps them to make fewer mistakes and less malpractice?

Professor BRANNIGAN. My gut prediction is that the vast bulk of
malpractice, in my limited experienceand I'm an academic; I
don't do much practic% I read it I don't do it very muchis that
an incredible number of cases_ are simply routine errors, fairly rou-
tine errors: Instead of drug A, they gave the patient drug B. It's
this kind of mistake that hospitals are routinely sued for; they
dropped the patient off the table. It's not at the highest level of
medical decisionmaking.

Insofar as these systems routinize and check on these basic fun-
damental mistakes that occur in complex organizations, I think
they will tend to reduce liability_ Insofar as we're dealing with the
cutting edge of decisionmaking, I think they'll probably have little
effect on it until they become used routinely. That would be my gat
feeling, that they would reduce it. And they'll reduce not just li-
ability.

This is where, as a consumer-oriented personreduce injuries;
that's the critical thing. It's not so much the question of whether

60-803 0 - 86 - 7 1
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you get sued after the fact; it's, did the_patient get hurt? I think it
will actually contribute to better medical care for the patient& We
can reduce nubility with a law that says the patient can't sue, butthe trick is to reduce injuries.

Mr. PACKARD. In your testimony, I gather that you felt that this
was not_at least at the current time, a_ place for FDA to rrulate.

Professor BRANNIGAN. I draw sort of a slightly middle ground,
which is, they shouldn't regulate it under the device amendments.I believe very strongly that we should have some sort of registra-
tion system of all such systems in use so that at least we can pass
information back and forth.

If I can use that to expand one point, one of the things that is
very disturbingwid I've only begun research in this areais FDAis perfectly happy to work with secrecy, and they have all kinds of
trade secret requirementa, and a lot of computer software in the
business end is done under trade secrecy.

I think that violates some fundamental idea of peer reviewing
and analysis of these types of systems, andane of the things that I
would want to make sure is that in any regulation of these systemS
that secrecy was not only not encouraged or supported by the regu-latory authorities, that it was absolutely prohibited by the regule=tory authorities.

If anything bothers me at all, it's an expert system where some-
one can keep as a trade secret how they make the decision in the
system, and this is something that FDA is completely geared up todo, and it just also illustrates, it's not like the kinds of thingathat
they_worked with in the past, and we may need other forms of pro-tection as have come up in other areas for the intellectual effort
involved in these systems, but certainly the kind of Secrecy that
FDA is willing to do in some of these areas is incompatible with
the type of peer review that these systems need. So I would register
theaystems; I would not further regulate them.

Mr. PACKARD._ In answer to a question by the firSt panel, do you
feel that the AMA or other professional societies adequately can
monitor and police the system if, in faaunder your recommenda-
tion, the FDA would Simply be the certifying agent?

Professor BRANNIGAN. Well, again, certifying has a direct impli-
cation. I would simply have it the repository of places where thesethings are.

I think that_what Dr. McDonald was describing as the inherent
conservatism of the whole system would be adequate, combined
with liability, to safeguard patients for a substantial period of timeinto the future.

I'm not saying that this would last forever, but I certainly thinkwe're at the level ofwe're taking two people up in the biplane,
we're not building 747's yet, and you can see what's wrong with it,
and it's not worth stifling the development to try to make the
system perfect.

Mr. PACKARD. One last queStion, I think, Mr. Chairman, is all Ihave.
What effect, if any, Professor, will tort reform, as we are seeingit in its _prelimMary forms, have on the liability question as it re-

lates to the issues that we're discussing this morning?

1 9 4
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Unquestionably, tort reform has mached a very high profile as
an issue. We're seeing States like my own in California which have
initiatives on the ballot where the people are deciding what level of
tort they're willing to accept, and we're seeing other States do the
same.

Obviously, we're dealing with it here in Washington when we
deal with Superfund issues and _many, many other issues relating
to liability insurance, product liability in the medical area; all
these are very, very difficult and problematic areas now that some-
thing will be done, in terms of tort reform, in my judgment, in this
country.

As we see it in its preliminary form, what effect will this have on
this whole question of liability?

Professor BRANNIGAN. Without going into all of the overall policy
issues, I think the effect will be fairly small. In other words, it's in
the nature of this_ kind of device that it probably injures people one
at a thne, if at all, and a lot of tort reform is directed toward other
kinds of entities, and probably if it injures people, it injures them
fairly quickly.

A lot of the tort reform is oriented toward the mass tort issues,
and the longjailed problems, and a lot of the other issues that
have arisen. However, on the good side, one of the real negatives of
tort reform is, it requires much more substantial regulation, and
this is something the industry now recognizes, that if you don't use
the tort system to control defective producth, you have to do it di-
reedy.

So I have, in other contracth having nothing to do with thib, ad=
vised people to essentially embrace strict liability in order to avoid
inappropriate regulation.

So in that narrow sense, tort reform may force us to come back
here and say that the FDA has to much more aggressively regulate
these products because all of-a sudden you lose the incentives,
under certain circumstances. However, that's a broad critkism of
some of the proposals.

In terms of these systems, I don't see the effect, and one of the
other things is, on the difference between negligence and strict li-
ability, on something like a drug-drug interaction program, as I
think I mentioned at quite some length in my article, the differ-
ence is very small, because we're talking about really the design
stage, and everyone who does liability knows that negligent design
and strict liability design defects, these are very small differences.
These are made things, not natural artifacts. So I think the liabil-
ity effect would be very small.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks to the
panel

Mr. VOLKMER. I have one last question, Mr. Belair.
Do you anticipate, if we see an ongoing use of computerization

and informational systems, et cetera, in the medical field, further
deterioration of the privacy rights of patients? I believe that's so
we could possibly anticipathto go back to the previous question
about tort liabilitythe effect of tort reform on that possibility of
more y)roliferation of Privacy Act suits against persons for, "I lost
my job," or whatever have you.

-
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Mr. BELAIR. One of the problems we have right now in enforcing
privacy laws, Mr. Chairman, is that most of them don't lend them-
selves to private rights of action. Either there is no private right of
action, or, if there ID, it requires the showing of actual damages,
which is sometimeii hard, especially when the invasion of privacyresults in stigma, and emotional distress, and so forth, and of
course it's a rare individual who can finance a lawsuit these days,
thanks to the fees that lawyers charge; it's an expensive undertak-ing.

I must see 5 people a month who come to me and nitre 1 of
them has what I would contider a legitimate claim, but on y 1 in a
100 can finance litigation.

Mr. VOLKMER. When you Say a leetimate claim, you're not
saying that they really wouldn't have a cause of action; I mean,
they hadn't had wrong done to theni, but they failed to have a
cause of action on whicii recovery can be obtainedmonetary re-coven,.

Mr. BELAIR. That's right They have a cause of action, but there's
no provision for attorneys' fees, and thOr can't finance an action,
and so therefore they're left to the American Civil Liberties Union[ACLU], or they're left to

Mr. Wilms& Or if it's merely depression that's resulted from it,because they're now ostracized in their neighborhood or theirhometown, or something, that's not
Mr. BELAIR. Those are in the four out of the five that don't havea cause of action.
Mr. VOLKMER. Ri
Mr. BELAIR. I guess I don't see computerization affecting the abil-ity, one way or the other, of patients to act as private attorneysgeneral.

_I really think if we're serious about regulating_ and protecting
privacy, we have got to have Some kind of regulatory presence, andI know all the downsides to that There are lots of downsides tothat, and all of us have reaSon to worry about that, but if we're
serious about_protecting privacy, there's no other answer.

Mr. VOLEMER. Professor Brannigan.
Professor BRANNIGAN. I MN:MCI ill:A_ mention that the United

States is way behind most other countries in legislation in the area
of privacy protection. We're almost twique among devel coun-tries in having almost no pTivate rights against private data hold-
ers, and if the committee is interested, there's a lot of other materi-al.

I do have a colleague coming over for several weeks in June, Dr.
Bernd Beier, who is my coauthor in my work on privacy, and he
could certainly.supply you with some up-to-date information on at
least what's being done in Germany. He's the data protection offi-
cer for a very large automobile parts manufacturer, and they work
all over the world. They have problems, too, in that system, par-
ticularly dealing with-network tortitemS and microprocessors.

Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Packard.
Mr. PACKARD. Before you close the hearing, Mr. Chairman, I had

a note as a followup of a question to you, Professor Brannigan.
I think you indicated that these systems would probably not be

too much liable es a provider of information to the physicians, that

196
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malpractice would probably still be the primary source of suits.
Would, however, a physician tend to look toward suits against the
system by not providing them adequate information or something
going wrong with the information that they've _gotten by which
they've made their decision, and then they would countersue?

Professor BRANNIGAN. For contribution or indemnity. I think
that certainly the effect by defendants of shifting to the system a
portion of their own liabilityI won't use the word "responsibil-
ity;" I'll_ use the word "liability"that will be an aggressive. at=
tempt. That has occurred, and that is mostly handled by contrac-
tual relationships among the various players in the game, and a lot
of hospitals, again, in my small survey, have taken on that liability
as a way of attracting_ the best and most competent physicians, so
that the physician gets that as a matter .of contract rather than as
a matter of tort law. They simply cover them for any of those kinds
of errors.

Mr. PACKARD. I see.
Mr. VC:HAMER. They're basically indemnified, then.
Professor BRANNICAN. That's right, because they can acquire in-

surance at a more efficient rate.
Mr. PACWD. OK-Thank you.
Mr. VOLKMER. OK. Once again I would like to thank our wit-

nesses, both panels, for appearing here today and sharing with us
their opinions on these subjects. This has been a very valuable
hearing for the subcommittee.

It definitely appears that the subcommittee needs a better under-
standing of the FUod and Drug Administration activities in this
area, and Therefore I hope to hold hearings later this year for the
purpose of receiving a formal statement from the Director of the
Center for Devices and Radiological Health.

I would like to explore further other areas identified in the testi-
mony presented here that deserve greater examination. We alSo
need the views of other affected parties on the topics raised here
tUday. ao I welcome the interest displayed here and invite interest-
ed parties to contact the subcommittee to discuss this field. I also
wish to thank Congressman Packard for his participation here
today and look forward to his continued assistance.

With that, the subcommittee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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Mon. Frank D. Young. Commissioner
Food and Drug-Administration
5600 Fishers LAIle
Rockville, Maryland 20857

Dear Commisslooeri

- Ths Subcommittee oo Investigations and Oversight of the Committee on
SCience_and Technology will hold-a-hearing-on March 18. 1986 on the use of
Informatioo technology and artificial intelligence techiques in the health
care system. The hearing will examine some of the present medical
sPPlications_of artificial intelligence research and the policy issues
involved in the growing use of medical computer systems.

_ We would appreciate a statement for the record from the Center for Devices
and Radiological Health that describes FDA's present position on the need for
regulation in this field. This statement should specifically include the
following information;

o Under what authority does FDA regulate_computer software
desigoed for applications in the health care system?

o Has the agency decided to regulate medic4 software under
this authority?

o what policy exists regarding the regulation of medical
software at the present time?

o What policy alternatives are being considered in the
developmeot of the agency!s policy statement and what
steps under the Medical Device Amendments are applicable
to the future use of these information systems?

The Subcommittee would also be-interestId in FDA's oversight efforts
involving over-the7counter saIes of these systems. Including any actions FDA
has taken to assure that the public welfare is not compromised.
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In preparation for the hearing, the Subcommittee would appreciate
receiving_coples of reports-prepared by your staff in this area. We have a
specific interest in the following documents:

o Report of the Task-Force on Software and Computerized
Devicea (1981 Or 19E2)1

o Report of the Program Management Committee on Software
and Computerized Devices (December 31, 1984);

o the most recent version of the draft policy statment on
software and computerized-devices under review at the
Center for Devices and Radiological Health; and;

o Guidelines for Review of Software-Driven Devices.

The written statement may be as detailed as you wish, and will be made a
part of_the record in its entirety. Please send the statement, before March
14; 1986; to:

James H. Paul
Subcommittee_on Investigations

and Oversight
822 House Annex 1

300 New Jersey_Avea, SE
Washington; DC 20515

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

_

Harold_L. Fenner
Chairman
Subcommittee on Investigations

and Oversight

0441 9
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April 16. 198f

Tne Honorable Harold L. Volkmer
Cnairman, Subcommittee on
lovestigatiOnS and OverSight

Committee on Science and Technology
House of Representatives
Washington; D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Ectoo_and Drop Adenintsuabon
Rockvilie MD 20857

I an providing yOU witn tne following documents on computerized medical
aevices and software-tnat you requested in your letter to Commissioner
Young of March 4; 1986:

Report of the Task Force on Software and Computerized Devic.:s
(January 1982),

Report of the-Progrnm Management-Committee on Software and
Computerized Devices (Decenber 31; 1984);

tne most recent version of a draft policy statement-on software
and computerized oeviceS BOW undee_review ih FDA'S Center fee
Devices and Radiological Health, and;

Guioelines_for Review of Software-Driven Devices (draft dated
March 1 1996).

All of these are confidentiaL internal Ooduments_on Policy matters
tnat have not been resolved by tne Food and Drug Aoministration and
presently reflect solely tne views of an-Agencytask force-or
individual author. Tney would be withheld by the_AgenCy _if requested
unoer the Freeoom of Information Act. We tnerefore request that the
Subcommittee not_release_or_otnerwise Publicly disclose their contents.
I anticipate tnat tne statementfor Alle_record that you also requested
ir your letter of Marcn 4 for your upcoming nearing on April 21 will be
transmitted tc you in tne very near future.

If we can be of any furtner assistance, please let us know.

Sincerely yours;_

EntleSureS

141_ Hugh C. Cannon
Associate_Commissioner___

for Legislative Affairs
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The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is pleased to assist the

Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight in addressing our current

policy on the application of computer technology to medical

devices.

The mission of the FDA is to provide consumer protection through

jUdicidus enforcement of the ye, ;ous laws entrusted to it. Our primary

responsibility with regard to medical devices is to ensure these

products are safe and effective for their intended uses. The

regulatory policy df FDA regarding computers and software used in

medical devices has been evolving over the last S years in response to

the development and implementation of computer techndlogy by the

medical devices industry. The specifics of FDA's policy are still

under development. Meanwhile, we are addressing industry developments

on a casc-by-case basis while awaiting the emergence of clear patterns

in the application of computer technology te medical devices. Because

the industry is changing rapidly, it is possible that the pzlicy

pOSitions we present in this statement could change significantly as

patterns in the industry change. It is with this warning in mind that

the FDA responds to the Subcommittee's request for information

pertaining td FDA policy on computers in medical devices.

FDA regards some cOtputer hardware and medical software as medical

devices, as defined by the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic (FDC) Act.

Section 201(h) of the Act defwies a medical device aS Sn ";

instrument, apparatus, implement, machine, contrivance, implant, In

vitro reagent, or other similar or related article, including any
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component, part, or accessory which is . . . intended for use in the

diagnosis of disease or other COnditions, or in the cure, mitigation,

treatment, or prevention of disease, in man or other animals. or . . .

intended to affect the structure or any function of the body . . . and

which does not achieve any of its principal intended purposes through

chemical action . . . which is not . . . metabolized for the

achievement of any of its principal intended purposes."

FDA's regulation of computers and software in medicine is not new.

FDA has completed premarket approval (141A) reviews of computer-related

products_such as cardiac pacemaker programmers; patient monitoring

equipment; and magnetie resonance imaging (HRI) machines. Some of

these reviews date back to the 1970's. However, in the past few years

there has been a rapid increase in the number and variety of such

products. Of particular importance tO FDA is the increasingly central

role computer technology is taking in medical systems. With a

judicious selection of computer products, today's health care

professional can arrive at or verify a result or diagnosis; determine

or even apply a therapeUtie regime, and check his cash flow or billing

status. It is not inconceivable that in the near future there will be

e product which combines all of these capabilities, with decisionmaking

provided by the system instead of the health care professiOhal;

This burgeoning growth of computers in medicine and its Tore pivotal

rele poses new challenges to FDA. since we must assure adequacy and

consistency in the Agehcy's reviews of new computer software devices

before they are marketed. We also need guidance for field personnel

who inspect manufacturers of these prOducts. In additieh, many
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manufacturers of new, computer-related medical technologies are not

aware of their responsibilities under the law because they dre not part

of the traditional medical device industry.

In an effort to reduce the possibility of Misunderstanding, FDA,

through its Center for DeVices and Radiological Health, is developing a

detailed policy statement on computer-related devices to reaffirm and

clarify existing requirements. Once this policy is finalized it Will

be communicated to the current and emerging segments of the medical

device induttry.

Policy Outline

What follows is a general description of how medical devices are

regulated with examples of how computerized devices fit into this

framework.

The Medical Device Amendments of 1976 prescribe a tiered system of

regulatory controls commensurate with the risks associated with the

devices, and the testing needed to ensure the device is effective.

The FOC Act requires FDA to classify devices intended for human use

into one of threb regulatory classes: Class I (General Controls).

Class II (Ferformarwe Standards), and Clast III (Fremarket Approval).

The laW directs FDA to establish panels of experts, composed of members

from the research and medical communities, industry, and consumers, to

provide advice and recommendations on device classification. The

adrisorY panels consider:
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-- persons for Whose use the device is intended;

-- conditions of use for the device;

-- probable benefit to health from.use of the device weighed

against any probable injury or illness from such use; and

-- the reliability of the device.

After receiving panerrecommendatiOns, FDA publishes for public

comment, a proposed regulation assigning the device to a class. A

final decision is published in the federal ficgi,te, after evaluating

comments to the proposal.

An explanation of the device classes and examples of how computerized

devices fit into these classes follows:

Clatt I devices are those for which general controls such as

registrat'ion, labeling, and good manufacturing practices are

sufficient to assure safety and effectiveness.

An example of a computer-related device proposed for Class I is the

calculator/data processing module for clinical use. This is an

electronic device used to store, retrieve, and process laboratory

data.

_

To minimize unnecessary regulatory control and resource commitment by

manufacturers and FDA, some devices are exempted from certain general

controls of Class I. For example, FDA exempts manufacturers of general
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purpose articles from the registration and listing requirements.

General purpose articles are defined as ". . . chemical reagents or

laboratory equipment whose uses are generally known by persons trained

in their uses and which are not labeled or promoted for medical USeS;"

FDA will consider the broadest possible interpretation of "general

purpose articles" as a first approach to the regulatjon of computerized

devices.

-- Class II devices are those for which general controls are

insufficient to assure safety and effectiveness, and existing

information is sufficient to ettablish a performance standard

that provides such assurance. This class of devices must

comply with general controls and also with mandatory

performance standards developed according to provisions in the

FOC Att. Development of performance standards may be a

lengthy and complicated process, and until standards are

established by regulation; only general controls apply to

these devices;

An example of a compUter-related dftiCe proposed for Class II is the

programmable diagnostic computer, a device that computes various

physiologic or blood flow parameters based on the output from one or

more electrodes; transducers; or measuring devices._ The definitiOn of

this device type includes any associated commercially supplied

software.

206
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-- Class III devices are those for which insufficient information

exists to assure that general controls and perfOrmance

standards provide reasonable assurance of safety and

effectiveness. Generally, these devices are represented to be

life-sustaining or life-supporting, or are implanted in the

body, or present potential unreasonable risk Of illnett Or

injUry,

An example Of a computer-related device proposed for Class III is the

obstetric data analyzer. This device, used during labor, analyzes data

from fetal and maternal monitors to provide clinical diagnosis of fetal

well-being. This generic type Of device may include Signal analysis

and display equipment, electronic interfaces for other equipment, and

power supplies and component parts.

Specl7ic Issues

Some specific issues of concern to FDA or issues that have been raised

by the Subcommittee include quality assurance data needed for device

approval, stand-alone software, over-the-counter (OTC) sales of medical

device software, and the limitations imposed by Agency resources.

Quality Assurance of CompoterizedDevIces

The reliability of software systems and higher order integrated

circuits are eXtremely diffidult to assess because of their complexity.

In general it is impractical to test them for every possible input

value, timing condition, environmental condition; logic error; coding

error and other opportunity for failure. The best that can he achieved

it a finding that the state-of-the-art in testina such devices has been

applied and acceptable results obtained. Manufacturing and quality
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assurance programs for medical devices employing software and

integrated circditS ShOuld maidtain adequate documentation of test

efforts.

Some of the quality assurance elements which FDA will need to

consider in approving a computer-related medical device are:

-- appropriateness of model or algorithm;

-- completeness of model or algorithm;

-- protection against inadvertent Changes in programs (model or

algorithm);

-- software safety (protection against unsafe errors of

execution)

-- adequacy of labeling for performance specifications, operating

environment, interfaces; and

-- software maintenance (proper development, integration and

testing of revisions tO the model or algorithm):

Stand-alone Software

No separate policy for computer software presently exists nor is one

envisioned for the future. Medical software products that ar2 marketed

separately from a computer (generally referred to as stand-alone

software) and used with a computer to form a system which operates as a

medical device will be treated as a medical device.

Computer software that meets the definition of a medical device will

be regulated commensurate with the product's intended use and its

inherent public health risks.
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As mentioned above; FDA is already conducting premarketing reviews of

new medical deviCet that feature computers as an integral part of their

Operation. Any issues which the software presents are addressed id the

review of the system in which it is useC The reggletory requirements

applied to these devices result from their medical function, not the

exiStenCe Of the computer. Based on existing authority, FDA has also

initiated post-marketing actions against these products when they haVe

been found to be defective.

Over-the-Counter-Sal-es

Over-the-counter sales of computer-related medical devices are

regulated threfigh the labeling provisions of the law. The prescription

Or OTC status of medical devices is determined by judging whether

adeouate directions for use by consumers can be Written to ensure the

safe use of computer-related devices if such instructions cannot be

deVeloped, these products will be treated as prescription devices;

ResourceS

Agency resources are another important consideration. FDA iS already

facing an increasing workload in the medical device area. Today's high

technology revolutiOn has spawned ever more complex and sophisticated

products fer our review, some with computers and some without. We must

set priorities based upon potential risks to patients and nOt just the

presence of a computer; We believe that in a time of increasing

demands and litited resources, our policy guidance in this area must

enable the Agency to concentrate on critical issues based on pet-entail

risks and permit devices; including software which pose comparatively

lower risk, to be marketed with limited regulations.
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Simmary

In summation, FDA is in the process of developing an overall policy for

computer technology used in medical devices. It can be expected that

the policy will apply equally to computer hardware and software; it may

provide for "exemptions" from certain regulations when no specific and

only general medical claims are made, and it will call for the minimum

level of regulatory control necessary to ensure Safety and

effectiveness. Finally, available resources suggest a policy that

concentrates on critical devices and limits regulation of lower risk

devices.
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Assistant Secretary for Legislation
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_ _ The Subcommittee on Investigatioos and Oversight-of the-Committee oo
Science and TechnoloRY wIll_told_s_hearing_ooLMarch_18,_1986,_on_the_use_of
loformation technology and artificial intelligence techiques in the health
care_system. The hearing-will examine some of the present medical
aPPlications_of artificial_intelligence_research_And_the policy issues
involved la the growing use of medical computer systems.

Because_the National_Inititutet of__HealthJNIWhave a_significant roIe in
supporting this area of research, I would like to have a statement for the
record about-your agency's present work in the areas of computerized medicsa
records and in the develOpment of megYvid expert systems.

The Subcommittee is especially interested in- the present level of Federal
supPort for appIying_artificiaLiOtenigence_tacbniques In the health_care
system, and a descriptioo of the projects now funded by_your Institute. We
would also appreciate discussion of the goals NIH is pursuing by funding these
research_projects_any recommendations_you_might wish_to sake regarding
further support needed in this area, and the future direction NIS intends to
take in-this field. We would appreciate a similar discussion of support
extended_by_NIN for the development of computerized storage systems for
medical records.
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Mr. Larry DeNardis
4 March 1986
Page Tuo

This written_statement may be as detailed as you wish, and will be made a
part of the record in its entirety. Please send this statement, before March
14, 1986, to:

JamiS H; Pail
Subcommittee oo Investigations

--and Oversight
822 House Annex 1

300 New Jersey Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20515

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Harold L. Volkmer
chairman
Subcommittee on Investigations

and Oversight
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH /SHUMAN SERVICES Office of 01. Sag:Wary

WW11.20w. OZ. 20201

MintalltabIe Harold L. Volkmer

Science_and_TechnOlogy-Subcommittee
on Investigations and Oversight

House-of Representatives
Washingtoni D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to your request4 enClOsed_iS_A StAteMent_for
the tedOrd_regarding National Institutes of Health efforts in
the area of artifiCial intenignace_research-for-the
Subcommittee's April 21 hearing on the use of_itifOrMatIOn
technolOgy_Shd arEificial intelligence techniques in the health
care system.

If we eati be of further assistance, please let me know.

Enclosure

Si("Ce.ely yours-,

L
awr#nce J j DeNardis
ibg Ass stant_Secretary
for Legislation
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD

DONALD A.B. LINDBERG, M.D.
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

and

SUZANNE S. STIMLER, PH.D.
DIRECTOR, BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

DIVISION OF RESEARCH RESOURCES

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

INFORMATIg1=IN gl_ SYSTEMS

HOUSE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT

At the National Institutes of Health (NIH); the_responsibility
for training_and research suprort for_artificiil Intelligente
and expert_systems lies_primirily_with tht Nitiehil Libriry of
Medicine (NLM) and the Division Of Rtstirth Resources (DRR).

Artificial_Intelligence is a brinth-Of tomoutoe itieheZ Which deals
with_decision proCesSet, particularly in the context of drawing
conclusions or solVing problems on the basis of logical inference and a
knowledge base. Sinte the eirly 1970's, the principles of artificial
intelligence hive found increasing application in the development of
"expert iystems," in which the computer is provided detailed _

infermation in well defined areas and used to assist health_ profes-
sionals in analyzing actual problems. Today,_these two_fields,-
artificial intelligence and_expert systemsare themost rapidly _

growing areas in what has now come to be called "Medical Informitics;"

PROGRAMS OF THE DIVISION OF RESEARCH RESOURCES

Background of ORR Research Support

The_Blomedical_Research Technology Peogeam Of-the Division of Research
Resources has_been_supoOrting research-on applications of artificial
intelligence in_meditine ihd bitiMedical science for more than 2ELyears.
The_fecus-of thit iiippert has been a computer linked community for
&UMW intelligence research and applications_projects with special
emphasis in biological and medical areasCenters_on the east_and west
coasts provide both computer support and methodological support tO
scientists throughout the nation;
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The center at_Stanford University was responsible fur some_of_the first
specific applications of artificial intelligence technology_to_
biomedical areas through development of systems such as DENDRAL _

(chemical structure elucidation); MYCIN (infectious_disease diagnosis
and therapy) and INTERNI3T_(differential_disease diagnosis); The eule
based logic system built_into_the_MYCIN program wes_subSeqUently
developed as_a_general_decision framework_program Whith teOld be
applied to_many applications problems,_and became the initial basis for
'expert systems.' _Thus; tho effetts-of-the direct and collaborative
support_of research proJects-in artificial intellignce in medicine at
these_centers_have extended far beyond the host institutitms._ In
fiscal_year_1485; the ORR program spent S3.2 million in this area _

supporting both research centers and individual applications projects.

-Current Status of DIIR PrOgrams

Anong the projects funded by the Division of Research Resourtta:

I; A collaborative_effort between Rutgers, the University of
California and the IBM Corporation to duvelop a hand-held computer
to assist primary health care workers in developing countrios in
the management of common; potentially blinding eye disordersIn
developins countries; blindness is a major health_problem_whose_
control depends on the application of_stople_measures by frontline
workers. _Advances_in_portable_computer technology have_made_
feasible_a_self-contained package iNcorporeting_a_set Of guidelines
for diagnosis and treateent tO-be used in the field. The Agen4
for_International Development is also supporting parts of this
activity.

2. A test effective, workstation-based consultation_system1 _ONC0CIN;
fer the management of cancer chemotherapy treatment_protocols in
outpatient cancer_clinics is being developed at Stanford

University._ The initial ctanuter program was designed te aid
physicians in the-treateent-rif lymphomas, and has been eraluated in
cancer clinics. Current efforts are t7, modify the protocol
management system so that it can be.used on small self-contained
workstation computers suitable for smaller clinics or even a
physician's office. This project has also been supported by tht
NLM.

3. A broader diagnostic program; INTERNIST-CADUCEUS;_supported_by_both
the DRR and NLM et the UniversitY of Pittsburgh; addresses_diseases
of internal medicine. A detailed knowledge base on diseases_of _

internal medicine_and the diagnostic_criteria_for such diseases has
been_developed. _With the aid of_a question and answer program; a
physician can explore the possible_diagnoses for particular_
patients;_and receive suggestions for further tests or exaMination
criteria for particular diseases.

-215
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PROGRAMS OF THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

BaCkground--Of-N-L-M-Research and Training Support

In 1971, a committee_of nonfederal_experts chaired by De. Eugene Stead
of Duke University_urged_that the National Litii=d4 Of Medicine begin a
PO9ram_of training grants foe the medical computer sciences. The
grants would be funded under the Medical Library Assistance Act of
1965.

The RIM Beard of Regents cnrcurred_in this recommendation end; in-1972,
the firsL training_;rogram_grants wera_zvarded. At itS lehM, 10
programs were simultaneously active. _They w4re OUite diverse, ranging
from computer_orientation to advanced reSeerth Weer trainirg. The
goal was_to_convey advaft.ed_computer Skills te medical school faculty
who,_by_using these skills in their research and teaching activities
would serve as role models for students. This goal was attained, _

although it muSt_be adMitted that many investigators and clinicians
weet independently becoming "computer literate."

in 1978, a nonfederal task_force:studied the Library's_rettarth grants
program and recommendedia_concentration on_compUter_ttiOte research in
the management of Knowledge. Again,_the Lihrety's Beried Of Regents
concurredi_und_a new_program called "comnuttet in MediCine" was
announced in_1979,__Under it,_theee wete fiVe Majtie 5=year awards to
Prominent universities as well_as small pedjeCts for new investigatrrs
and research_career_awards. AlthOugh-the neW peogram was well
received,,even obtaining Congressional recognition in the FY 1980 _

appropriation--It Was nct possible to fund more of the major awards.
Suppert foe smaller inv2stigator-initiated projects and for younger
investigatees continued, however.

Even with relatively_limited_fiscal resources;_the_peOgebe etteatted_
promising young_investigators and_became identified at the program of
choice_for research into medical knowledge ittUet, not_restricted to
certain_categorical diseases; In 1982, a ttudy of_program
accomplishments showed that awardees were publishing their results_at
an impressive rate, in hOth medical and general scientific journals.
ln_1983;_the designation Csmputervin Medicine was_changed to Medical_
Informatics. The importance of_this_field_was_recognized_once Coin in
the NLM appropriation_for_FY 1985.__A_budget increase that yet& made it
possible to attract and fund a significant number Of hew applications.

In addition to_grant=supported activititt, intennineal research and
development into_improved information syttems is conducted by the
Lister_Hill National Center-for Biomedical Communicationsi the research
and_development component of the National Library of Medicine._ In its
projects; the Cent& has used a wide varietY of technologies-,computer;
micrOwaver*satellite, cable television, videodisci_and so_forth--and
hot placed much emphasis on investigating_artificial-intelligenetAAted
tkOeet systems and (more generally) knowledge-based Systees to support
clinical decision making.
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Aackground of Ntles Program Interett

WL/Vs_funoamental Job is to organize, store, and provide eccess to tne
biomedical literature. Over 'As 150nyear history, NtM has cheLged it%
methods-to employ thelatest in information management tetmnoltv;
Currently, computers are used to store and access_mtdical knowledge as
;largely) textual representalions of scientific literature,. -There are
already egnificant exceptions, however._ Tim_various tnxicology data
beses_are factual_and nemeric_as contrasted with those that are
preponderantiy and textual.

Even better representations of medical knowltdge are needed and seem to
be possible. The artificial intelligence techniques offer_our _ _

bri&stest hope for *ptimal information serv;ce_by MX in support_a
medica? decisiorrmaking by American /lealth_professionals in the future;
Conseouentlyi NLM_W_n.)nsistently_and_enthusiastitally SUppOrted the
development of_this_field and the testing of the increasingiy pmcticel
products of its research;

The goals NtM has for the field include:

I. improved representation of medical knowledge and judriannt,

2. automatic indexing and cataloging systems for processing the
scientific literature,

3. intelligent_assistance to_users in framing searches of our data
bases_andintelligent assistance te them in evaluatiny the results
of their retrievals,

4; contribritions_to the devrinpment of a Unified Medical language
System to facilitate sharing of knowledge between clinical
medicine, research and education,

5. improved patient care through computer enhancement of clinical
decision making, and

6. improved health sciences education_through expert syttems in
personal information management and lifetble learning.

Current Status of NLM Intramural Programs

Within the National_tibrary of Medicine itself; _significant Medical
Informatics wort involvincl expert SVStems includes:

An_expert System knOWn at-AIMNEUM. based in artificial
intelligence printiples, has been devised for rheumatology. It
consists of two Wor components: a diagnostic consultant Aystem
and a patient management consultant system for cases of rheumatoid

2
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arthritis. In its current state, the AI/RHEUM fliagnostic
consultant "knows" of 26 rheumatologic diseases' reasons_from_a_
patient data checklist of 879 elements; and_has_been_tested with
more than 500 documented clinical_cases. The management model
is being_tested_with a small set of cases and will be further
rPfined this year;

2. An expert system, known as AI/COAG, has been developed to assist
practitiohers_with-the diagnosis and management of problems in
hemostasis. This is a medical specialty where acknowledged
experts are very limited in number and often poorly elstributed
geographically. AI/COAG uses branching logic and a menu-
selection approach to allow quick progression through_the parts
of the patient's history which are_unremarkableAnd drops_to
deeper levels of questioning_to_elicit increasingly detailed_
answers_when_specific items_denoting_a positive bleeding_history
are Identified; The initial system has been tested and is now
being expanded and refined.

3. NLM, working with-other government agencies, is building an
expert system to facilitate retrieving information to respond to
chemical emergencies. The expert system will provide artificial
intelligence based assistance to the person who is coordinating
the response at the scene of the emergency. _The_system_will
"ask questions" to discover_the trve_nature of the emergency4_
search_its_memory for_precedent situations;_then to ranote Jata
bases to retrieve pertinent information to be used by the
on-scene response team.

4. Finally,-NLM staff have developed an online indexing system that
is speeding up the indexing process at the Library. This has
been of immense help, since NLM indexes some 3004000 Journal
articles each year for its data bases. Similar techniques are
being applied to the process of cataloging books.

Current Status of NLM Extramural Programs

By the end_of_I985" NLM was supporting 23 active research grants, six
new investigaters,_and-six-research career development awards. The
total amount-was-$4,297,000. The five major training programs were
able to appoint 28 postdoctoral trainees, at a total of $1,091,000.
During the period 1980-1985, NLM supported 165 trainees4 51
investigator-initiated research projects,. 20 new investigator awards,
and four program projects.

Among the projects funded by the National Library of Medicine!

I. A collaborative effort between Tufts and-MIT to investigate
expert systems with computed medical decision analysis, and at
Dartmouth, the funding of research involving decision analysis'
protocols-programmed on microcomputers and studied in the
context of a medical curriculum. The medical domains include
nephrology and laboratory medicine, especially connective tissue
disease.
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2. At the Brigham and Women's Hospital fBoston)i_a_project_in the
complex field Of-radiology called "Investigations_in Clinical
Decision Making." The diagnostic areas include mammography and
COronary arteriography.

3; At the Univertity of Missouri, Columbia, a successful prototypical
consultant system for genetic diseases such as deaf-blind syndrome.
This is an application of artificial intell'egcmce methodologies to
genetic diagnosis.

4. "Feedback Technology to Improve_Physician dudgment," at the
University_of_Wisconsin_and "Computer4lased Clinical Decision
Analysis"_at_the Deseret Foundation (Salt_take City) are both
intended to assist_physician decision making in patient care,
including radiologic diagnoses of pulmonary disease.

5. "INTERNIST=CADUCEUS: A Computer-Based Diagnostic Consultant," at
the University of Pittsburgh, is an artificial intelligence
consultant system covering all of internal medicine_(nearly 600
diseases). This is the largest biomedical knowledge base extant,
covering an entire medical specialty.

_Summar),

Medical Informatics, with its empha_sis_on_the_use_of new_computer and_
communications technology to apply_medical_knowledge to health care, it
a vital link between the laboratoryi on the one hand, aild_the classroom
and bedside on the other. Both the National_Library_and_ Medicine and
the Division of Research Resources are_committed te furthering this
field_with continued extramural support and in-house research. Such
support_is_necessary if_we_are tO realize the maximum return on our
substantial inveStMent in biomedical research.
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APPENDIX II

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMFITED FOR THE RECORD

1.4

IMult...1 1100 -

Ni?'"::^r...'oVI Csie Orr

U.S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE:.

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SUITE 5321 RAYBURN HOUSE OTTIGE BUILDINT

...WV- COO. J -
WASHINGTON 020511 .411. Ita.

b 0.1046 tiuTerP J.
15021525-637, bVa

Dr._JaCk_Myers
Professor Emeritus
University of Pittsourpn
129L_Sealfe Hall
Pittsburpn, Pennsy Ivani a 18261

20 May 1986
1XII
4.1.
JOte 6.1.111*4. ....no

Dear Dr. Wars:

Enclosec is a copy of tne transcript frar tne April 21, 1986, hearing at
wrilcn_yoi._tettIflec_Defore tne Subcommittee on_InvestIpatIons anS_Oversight on
information Tecnnologies in tne nealtn care sstam. AttecneS To tne transcript
are instructions for surenitting rcouesrs for cnanpes or cia-if ications. Please
re.les Tnese_Instruationsanc Trie enelosec Transcript ot_your ranares
caretul i. You- copy OT tne Transcript, topetne- w ItG any written reauesTs for
cnanpes, snoulc be returnee cq June 3G, 1986, to:

James H. Pau;
Succedunittee on- lavestipati ons anc OversI prit

822 House Annex
nasnington, D 22518-630'

Also tneJuncommittee nes sevelopes otner ouestions_ es a resulT of tne
near inp anc woul aappreci ate your response To trim. Your ansrers may be
GUI= i7TEIC tne time your Transcript Is returnee.

. Why di C you elect to use clinical trials as your means of verifying
your (Iasi gn?

a. Nnat alternative metnods were avai table:

c. VOW were these methoss re)acted7

c. Is tne FDA statement correct anon it states intr.. Tne_oomoiesIty of
software argues apaissr an abi I ity re test eli of tne ciatnways
cossi bi e?

C. If sc, will verification ay cl inical trials be a sufficient tria!
of tne snoviespe case anc inference enpIne:

CADucaa, es it is PreSently oesi !pee, recut res a pnvsi el an' s
interpretation. Gan instructions be critter sz mat IT wouic GE
accessible to laymen:

L. I i so, coulc Tnese syrrerns os safely sole cne--Tne-counter o- ir
COMEHITer sof 'mars STOTtS TOT Use Di INC ;JUDI
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Dr. Jack Myers
20 kiss, 19BE
Page Two

3. In apace.' roucation J.n the Informatlor Ago, your oaminittee expressed
trie view that_computers_snoulc assume me role of -prceiding necessary
medical infcrmati on to stuoants, rel ieving trice mf the_ need te
redo- ize an overwhel mina amount of material. Itow woul a this af fact
me oevelopment of medleal Judgement:

a. ko, mum ooes C anysician noes TC Imo, about a disease in Greer to
oecice on an appropriate treatment!

4. bow_ao_you oetermine that a di sease has been suf ici entl y
or:eta:ter IzeC, and tnus I s a candi aate for incl us On I n tne CADUCEUS
know leage base?

a. Given the7 medicine Is such a aynatoic_enadavo-, hoe can the
CADUCEUS alai leoge hese oe kept current?

5. Enclosed Is t com of a statement submitted fo- tne recorp by Ins
National Institutes of health.

e.. Are you satlsf lee with tne current_focus_of _Nlh_researcr, In the
anal Icatl on of artif lei ai Intel I igence TecnnlOues To medicine:

P. Prim' cnenpes or nen% areas of enpnasis would you recommend:

6. FDA_oeflnes_a_CI ass I medi cal eav Ice as laporata-y equi pment whose
uses ere general ly known by persons trained In tnIs area ana _which are
not labeled or promoreo fa- genera! uses." Can CADUCEUS meet that
stanaare

a. Fo^ r Class 2 dev IcS, FDA requires the establ istunent o a
Performance stanaarc. FM would vou set suns a standard fo-
CADJCEUS:

',our testimony at_me nearing was extrehely valuable in the 1.1arePers,
want To ex-ren0 our Thanks to- vow participation anc serv ice to Mt
Supcommitten.

ana I

Sincerels-,
.

.-.4/".....rtre.s"r.eA 411- 41:..../
harol d L. Voi toter
ChM neat.
Supicomm I rtec _on I nv est I gati diet

anc Dyers; ght
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University of Pittsburgh
scHooL mEthcms
University profaner (Medicine) Emeritus

June 5, 1986

Mr-. James H. Paul

Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
822_House Annex 1
Washington, D.C. 20515-6307

Dear Mr. Paul:

My_answeraro the_various questions which the Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions and Oversight put to me in the letter of 20 May 1986 follow. In-
ctdentally_I_did not receive_the_letter until 28 May and have been out
of town for a good part Of the time since.

1. I know of no method to test a computerized diagnostic system like
ours except to analyze the perfermanCe of the system on large numbers
of casesiusually difficult from the diagnostic standpoint. Up to
this time, those analyses for all have_been_exercises to detect
omissions, errors, and refinements to be made_in_the program. As
I believe I explained, the program currently is incomplete in_that_
some 150 diseases in internal medicine remain_to be programmed, and
therefore it has not been placed in actual clinical use.

The_FDA statement is correct that "the complexity of software argues
against an ability to test all of the pathways possible". However; this
po'nt must be evaluated from the standpoints that medicine is not and
never will_be a perfect science, no medical textbook is perfect,_ and no
physician diagnostician is perfect. The real question is how :Duch such
systems as ours aid the physician overall by providing diagnostic consultant
advice. _If the government and the_public require perfect expert diagnostic
systems then we_shall have to Abandon such-expert systems development except
as toys. Controlled clinical_trials should demonstrate whether or not such
computerized diagnostic consultant systems contribute to a significant and
high level of improvement in medial diagnosis.

2. It has been our strong decision from the beginning that expert systems
like INTERNIST-I must be used only by_professionals and that the re-
sults require a physicians interpretation. We never expect to modify
our system for use by laymen.

3. Medical judgement is acquired by the intelligent manipulation_of Medi-
cal information and by observing experts do such. Obviously the more
information one has stored in his memory probably the better his
judgment will be, but we have all known good memorizers who did not
demonstrate commensurately good judgement. A very important point
is that it is impossible by many fold for a medical student to

1291 SCAIFE HALL. PITTSBURGH, PA. 15261 (412) 624-2649
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Mr. James H. Paul 2 June 5, 1986

memorize the factual medical information available. What our report
was stressing was the point that excessive emphasis in the medical
curriculum on memorization be reduced, not abandoned.

Tbe more,a physician knows about a_disease-generally the-better is his
treatment of_it. On the other hand, a good proportion of medical infor-
mation is not pertinent to treatment.

4. To determine that a_ disease has_beeh sufficiently characterized to_
be programmed is a metter_of_mature judgment,just as is the_case for
that disease to be included in a medical textbook. It 1.8 a large and
difficult problem to keep a large knowledge base such_as that Of
INTERNIST-I up-to-date. Howeveri the knowledge base can be kept as_
current as medical textbooks and probably more so because of the lag
time in book publication.

Fcr example, we waited about 18 months for information to accumulate on
AIDS as a disease before we decided to program it about a year and a half
ago. Aaditional information has been periodically added since that time.

5. Thvision of Research Resources of the NIH and that National Library
of Medne in my opinion have been quite far-sighted and innovative in
the support_of artificial_intelligence in medicine and they remain so.
New areas of emphasis_wiI1 need to be_proposed by the academic community,
and.current/y we are in a stage of moderate stagnation.

The hardware used by INTERNIST,I can be_defined as laboratory_equipment
and has a high degree of reliability. _I would tot cIassify_the software
as a medical device in the_FDA_sense; it_is rea//y an intellectual
device like a textbook or monograph,. However; it is anticipated_that
a controlled field trial of the knowledge base and inference_engine__
should demonstrate and need to demonstrate that the computerized medi-
cal consultant program performs as well if not better than the expert
human consultant and that the system led to improvement in medical
diagnosis. The controlled clinical trials will be held in academic
medical centers, first in ours at the University of Pittsburgh and
then at others, where medical and diagnostic standards are high.

The only important inaccuracy in the transcript of my testimony is on line
164 where other should read various. My conversational English was not
always of high clarity but nothing is really inaccurate.

Sincerely yours,
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TFE
LNIVERSTY
OFUTAH

July 11, 1986

Harold_L. Volkmer
Chairman
Sobcommittee_on_Investigations_and Oversights
House of Representatives Committee on
Science and Technology

822 House Annex One
Washington, D.C. 20515-6307

Dear Mr. Volkmer:

DEPARTMENT OP
MEDICAL INFORMATICS

LOS MOW AL
325 EIGNTH AVENUE
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 01143
SO4214165

I am sorry to be slow in getting my response back to you.
Unfortunately the material was sent to my former address in
Houston, Texas and it took a month for thepost office to forward
it to me here in -Salt Lake City. The materials were here on py
retUrn from a-family-vacation at the end of June. Thank you for
the opportunity of aetting me participate in this subcommittee
hearing. I have reviewed the transcript-and-am returning it with
a few corrections. /n response to your further questions:

1; In_a 1982 report._the Committee on Science and Tedhhology
noted_that_onc of the greatest barriers to wide-scale use of
medicai_information systems vas the_reIoctance Of physicians
to take_Jadvantage_ of their capabilities; _How did you
address this problem at LDS Hospital and with what success?

The HELP System used atLDS llompital_hae been_mnder_develOpment
and in clinical use for well_over_a_decade._ Medical:data entered
into the system comes_primerily _from the_clinicaI_Iaboratory,
nurses, therapists and technicians. PhysiciAns_maere are
primarily recipients of data output from the HELEAsyeten_with_its
extensive communications and decision-making_capability. Over
the years wehave developed a "sociological structure within the
hospital which is conducive to physicians to use computer
records. Recently we have_added a capability of phone-in access
from physicians offices which has been a successful venture. In
my experkence, it is clear that establishing the correct
°sociology where physicians gain a trust in the medical computer
system is inportant. -Most hospital computer systems used in the
past have_been "administrative' or billing systems. The HELP
system emphasizes physician oriented "Clinical' data collection.
The ability of_physicians to get results promptly and accurately
is very _helpful to _them and not _threatening.- Physician
apprvziate_being notified when their patient might receive a
contraindicated drug. In this way our system functions as an on-
line 'safety net'.

2 24;
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2; Please describe the negotiations that led to the agreement
permitting Control Data Corporation to market the HELP
System;

a; Professor Brannigam's_ testimony- indicates that LDS
HospitaIeonld conceivably be held striCtly liable for
errors_1n the HELP system. because the hospital
developed the underlying _software. Was liability a
concern to the hospital during these negotiations?

LDS Hospital's primary interest et the time of the Oonttadt
negotiations was to get financiaLe_upport_fer continued compUtet
system development. Control Data SAM _the_advantages _of the
system and wanted to provide it in_the_cemmercial marketplace;
The only reluctance Control Data had was thet they disi_not_want
to get into the marketing of "medical decision-making strategies!
which- they were concerned might be thought of as Apracticing
medicine- Therefore Control Data left the establishment of the
medical knowledge base up to the hospitals where they sold
systemsWith -the- suggestion that the hospital contact LDS
Hospital for initial concepts. At the start of our negotiations,
liability was not a major concern. In more recent times the
liability issue has become-more of a-concern (especially since my
attendance at the Congressional Hearings!).

3. During_the_hearingi_you_stated that FDA_had-not communicated
with_you_regarding_the development_Of_the HELP system. When
Control_Data_Corporation began marketing the iystem, was any
review required?.

As far as I know, no contact was required_far LDS Hospital tO
sell the computer system to Control_Data_Carporation._ _As far as
I know, no action ty FDA was required of Control Data Corporation
in the 1981 contract time frame.

4. Please Aiscuss the legal problems you alluded to in
establishing remote access capability for your system.

Remote access to_ the system-was an easy technological task, but
required a lengthy legal and patient privacy review before being
approved. A multi-step plan was implemented which allows staff
physicians_to purchase remote access services from the LDS
hospital._ A copy of the_applitation_form required of physician
is _etteched_for your Interest; mtltiple_stept Ake taken to
assure the security of the systeM. TheSe inClUde:
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a; A_floppy disk,-which contains an encrypted log-on
security code,_ia_issued to authorized physicians who
agree_to keep It_in a secure place and be responsible
for it. The disk is also "copy protected" to prevent
easy duplication.

b. PhysiCians_agree_to_maintain the_patient,A pkiVady the
same way as Jouving_access to_the_COMpUter and Other
records when they are on-site at LDS hospital;

The physicians agree to notify LDS_HospitaI:if_their
floppy disk is lost or stolen SD that_the _lost code
'authorization can be removed from the HELP system.

d. A record is made of each call by_ access code Imicept;
Record-are also kept of which patient's data are
reviewed.

e. Phyllicians-agree to-hold LDS Hospital harmless if there
are any claims arising from the use of their access
code;

f. We_revIewthe access to tlie kyateM every month and look
for_approptiatenens_ Of _data- access and have close
communications with the physician users.

5. How is the HELP System used to meet information demands ftot
third-party insurers?

HELP system records are used extensively _fo_r providing
documentation -of care given for third-party insurers._ We are
able to provide a level of documentation of both clinical and
adMinistrative-data -which minimizes 'challenges' to the accuracy
of the care given which saves both the hospital and third-party
insurers time and _effort.- For example we have recently started
charging patients for nureing -care based on the patient's illness
acuity.__:Also contained-Within the system is a medical records
module_which inclUdea DRG Coding; 1CD-9 coding and a discharge
summary coding scheme;

_

6. Hew has_theIFELP_System been used t6 Meet the demands
imposed by Medicare's new prospective payment system?

TheAysteTa _haSbeen _a_valuabIe_tooI _in heIpin§ the hospital
manage itgi resourcevandimmeeting__Medicare prospectivd_peyMent
requirements. We are able to quickly follow-up on patientS Who
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have longer hospital__stays thamthe "nominal" Each physician
DRG utilizucion is rev_iewed_(by_the medical stiff leadership arid
administration) to see_if patiente_are being treated in a_coot
effective manner. Having_the _data in_a readily available
computer form allows the medical staff leadership to review the
performance of their colleagues_and alloy_for_exceptions baned en
extenuating circumstances or take corrective action where
necessary.

7. Please explain in more detail how "electronic signatures"
are handled by the HELP System.

Nurses currently use an "electronic signature" to sign off
nursing notes in- our intensive care units. Each nurse is given a
Unique code_which- allows them to verify information on their
patients. _The cod* and time are stored in the patient record.
On "shifts" where_mUltiple nurses care for a patient the final
nurse_also_initials the computer generated patient record with
his/hcr_name.__If changes in the record are required at a later
timo only the supervising nurse is authorized to make the
changes.

8. Has the HELP system eve_r_faiIed_to alert th) hospital_staff
to problems in a petient's_conditiomi -even_ though the
information was available in its knowledge base?

I am sure the system has failed to alert the staff to "alert"
conditions. -However, I can't remember such a failureiwhen_the
system waa "running" and when the _programs used were _fully
validated. Most- of this type failure occur during the
development and velidation phases of_projects. We work very hard
at minimizing_system "bugs"- and-other problems which could lead
to_this type_failure. -It-should be remembered that the computer
system is_primarily a b-tck-up- for physicians and thus physicians
still_hold_priMary respondibility for the care of the patient
Ithe_physicians are the "captains_of the ship"). The HELP system
is an_Abfarmation generator and-does not "close the loop" (such
as injecting a_drug) Im_any of the decision feedback. Not all of
medical knowledge and not every contraindication known to man are
coded into the HELP computer system;

9. How has the HELP system used in the performance of medical
research?

The HELP system with its extensive data beee_provides_a rich
resource for_ answering medical and administrative questions. _The
structure and organization required by a computer data entry have
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dramatically improved our capability to collect_relithisLtiata,_
We can make queries of the data base to test scientific
hypothesis. We also test new decision-making strAtegies by
applyingthem to the,"retrospective" data base thus helping us to
check and validate new concepts more quickly. 'Before-and after'
studies are usually very easily performed since the "before data
is Already available in the patient records.

I have included prints of the slides used during the hearing. I
too _appreciate the opportunity of being able-to -present what I
think _IS unique amd-effeCtive computer-system developed by a team
of-dedicated andtalented_computer and medical scientists. I am
but_ only a_smaIl part_a that team_and_want to (=tend to my
professional colleagues the just due that they desens.

SincereIyi

re- /4-0t541
Reed M. Gardner, Ph.D.

Enclosures
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Application Form

I am Interested_im havimg telephone access to the LDS Hospital
Information System (jELP); I understand_there is a $250.00
installation fee with aervice charge_ _of _$30_.00 per month- WhiCh
will be billed quarterly_. L presently have the ,c311oWing
computer and communications equipment.

Personal Computer: IBM PC
(MS.DOS Compatible) IBM PC Jr

Leading-Edge
Zenith-150
TRS 2000
Othet

Modem: Hayes
AvateX _
Signalman
US_Robotics
Other

Printen: Epson
Other

IBM PC XT
IBM PC AT

Specify

PATIENT PRIVACY

Model
Mdael
model
Model
Model

Model
Model

I-agree to maintain the floppy disc I am provided_in_a secure
place-and-will be responsible for any computer system_access
with the "logon-security code" recorded on the disc. In addition
I asree to maintain the patients privacy in the same _way I
would by hav-ing access to computer and other patient records
just_ as_if I were on site at LDS Hospital. I will notify
the Biophysics Department at LDS Hospital_if my floppy disc
4.s__1ost or atoIen so that my security code can be removed
from the system

HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT

I further agree to hold LDS Hospital_harmIess from any Olaim
in tort, contract or other legal theory arisIng_out Of-my
use or use through my access code of the LDS Hospital Information
System (HELP) or of any information derived thropqh such use.

Date

Return AppIicatiOn_to:
Reed_M. Gardner, PhD
LDS Hospital
325 8th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84143

Signature

-c.4)
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U.S. HOUSE 0; REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SUITE 2301 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BEHLDINT mon lorown.:

*oar Pr COW A AAP Line.
INASHINGION DC 2e1.11 MOM %At

6.80.1.411.M
000, .7.21..E37 JAVAL SWAM Ac

%MOM A.M.
21 May 1 99i MOM C err..

JAC% Moo mem..

I ler Bmeer,__Jr.
3601_0arden_ LaKes_ vsti
E.remenTor.. Ft cc- foe 320:-.

Dee- Bauer:

Enclosee is a copy of tee TranscrioT trot tne Aorl 2, 19E, nearing_a-__
whicr yoL_Tett1flec_oetore_tna_Spocomm1TTee on inyesli Doti ons anc OversIgny or
1nio- atior Tersnolocieu In tne nealTn care sysrim.. ATTecnec Tc Tne Transcr ID7
arg InsTruc-ri one to- suomlyting recuesTs to- =lenges o ci Brit lcaTi one,. Please
re.: ie Ynese insteuctions_anc_Tne_encesset_transcriir cr.' you- reeeerne

rerfie11%. 1our copy of tne TranscripT, TopeTne- ITr. an% wrITTer. reauesTs to-
cnanpes. snoulc De reTurnec Dv June 3C, 1 g3e., TC:

James h. Pau.
Suocommitree or--enyes-riguatione anc Oversig:,-

82 kouse Annex I

hasningyon. D.: 20515-630"

tee SuozornMI-i-ree nes oeyelooeb turtner ouestions_les a resell.: of Tne
nearin;; anc wouIc appreciate receis inp your respOnses TO tneer.. lou ma%
incimpe Tneen wItn you- Transcr

in your soarer. to- venTure caolya.. no. di c yin oescrioe you- comoari%
anc Tne rrarkeT you were pursuing':

e.. Please supoIs tne SuncommItree Its a cop% CO You- DrosDeCTuS To-
I nyesTors.

1111B7 STeDS nave voL Tamen TO essis- sysTe, GCVO: OPer5 lk IT; "'OE

oroosens you neve i OenT H le

WriaT orogress nes peen moos in preventing exoerY sysTerns tra:
exceedi ng tnel r ecnor mope Domain:

L. roc _WIlE _Knew elope oases De UDoaTec &ITO- These sySTens DeCLoms
wioesoread:

C. mos yotr company Drew ioec 'tunas tor reseercr in oroe- TO ooTair
answers Tc. Tnese orobteens'

loL_STZTOL Ourinit tee nearInt TneY.venTure caniTe, cow c DE tOunC Tc
t.andie Tne. expense cm vie1iJating Tnese svrecr.s. ruts env svsrer
ue-sugne- accer-r: er 07 Or 0 unarm. 5: assistance ren your =moon.
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M. WI! Ian Baker, Jr. -
20 fray IP&
Face. 'hoc

4. new will you choose Me scnane_tnat oil I govern verif ication of Tne
extert systans you will market:

en yoUr olnIor., coes tne enclosee 5787a:if:MT, aroe beG Dy FDA fa- tne
reoar_C-,_reoresent_prooress_tarc_satisty Ina tne concerns o'
ohmouterizea medical cow Ice manufacturers:

e. FDA says in ITS STaTemenT tnaT Me fie) c comairrer_adalications
In medicine is in suer; ores:: ferment Met tne, cannot ioentifs a
pattern To use In Developing guiael Ines. Do yids aoree cii, teat
essessnent:

b. Co you bel love ;hat FDA's aTTernDT To regulate tnis f Iola oil
interfere wItn you- eT TO-TS TO marker mese inta-mati on systems":

C. ha. oil I vos-ne abie To ma-ket medical exaerT svITerns if, es VOL
reoommenC; Mk at; 0175 tnf aevelonnent_ iTc Own Lr-noUse W.Dertiss
DeTCre I7 pro..-:eecs TO establ isn a reputaTa- sTrucTu-e:

. FDA. oaf Ines a Class I medical_ oevice as aco- atorv eouiement_wnoSe
uses are oeneral lv Known Dr Dersons TraineC I r tnis area One chi ct a-e
not I aoelee or aranoteo ter general uses. Car CACIOCalL meet Ma-
stanaardl

U. For- a CI ass 2 Geo ice, FDA maul res Tne establ isnment of a
bertermanee Stant:are. ha would voi se, sub r. a stanoarc f o-
CADUMUS:

Have you eye- consicwres okterinr_aiw cr. tnr se exec-- syrreenS Tc
non-sDeClaI Irrs, o- ove--tne-eounter7

E. Enr.losec oalw of e sTaiernenr suemittec to- ns reoorc Os me
National lest*. ttrrer o' Ilea: Tr..

e. hre_you_satitf Tne curren, ToGuS of Nli- researcr_ in TnE
opal icati on 07 artlf iei a: Intel seance tecnniaues TC medicine:

L. Pleat =lances o- nen. areas o: mimesis wow c you re=mmend:
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Kn._ WI I tea sakar;
20 fey 198e
Pepe Tn roe

lour tesfirnom at Ina hearinp was extremely valuable TO tne mernoors, and I

want_to extend tnanks fa- you- participation ane service TO the
StIOCOmet ittee.

si ncerel y,

.4 -4 :;:; -

harol_d_i_. Vol itnef-
Chairmen
Suocernmil-ree on Investigations

end Overslcin,
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Janet; H._PkaI

SubcomiOttacron Investigation
_and_Overtight
Committee Of_SaIence AM Technology
U.S. tiouse_of Representatives
822 House_Annex I
Uashington; DC 28515-6307

Dear Mr Paul:

June 24, 1986

KhOuIedOe Research Associates
5601 garden Lakes-Majestic
Bradenton, FL 34023

(813) 755-6262

Thank you for the opportunity to_falIaw-Up_iin the April 21, 1986 hearing. The
move to Florida has stolen_more time then I had planned. My business has
maintained contacts but has made no substantiVe Oragrese since April.

In addressing the questions you have_asked I heVe hAd sone-concern about
disclosure of proprietary information contained_In Oar _drift businesa plans.
would appreciate your limiting circulation to those indiVidUals who need to
know in conciliating the business of the House.

goeStIOti I;
ansPee I;

_
Answer 1.a

Question Z.
Answer Z.

findWer Z.a

The vignette in Business Week JUly 9, 1984 prOVIded kOst of
the description needed by the venture capital
organizations. Market definition is_at_Present United io
OhYdialan customer/users. The family and_general _

Oradiltioners constitute the largest market segment.

A draft_badiness plan is attached. The plan is dated and
doom not refloat the current state but I believe it gives
adequate ineight to our plane.

Our relationship with eyStek der/elopers has bean
almost solely limited tO edvIce on management and
techniques to protect their intiiIIectual rights.

The system developers_haxe_yet to biiiId_SSIf ricognition of
problems outside tne_knowledge_dOMaln_of theIr_systems.
They believe, along with_usithat until the tedhOSIOW far
doing this is developed and_tested; written in-Sir-actions on
the limits of domain expertise must_Preface initial Win and
Win after each knowledge base up-grade.



Antiwar Z.b

Answer Z.c

Answer 3

Answer 4.
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KnowIedge-base updates wilI be handled by:

Independent review of new knowledge,

Independent r4commendation of update action,

Independent determination of the ripple effect of new .
knowledge on the system,

Corporate action updating customer systems subscribing to
this service, and

Notification to non-subscribers that the update exists
and the gist of its clinical substance.

Since we believe that ihe systems will sold on a
turnkey basis, ihe above updating will be handled
remotely without user intervention.

My organiation has no funding for ihe basic_
problem of_recognizing knowledge domain boundaries.
This is_a fundamental computer_science problem with a
concomitant high risk beyond the scope of our company.

Our company has no intention of marketing a product
w ithout financing a committed base for the prodUct
representing a national consensus and a mechanism
for knowledge base updating over the life of the prodUct.

No system developer has accepted our offer to begin
validation supported..by our funds.

The schema for validation (verification) will be a process
where domain specialists selected by users in that domain
and supported by-corporate set aside will examine
contemporaneous literature for new knowledge, validate that
w hich is significant to ihe domain,_and recommend to the
company appropriate updates with notification of ihe
effects of the new knowledge on system operation.

234
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Answer 5.a
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It hed not_occured-to me before responding to this
question thet_the FDA might have a role in the future of
artificial Intelligence expert systems. It may satisfy
Industry concerns if the FDA Ued the Adninistrative home of
the clinical domain specialist units organized to develop
national concurance and_prodUce-updAte recommendations When
and Uhere appropiate. This uould go a long uay in
eliminating public concerns uith corporate support of such
activities.

I agree with the notion that the computer field_in
medicine is changing very raPidly_making the_jeb fee _

developers, uatchersi and regulators extremely diffieUlt;
The FOR should develop a formal program to uork ulth _

emerging clinical applications uhich may or may not go to
c aaaaa cial diffusion.

Ammer S.b I believe that uith the present attitudes in place at the
FDA. any attempts to regulate would close my opprtunities
for marketing clinical expert systems.

Aneuer 5.c I believe if FOR follous closely the development of
national-consensus in each of the clinical applications its
notion of regulating usage uill be the sane as it holds in
licensing of physicians by the states le no role.

Aneuer 6. I Cannot ansuer this question for I do_not knou uhat is
meant by_Igeneral uses". If it means "over the counter." /
agree,_ If it means In_general use by physicians or trained
physician augmenters. I do not agree.

Ansuer 6.a In setting a performance standard fcr CADUCEUS; I_beIieVe a
proceas similar to the NIH's consensus developnent eheUld
be (used regardless of the class of the clinical expert
system.

Ansuer 7 Some time before I left the NIH I felt that this method of
representing knouledge could be extended doun to the triage
system. I still believe this to be true. Personnel
trained to augment the functions of a physician could also
become qualifed 'Isere of these systems.

I believe it uill be decades before these aystems can be
succeesfully used in the over-the-counter mode.



Ansuer 8.a

Ansuer 8.6
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The dUaI prog tic thrust at ihe NIH is interesting in
that the National Library of Medicine (NLM) is making
substantive_contrIbUtions to the field and_is actively
promoting tha_fleld_uhlIe the Division of _Research
Resources (DAR)leadership_seens to have diffidUltY _

supporting arltficial_intelligence in_medicine and 19515t5
on Maintainieg a:caretaker role. (I have s a _ 1 ancedotes
substantuating this style_a__Program management ) Vt04 hot
satisfied that there is adequate competency or knowledge
among the top management and program staff of the ORR to _

determine future directions, long range goalai_or_programs
to attain those goals in clinical systems. The research
resources and projects initiated and supported by the DRR
during the 1970'5 and early 1980'5 are not currently
attracting neu investigators and neu ideas to these ORR
activities. It does not inspire my confidence that our
funds in this area are best handled by the ORR.

On_the other hand as ORR-5 capabilities have fallen, the
NLM_has performed admirebty in recant years. The NLM
hosted the most_recent_annuaLuorkshop condUcted by the
community of artificial intelligence in medicine, has
vigorous and,.hroad programs that are bringing neu results
into the field, and, as a further plus, has Its oun built-
in research activity in the Lister Hill Center.

I recommend the funds and programmatic mission (research
resources) of the ORR in artificial intelligence in
medicine be transferred to the NLM. The NLM nou serves as
the nation's focus uithin the executive branch for these
activities and by its very nature is epistemological.
Therefore the NLM can provide an administrative and
philosophical hone for the field of knouledge-based expert
systems uithin the NIH. It nou has the leadership and
constituency to deal effectively uith the future of expert
clinical systems.

I hope this is responsive to your needs. If more or changes are needed please
don't hesitate to let me knou.

Sincerely yours,

3"(( 6-
William Roy Baker, J
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 11112.1)

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY t:; ,:ir.47.-
v.. 1

SUITE 2321 RAYSURN HDUSE DEFILE BUILDING 9,1111ff "MIL .r.
Wok 11 Coabm

WASHINGTON. DC 20515 A. Haw.
elaY14-008111...

12021225-6371 I.Y. ..owc..

21 May 1986

ProfessorA,Incent_BrannIgam
Deportment of Textiles and Consumer Law
University of Maryland
2100_Marle_Mount-Hall-
College Parki Maryland 20742

. 401.1111. ,SCOAm.*. 1!!!
O061/ C CCM..__Go
J CICFCAUSAICINIALD

Dear Professor Brannigan:

Enclowd is-a copy of the transcript frcm the April 21, 1986, hearing at
wiJdh_you_testifled_befcce_the_Suhteemillee on_lnveCtlgatIons and_Oversiglit_on_
information technologies In the health care system. Attached to the transcript
are instructions for submitting requests for cnanges or-clarifications. Please
reviCe_these_Instrurztions_and_the_enclosec_transcrIpt_Of_your r_emarks_
carefully. Your copy of the transcript, tooether witn any written requests for
cnanges, should be returned by June 30, 1986, to:

James H. Paul
Subcommittee on-investigations and Oversight

822 Ebuse Annex _I
Washington, DC 20515-630:

The Subcommittee has developed more questions as a_result_c4 thehearing__'
and would appreciate your response. You may submit These at tne same time you
return your Transcrilt.

1. Assuming your regulatory scheme is adopted, what would be the effect
on a medical information system Ilke the HELP system:*

2. Because software Is often cusurmized fcc the hardware that supports
lt, can hardware manufacturers expect to be Included In liability
actions as a result of the use of these systems?

a. Would you read the FDA_pol icy on stand-alone software TO imply that
coMPuter harosaremanufecturers_wzmld be_requlred to Submit_thelr
products fcc FDA review on the cnance that they might one day be
used with medical software?

3. In the testimony you have submitted for the record, you indicate that
the_greatest threat computerization poses to patient privacy Is remote
access capability.

a. ite_would you_evaluate_the positloh_Dr_Gardher and_Dr. MdDonalc
expressed on data security and tne necessity of access:
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Prof essor_V I ncent Brannigan
21 May 1986
Page Two

4. Wnat criteria have the courts appl led to determine when medical
technology has_bacone the "standard of care" for the pOrpose Of
evel uati ng trezriment?

a. Ho, has this affected malpractice law?

In oraer to assure a complete-record for this hearing, please subsit the
1983 article frau the_ Journal Mituner Poi lry And the_artiole by Bruce
Watson you discussed at the hearing. Also, please annotate your remarks on
Justice Holmes' opinion (p. 116) with the appropriate citatiön.

Your testimony at the hearing was extremely valvable to the Walters, and
want_to eietend our thanks for your participation and service to the
Subcommittee.

23.8"

Sincere! y,

rol d L. Vol kmer
Chai rman
Subcommittee_on I nvest I gati ons

and Oversight
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ME UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

COLLEGE PARK CAMPUS
Depade lent of Textiles arid Coniumer Edon= las

September 18, 1986

Mr_. James Paul
Sdbcotedttee on Investigations and Oversight
822_House Annex I
Washington, DC 20515-6307

Dear Mr. Paul:

In answer to your inquiry:

1. I believe that all users of Medical information systems should
be registered in a central locationi with a reasonable amount of
information on how the system is used.

2. Hardware liability problems are remote, with the possible ex-
ception of direct hardware problems, such as system crashes due to
hardware defects. False promotion of reliability or compatibility
may be an additional problem.

2a. No, I do not think the hardware manufacturers would be covered.

3. _Without reference to Drs. McDonald-or Gardner on a personal
basis, I am convinced that many_medicaI informatics professionala
seriously underestiffiSte the_need for security_of patient data,
and the ease with whiCh such data is removed from systems.

4. This question_is_difficult_to answer without examining the en-
tire field of medicL1 malpractice and computer lam. I have enclosed
a copy of "Liability for Failure to Acquire or Use Computers" by
Bruce Watson, which covers this area.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

VHB/MC

Sincerely,

/

Vincent M. Brannigen....%
Associate Professor

College of Human Ecology
2100-Mar le-Mounf Hall

College Park Mary Pond 20742 (301) 454.2141
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U.S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVEZ

CorVirVIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SUITE 2321 RAYBURN ROUSE OFFICE KADIN::

WASUINSTON, DC 20515
12021225.6371

20 likey 1954

Dr. CI went HaDonal c
Dire:Ter, Medical Intccmarl on Sciences
Segenstraif InstiTure, Stn Flo=
1 OD; _V.-10tr
I ndi anaool is, Indiana 4520:

Dear Dr: lieDOnalc:

407-1,-*41.
Ottir,--rrro.a.---L
Arow

Enclosed 1s-a copy of Me rranscr lerr_trar. the Anril__21;_1985; nearing er
wnich_vou Tel-filled before Me Sisocommitree on Invesrlgations anC DversicF.T or,
information Tecnnologi es in tne nealtn care svs-ren. hTracned TO me rranscri0 7
are InsTrucrions io- submitting reouesTs +o- cnanges_or et arifications. Pi cent
rev lea tnete_intrrucTions anc Tne enclosec Trans= o. you- remarks
caret ul Is. Noir cop+. of Tna rranscr 1;31., raceme- HT err ier i 77er. reit uesrs cr
changer., sioulc De reTurnee June 3 0. 1 95i., TO:

Janes h. Pau
Supcommirree or.--lnvestipaTior.s anc tsverss

82: rouse Anne:. .

asn nor or.. DC 2C513-637

Tee SupcomeilTrae nes oeveLoces Timmer otmstions_aa e resuir of rne nearin;
anc woulc aporeci vou- resconse. These ineiv oe suornirrec ar me same tiVIE
you reTurn you- Transc-ipt.

;. Wnere will eateerr svsremis mace thelr greatesc contributi or. TO medico.
care:

:.. You nore in vou- Tesclmorn mar ou- unoerscandin; of orwsi Cs ar
oecisionmaking is weak. Wil I a perrer unoersTandino cr! rner orocees__
come TraL_ researcr. /pro exPerr sv groom, o- snow c separare researcr on
cone in tnis area:

a. Snoul eicserr sverens oe usee TC critioue onvsici an oecIsionmaking:

3. Hoe ooes lee r eau aro-s. on i oso on v en= o I ec II. tne FOF sraTeme r.-
^Imposean overouroen ric ruses anc reculetIont?.

L. liny cc no on leve Tv er. ails r esear=. in Tnis. ies

L. Dne of tne c-iTerse an EDF. ism' ssa-5 on ii: . cor.sice- is Tne
rel habil ITV cr me r.oer5si Dc coo ap-es ht. me scacmfnenr, .ir
genera: _ i s_smor ecc_ica: To. Tes7_ 50.771 3-1:: TO- .
C1ODO-Tuni T% do- :Lisle's. 1ne Des- 'ma- car 5 I
4 incsng Tne- cnn Ts:S.11; s...= sces nas ZeS1
apo; lee an: n::.:.eDis rst.to Ts C2731 n:::"
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Dr. Clement bit0Ontii
20 14sy nee
Fags Trc

3. C. Does this mean that until ine problem of verlfice_tian, it_Saired,_nD
progress-can be expected In estnbl ishing regulatory guidelines It
this f ield?

4. hould_Froiesscr branni gen! s loBe TO pi ace tne regul ercry buroen on thesoftware user pe an acceptable suestitine:

L. Nom' probi ars woul c vot: to-esee w Ith Prof esso,' Brannl gen! s
approach?

5 . Enclosed is e ozpv tne s7ataner.r suonlyted to- tne record by The
Nati anal I nsti tutet of heel tr..

L. hre_you satisf lee w itn tne current focus of Nlh research in tne
:NW i cati On of artli lai Intel I igen= tech nit] ues TO medi ci ne:

t. Nnat cnanges or new a-eas of enonesis route you recommend':

Ychr testimony iyr tne near I ns was exrranelv vat Cab e TC "he !yelpers, arm
beer to egreno our Therms to- your participation anc service IC TOE
SULICOMin ittec.

Sincerely,

harol 41 L. Vol me-
Cnairtear
Subcommittee on InvestIgationt

and OversighT

24 I
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

July 3, 1986

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
Regenstrief Health Center, Sth Floor
1100 West Michigan Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46223
(317) 630-6374

Reply to:
Wishard Memorial Hospital
1001 West Tenth Street
ImManapolis, Indiana 46202

Mr. JANOS H. Paul
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
822 House Annex I
Washington, DC 20515-6307

Dear Mr. Pauls

In the following, Lattempt to answer che additional quotations
developed by the subcommittee.

1; __Where tollI expert systems make their greatest comtribution to
Medical care?

I_think the emphasis in this question is misplaced. Expert
systems are only one part of a largmr whole including medical
record systomsi database storage techniques, human interfaces'
display techniques, and all statistical analysis techniques--all
of which are components of clinical information systems. Asking
whore expert systems make their greatest contribution to medical
care is somewhat similar to asking how headlights will make a
contribution to personal transportation. The automobile makes
the contribution to transportation, the headlights are only a
part of that automobile.

If you let ma answer the question, "Where wilI_inteIligent__
clinical systems make their greatest contribution?",_/ would say
to the accuracy of_diagnosis and_management, and_tO tha cost of
clinical care._ Ultimately, clinical systems win make_care
faster--requiring Isles personnel a:74 physician timo; They win
greatly rationhiza the entire_field of cat-e as tootIli,_ Closed-loop
systems_will have marvelous effects_ranging from_automated
defibrillation In patients with_ventricular instability to
automatic insulin delivery in diabetics with embedded insulin
resevoirs.
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2. You note in your testimenY that_our understanding_of _
1&.yeician decivionmaking is weak. Will a better understanding of
tha4 process come from research into expert systoles, or should
separate research be done in this area?

Research in expert systems does contribute to the understanding
of the decision process, bUt direct study of the process itself
Is-a more efficient way to learn about it. PSychologic studies
alid_work such as that performed by Elstein from the University of
IIIiheit_neads_greater support. Support is particularly
important now that-computer taChniques have evolved to the point
where_thisy can imitate What we_!think" the-physician does. Given
this power to_imitate, it In *II thw_more important that we
understand what the physician is really doing.

2.a. Should expert systems be used to critique phYsician
decisionsaking?

Importamt work has been done in the area of expert7system
critiquing by Dr. Perry from Yale University. It is one of
many interesting pathways being explored. The field is too
to be talking about what should be done, however.

thr
young

How do you believe this [the regulatory philospohy embodied
in the.FDA statament3 will deter research in this field?

I did net_receive_a copy-of the FDA statement presented at the
SUbCOMMittee meeting of April 21, tsars, so I can't comment on the
substende_ef_that particular statement, but the general problem
with regulation is that_It is easy to comer up with rules, but
difficult to coM* up with reputations, especially regulations
that_are_appropriate._ When the revalators aren't practitioners
in either the field_of_medicine or computer_science, and they are
to regulate the applications_of_computer_science_techniques to
the practice of medicinei the odds that the_regulations will _

match the realities are low. And when the field being regulated
is so embryonic that there are very few examples of_whst_the
field is, the likelihood of mismatch inc aaaaaa . Regulation.% by
definition, impose strictures on how systems are developed,
tested, and/c.r distributed. This generally imposes burdens of
paperwork and heari..Igs or other such time consuming efforts on
1.=veetigetors. The cost of "jumping" the regulatory barriers
P.lI tend-to ex=lude the smaller and more inventive companies

irvolvement in the field because they have neither the
personnel, the time, nor the capital to endure regulation delays'.
:t will usually deter researchers from entering the field because
their research energies will be tethered.
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3.b._Do you agree with the_statement, "In general it is
impractical to test [software] for every ... Oppertdnity fer
failure.*

I agree with the statement because it is absolute fact.__The
problem is compcunded by the need to change software. Changes
are required to accommodate new hardware* new medical_realitieS,
new algorithmic approaches, and so on. In contrast to a drug,
WhiCh remains the same during its patented lifetime,_ software
Mutt change to keep up with other realities. The need to pass
SOftWare through the regulatory hurdles after every modification
could impose hopeless costs and delays in the software
development cycIe.

3.c, Does thiS mean that until the problem of verification is
solved, no progress_can_be expeCted in establishing regulatory
guidelines in this field?

Yes, but_I_keep_coming back_to_the_question of what problem are
We trying to solve with_resulation?_ WhateXCetehea Occurred?
What excess is sapected?_ What are_the bad eaperiented the
medical field has had with intelligent computer systems dUer the
last twenty years that need to be corrected?_ Regulation feu, ita
own sake is bureaucratic excess in its purest form.

4. -Would Professor Drannigan's idea to place the_regulatory
burden on the software user be an acceptable substitute?

I didn't fully_understand the legal discussion between Mr.
Drannigan and_the_subcommittee, but the idea of letting medical
institutionS decide what software is best for them im appealing.
They_already have sUbstantiAI incentives, in the foie of
malpraotice_and_liability issues, to choose only safe and useful
software.__I_fully_agree wither. Drannigan's arguments that
medical_software is_not a device avid t!;erefore doesn't fall under
that FDA's jurisdiction.I_am_not sophisticated enough in
matters of law to give insightful critiOiSMAS te the possible
legal problems with Mr. Brannigan's approach.

5. Are you satisfied with the current_focus_of_MIH reliearOh in
the application of artifivial intelligence techniques to
Medidine?

_
Thie question requires an answer similar to that given for
aileation_l. Artificial intelligence techniques are only one of
many_techniques needed to produce useful clinical systemsi and I
don!t_think it is_appropriate to single out one particular
technique for individual support. Asking the broader question,
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"H44-NIM provided sufficient support for the researCh and
deveIopmet of clinical computing systems?", I would have to say
nd Suppert_has bean provided_by the NationaI_Library df
Medicine,_DRIV, and_the_NationaI Center ler Health Services
Researdh_(not within NIM). The latter has_provided thaveost
support_for research and_development in clinical computing over,----
the last 15 years,_but_their_funding has_been sharply reduced-to_
onw7fourth of the_1970's level. _Tho_problee_with current_support
by NTH is that it's fragmented. and in many cases the "researcte"
side of the research and development question has been
underemphasized,_ particularly when work has been funded My one of
the disease-based institutes. The Nationel Library o? Medicine
is a reasonable agency on which to focus more of the support for
ccal coaputing. However,_ a pure focus on artificial
intelligence or expert system techniques is wrong. Research
across a broad series of fronts, including means for storing
patient data, efficient access techniques to largo databases,
integration of medical knowledge (textbook information) and
patient facts (medical-record), research and user interface,
better_understanding of-the physician decision process, and rapid
stetisticaI techniques for dealing with irregular data sets, aro
aII necessary for substantial-advances to bewedi in-this field.
A pure focus on artificial intelligence would be_analogous to
focusing on_enly_jet engines when_trying to developing a jet
airplane. Simultaneous_work on_airframe development, _

aerodynamicsi_environmental_controli_communicationi_and so oni__
are all necessary to build a successful airplane._ The_same_willr
be true of clinical information systems. An amalgam of_difforent
technologies is going to be necessary, and morn quantitative
approaches should be taken.

With best regards,

Clem WcDonald, M.D.

Prefessor of__Modicine and
Director_of MedicaI_Infermetion Sciences
Regenstrief Inotitute
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